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Abstract

David Yubero Valdivielso
Vibrational and Anion Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Transi-

tion Metal Clusters
The understanding of chemical bonding and of the resulting atomic ar-

rangements is a central topic in molecular physics. The bonding mechanisms
of transition metal atoms still constitute a challenge in their theoretical de-
scription due to the massive number of valence electrons. Moreover, small
transition metal clusters and their complexes may serve as models for catalytic
systems of interest for science and technology. The goal of this thesis is the
characterization of the geometric and electronic structures of isolated transi-
tion metal clusters in the gas phase and, consequently, a better understanding
of their bonding nature.

The frst part of the thesis encompasses experimental results and conclu-
sions for the anionic platinum trimer (Pt-3 ) and the tantalum nitride anion
(TaN-). The data is obtained through anion photoelectron spectroscopy via
velocity map imaging (VMI), which permits the simultaneous measurement
of photoelectron spectra and photoelectron angular distributions (PADs).
The study on TaN- reports the frst photoelectron spectra of this diatomic
molecule. The spectroscopic assignments, carried out with the support of
previous theoretical and experimental works, provide measurements of the
adiabatic electron afnity (EAad) and of the vibrational frequencies of the
anion and the neutral molecule. In addition, the analysis of the PADs reveals
the existence of two core excited shape resonances and disentangles the hy-
bridization of a key molecular orbital. In the study of Pt-3 , the experiment is



performed in the slow electron velocity map imaging (SEVI) mode to resolve
the low-frequency vibrational structure, characteristic of metal clusters. A
plethora of information is obtained with the support of density functional
theory (DFT) calculations, which includes the presence of two isomeric forms
(triangular and linear) and hints at pseudo Jahn-Teller and Jahn-Teller efects.
Some of the PADs reveal an oscillatory energetic dependence that, according
to the quantum analogy established by Fano with the Young’s double slit
experiment, is interpreted as interferometric efects in the linear isomer.

In the second part of the thesis, the characterizations of CoAr+
n (n=3 to

6), Con-mMnmAr+
x (n=3 to 14; m=0 to 2) and saturated cationic Ru cluster

carbonyls Run(CO)+
m (n=1 to 8) via (far-)infrared multiple photon dissociation

(IRMPD) spectroscopy, more suitable to obtain structural information on the
studied complexes, are reported. The investigation on CoAr+

n readdresses
the question on the nature of the interaction between the metal cation and
the rare gas atom by proposing some amount of covalency in the bonding.
Motivated by the role of ruthenium as catalyst for CO methanation in the
Fischer-Tropsch process, the composition and structures of saturated cationic
ruthenium carbonyls are studied. Their IR spectra are obtained in the range
of the C-O stretches, Ru-CO stretches and deformation modes. Structural
assignment is achieved with the aim of DFT calculations and the results
corroborate former predictions. Finally, IR spectra of Con-mMnmAr+

x are
presented and discussed in comparison to those of pure cobalt clusters with the
purpose of motivating future theoretical studies that may solve the puzzling
structures of these binary metal clusters.



Zusammenfassung

David Yubero Valdivielso
Vibrational and Anion Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Transi-

tion Metal Clusters
Das Verständnis der chemischen Bindung und der daraus folgenden räum-

lichen Anordnungen von Atomen ist ein zentrales Thema der Molekülphysik.
Die große Zahl der Valenzelektronen von Übergangsmetall-Atomen stellt auch
heute noch eine Herausforderung für die theoretische Beschreibung ihrer
Bindungsmechanismen dar. Gleichwohl können kleine Übergangsmetallcluster
und ihre Komplexe als Modelle für katalytische Systeme von Relevanz in
Wissenschaft und Technik dienen. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Charak-
terisierung der geometrischen und elektronischen Strukturen von isolierten
Übergangsmetallclustern in der Gasphase und damit ein besseres Verständnis
für das Wesen ihrer chemischen Bindung.

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit beinhaltet experimentelle Ergebnisse und da-
rauf beruhende Schlussfolgerungen für das Anion des Platintrimers (Pt-3 ) und
das Tantalnitrid-Anion (TaN-). Die Daten basieren auf Anionen-Photoelek-
tronenspektroskopie mittels velocity map imaging (VMI), einer Technik, die
die gleichzeitige Messung der Photoelektronenspektren und der Winkelvertei-
lung der Photoelektronen ermöglicht. Für das zweiatomige Molekül TaN-

wurde das Photoelektronenspektrum erstmalig bestimmt. Die spektroskopi-
sche Zuordnung gelang unter Zuhilfenahme vorhergehender theoretischer
und experimenteller Arbeiten und liefert Werte für die adiabatische Elek-
tronenafnität (EAad) sowie die Schwingungsfrequenzen des Anions und des
neutralen Moleküls. Weiterhin lässt die Untersuchung der Winkelverteilung



auf das Vorliegen von zwei rumpfangeregten Formresonanzen (engl. core ex-
cited shape resonances) schließen und erlaubt die Analyse der Hybridisierung
eines wichtigen Molekülorbitals. Die experimentelle Untersuchung von Pt-3
erfolgte im SEVI-Modus (von engl. slow electron velocity map imaging),
um die Schwingungsstruktur bei den für Metallclustern charakteristischen
niedrigen Frequenzen aufzulösen. Die große Menge an experimentellen Daten
erlaubt, unterstützt durch Dichtefunktionaltheorie(DFT)-Rechnungen, den
Nachweis von zwei isomeren Formen (linear und gewinkelt) und liefert Hin-
weise auf den Einfuss von Jahn-Teller- und Pseudo-Jahn-Teller-Efekten.
Einige Winkelverteilungen zeigen eine oszillierende Energieabhängigkeit, die,
entsprechend der von Fano beschriebenen Quanten-Analogie zu Youngs Dop-
pelspaltexperiment, als Interferenzefekt im linearen Isomer gedeutet werden
kann.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit widmet sich der Charakterisierung von CoAr+
n

(n=3 to 6), Con-mMnmAr+
x (n=3 to 14; m=0 to 2) und gesättigten kationi-

schen Rutheniumcluster-Carbonylen Run(CO)+
m (n=1 to 8) mittels (Fern-)In-

frarot Mehrphotonendissoziations-(IRMPD)-Spektroskopie, welche besonders
geeignet ist, Strukturinfomationen für diese Komplexe zu erlangen. Die Unter-
suchung von CoAr+

n widmet sich der Frage nach der Art der Wechselwirkung
zwischen Metallkation und Edelgasatom und lässt auf einen kovalenten Anteil
an der Bindung schließen. Motiviert durch die Funktion von Ruthenium
als Katalysator bei der CO-Methanisierung in der Fischer-Tropsch-Synthese
wurden Zusammensetzung und Struktur von gesättigten kationischen Ruthe-
niumcarbonylen untersucht. Deren IR-Spektren wurden im Bereich der C-O
Streckschwingung sowie der Ru-CO Streck- und Deformationsmoden bes-
timmt. Die Zuordnung der Strukturen gelang mit Hilfe von DFT-Rechnungen
und bestätigt frühere Vorhersagen. Schließlich werden die IR-Spektren von
Con-mMnmAr+

x vorgestellt und, im Vergleich zu denen der reinen Cobaltclus-
ter, diskutiert. Diese Daten stehen als Motivation für zukünftige theoretische
Untersuchungen, die das Rätsel um die Strukturen dieser binären Metallcluster
lösen könnten.







Common abbreviations
EAad Adiabatic electron afnity
DEvert Vertical detachment energy

AO Atomic orbital
BE Binding energy
BH Born-Huang
BO Born-Oppenheimer
CA Crude adiabatic

CCD Charge-coupled device
CNPI Complete Nuclear Permutation Inversion
DFT Density functional theory
FEL Free-electron laser
FC Franck-Condon

FWHM Full width at half maximum
HF Hartree-Fock
IR Infrared

IRMPD Infrared multiple photon dissociation
IVR Internal vibrational redistribution
JT Jahn-Teller
KE Kinetic energy

LCAO Linear combination of atomic orbitals
LFR Laboratory frame of reference

MCSCF Multi-confgurational-self-consistent-feld
MCP Microchannel plate detector
MFR Molecular frame of reference
MO Molecular orbital
MS Molecular Symmetry

PAD Photoelectron angular distribution
PES Photoelectron spectroscopy
POP Polar onion-peeling

PSEPT Polyhedral skeletal electron pair theory
PJT Pseudo Jahn-Teller

ReToF Refectron time-of-fight
SEVI Slow electron velocity-map imaging
SOC Spin-orbit coupling

TDDFT Time-dependent density functional theory
T-M Transition-Metals
ToF Time-of-fight
VB Valence bond

VMI Velocity map imaging
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Chapter 1

Introduction

History

The chemical bond is a conceptual cornerstone in the feld of chemistry that
encompasses the understanding of the atomic world in terms of interatomic
interactions. The development of qualitative and quantitative models for the
description of chemical bonds and the prediction of molecular properties is
up until now a highly active feld in physical chemistry. Despite the many
new developed methods in quantum chemistry to calculate approximate
solutions to the Schrödinger equation, it does not often exist an aprioristic
theoretical tool to check their reliability upon describing real physical systems.
Experimental data are therefore necessary and desirable to provide starting
points that facilitate reliable theoretical predictions. The understanding
of the chemical bonding and the development of models to rationalize it
date back to the beginning of the 19th century when John Dalton and Jöns
Jakob Berzelius began to denote elements by atomic symbols instead of
alchemic ones. At that time, the term chemical afnity was used to describe
the tendency to form new compounds from the combination of diferent
original substances [1] and signifcant eforts were being made to disentangle
the cumbersome conceptual relation between chemical afnity and valence
since Edward Frankland identifed multiple valences in some elements in
1852 [2]. Furthermore, the key relationship between atomic valence and the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

three-dimensional distribution of atoms in the molecules was not accepted by
the scientifc community until August Kekulé proposed by 1865 a hexagonal
structure for benzene and Jacobus Henricus van’t Hof demonstrated a decade
later that a tetrahedrally coordinated atom was needed to explain certain
aspects of stereochemistry [3].

The transition to the 20th century brought two breakthroughs (and
perhaps the most important ones) which underpin our current vision of the
chemical bonding: the discovery of the electron in 1897 by Joseph John
Thomson and the birth of quantum theory. Thus, the proposition of an
ionic bonding can be traced back in the works of Thomson as early as 1904
suggesting that the atoms in HCl are joined by an electromagnetic force [4],
and the concept of covalent bonding in terms of two-electron two-center bonds
between atoms was originally formulated by Gilbert N. Lewis in 1916 [1,5].
Two early approaches for describing the chemical bonding in the diatomic
hydrogen molecule within the theoretical framework of quantum mechanics
were developed by Walter Heitler and Fritz London in 1927 [6] and, almost
simultaneously, by Robert S. Mulliken and Friedrich Hund [7–9]. The Heitler-
London approach describes the bonding in terms of localized atomic bonds
and led to the development of the valence bond (VB) approach. Linus Pauling
then in the “The Nature of the Chemical Bond” [10] not only builds bridges
between the VB theory and the Lewis model, but also with the crystal feld
theory. The Mulliken-Hund approach considers that the molecular orbitals
are delocalized over several atomic centers and formed by linear combinations
of atomic orbitals (LCAO).

Despite the complementary visions and explanations to diverse chemical
phenomena that VB and LCAO theories ofer, the former was originally
better accepted by the chemical community due to its easier handling. The
emergence of digital computers in the 1950s enhanced the use of the LCAO
theory, since its coding was much easier to implement in the newly born
technological world. This success increased in the next decades when Roald
Hofmann and Kenichi Fukui were awarded with the Nobel Prize in 1981 for
the development of the Woodward-Hofmann rules [11] and the VB theory
was increasingly relegated to a residual role. Nevertheless, VB and LCAO

2



theories are still complementarily used, e.g., in coordination chemistry for
a more qualitative, pictorial explanation of the structures and properties of
metal complexes.

Nowadays, computational chemistry can provide fundamental and very
detailed insights helping the understanding of chemical bonds. Density
functional theory (DFT), Hartree-Fock (HF) and post-Hartree-Fock, or the
multi-confgurational-self-consistent-feld (MCSCF) methods are some of the
many methods that have been computationally implemented in quantum
chemistry. Among all of them, DFT is currently the most frequently used
since it provides approximate solutions to the Schrödinger equation with a
mostly good accuracy at a reasonable computational cost. DFT calculations
have successfully predicted ground states of a great variety of molecular
systems. The current challenges that it confronts are the calculation of excited,
intermediate and virtual states, as the developments in time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT) have shown [1,11,12], in addition to the design of
new exchange correlation functionals that provide a more accurate description
of relativistic efects. Beyond and despite their higher computational cost
compared to DFT, the implementation of the diferent post-Hartree-Fock
methods allows the inclusion of electronic correlation efects as well as the
presence of quasi-degeneracies in regions with high density of electronic states
or bond-breaking processes requires the use of, for example, the aforementioned
MCSCF.

Chemical bonding in transition metals

At the beginning of the 20th century concepts for ionic and covalent bonding
existed, the latter in terms of two-electron two-center bonds. In the six-
ties, the state of the art in inorganic chemistry considered bonding between
transition metal atoms with diferent extents of ionic and covalent mixed
character leading to either single, double or triple bonds. This situation was
revolutionized in 1964 with the discovery of short Re-Re distances in the
crystal structure of K2[Re2Cl8]H2O that have been explained by the presence
of quadruple bonds [13]. Metal-metal quintuple bonds were reported [14–16] less
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Chapter 1. Introduction

than twenty years ago, and even metal-metal sextuple bonds have been found
in Mo2 and W2

[17–20], what turns this feld into a hot topic of research.

Chemical bonds within and to metal clusters

In nanoscience, a cluster is a single cohesive particle that can be formed
from 2 to few thousands of atoms or molecules. Such small and well defned
systems are attractive as idealized models to gain insights into the nature of
the chemical bond or the understanding of quantum efects in their own right.
Clusters range from the strictly quantum regime at very small sizes, where
“each atom counts” and the addition or removal of a single atom can provoke
drastic changes in their physical and chemical properties, to the emergence of
the bulk state, where their properties scale somehow more smoothly with size.
Therefore, cluster properties are not only individually characterized (specially
at very small sizes), but also allow to bridge the broad gap between atomic
systems and the bulk state in order to track the emergence of macroscopic
physical and chemical properties.

Clusters are as well suitable systems to study the mechanisms of catalytic
processes. Isolated clusters in gas phase provide a large surface-atom / volume-
atom ratio and, consequently, many low coordinated surface atoms and a
large variety of binding sites. Indeed, the adsorption mechanisms of ligands
on transition metal clusters and their characterization is a vivid research topic
since the 1980s [21–26], within which part of the investigation in this thesis has
been carried out.

Conceptually and historically, the origin of cluster science may be linked
to the concept of “active sites”, which was frstly coined by Taylor in 1928 [27].
With the aim of characterizing certain heterogeneous catalytic processes,
experiments under (ultra-) high vacuum began to be carried out in the
late 50’s by depositing ligands on single crystal surfaces. In some cases, it
was found a diferent catalytic behavior between the real catalyst and the
single crystal surface, thus suggesting that the catalytic activity is rather
performed in “active sites” of the surface (defects, edges, etc.). These sites
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are characterized by a diferent coordination from those of the perfect surface,
which gives them special geometric and electronic properties.

Furthermore, the specifcity and small size of “active sites” and the devel-
opment in the early 80’s of new molecular beam technologies were the factors
that triggered the explosion of cluster science with the goal of understanding
the behavior of complex heterogeneous catalysts by investigating their sepa-
rated parts (substrates, active (metal) particles, uncovered or reacted with
ligands) through tailored cluster systems. In the last 40 years, clusters have
shown to be interesting models for active sites and for the development of
new catalysts. This motivation as well as the characterization of the specifc
binding mechanisms guides the study along this thesis of mono- and bimetallic
transition metal clusters that range from 2 to 20 atoms to which few ligands
are added.

Many diferent experimental methods have been developed to explore
the properties of clusters in the gas phase. Flow tube reactors [28] are em-
ployed in reactivity studies and the magnetic properties are characterized by
Stern-Gerlach type experiments and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism spec-
troscopy [29,30]. Information about the electronic structure can be obtained by
photoelectron spectroscopy [31] and, furthermore, ion mobility spectrometry
(IMS) [32], trapped ion electron difraction (TIED) [33] and infrared multiple
photon photodissociation spectroscopy (IRMPD) [34] constitute powerful tools
to gain insight into geometric structure of the clusters. In this thesis, the two
performed methods are anion photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map
imaging (VMI) and IRMPD.

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy probes the electronic structures of the
clusters and, when using high resolution variants of VMI, even low-frequency
vibrational structure can be resolved. The combination of the measured
spectra with Franck-Condon simulations and anisotropy parameter analysis,
gives insights into the geometric structures and chemical bonding of the
anionic and neutral states of the clusters. IRMPD spectroscopy often can
provide sufcient information to characterize the binding geometry of ligands
(CO, Ar, etc.) to the clusters. Together with DFT calculations, it provides
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not only structural information for the small bare clusters and their ligands,
but also into the nature of their bonding.

Furthermore, the predictive capabilities of DFT calculations can often be
improved upon the inclusion of electronic correlations or relativistic efects.
In addition, the development of theoretical methods that are focused on
reproducing the accurate wavefunctions of the molecular orbitals in the cluster
rather than their energies would require the availability of new experimental
results as a basis for future theoretical developments. As it will be later
shown, this is also one of the goals pursued by this thesis.

Outline of this thesis

In this thesis, clusters and small molecules containing transition metal atoms
are characterized by means of anion photoelectron spectroscopy and IRMPD
spectroscopy. Both techniques provide experimental data on gas-phase species
that, in conjunction with theoretical considerations originating, e.g., in group
theory and quantum chemical calculations, allow for detailed insights into
their complex electronic and geometrical structures.

The experimental methods and their theoretical background are described
in Chapter 2. First, the basics of molecular photoelectron spectroscopy are
introduced, explaining the information contained in the photoelectron angular
distribution about molecular orbital structure and the role of resonances
during photodetachment. The experimental realization of the measurements
using VMI of electrons that are photodetached from mass-selected anions is
described and the energy resolution of the VMI spectrometer is discussed.
The second part of the chapter introduces IRMPD as a technique to obtain
mass-selected vibrational spectra from highly dilute media, like molecular
beams. These experiments rely on Free Electron Lasers as very intense and
widely tunable infrared sources, FELIX at the Radboud University Nijmegen,
The Netherlands, and the FHI-FEL at the Fritz-Haber Institute in Berlin,
Germany. Their working principle and the implementation of the lasers with
the molecular beam setup for the spectroscopy of gas-phase clusters is shown.

6



The chapter ends with presenting the very frst data measured in a user
experiment with the FHI-FEL.

Chapter 3 introduces the principles of group theory focusing on as-
pects that will become relevant, in particular, for the two following chap-
ters. The description follows the spirit of Philip Bunker and Per Jensen [35]

and briefy comments on three diferent mathematical approaches to the
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. Lastly, the breakdown of the BO
approximation in the Jahn-Teller (JT) and pseudo Jahn-Teller (PJT) efects
is covered.

Chapters 4 and 5 present the results obtained using anion photoelec-
tron spectroscopy for the tantalum nitride anion, TaN-, and the anionic
platinum trimer, Pt-3 . For both systems, the vibronic structure and the photo-
electron angular distributions are analyzed by comparison of the experimental
data with predictions from quantum chemical calculations. The potential of
photoelectron spectroscopy for in-detail characterizations of isolated molecules
will be demonstrated for the diatomic molecule TaN-. All features in its
spectrum can be unequivocally assigned and yield molecular constants as
the vibrational frequencies in the anionic and neutral states, the electron
afnity of TaN, relative energies of diferent low-lying electronic states, as
well as the spin orbit splitting in the 3∆ state. In addition, it will be shown
how the photoelectron angular distributions of species containing transition
metal atoms that include spd hybridization can be modelled through Sanov's
“sequential mixing model” [36,37].

The seemingly simple Pt-3 , a prototype system for cluster catalysis
presents very complex photoelectron spectra that were measured with photon
energies between 1.887 eV (657 nm) and 4.769 eV (260 nm), i.e. to obtain both,
overview spectra and those covering diferent parts with high (vibrational)
resolution. Contributions from linear and triangular isomers of Pt-3 can
be clearly distinguished. More detailed assignments are proposed based on
predictions from density functional theory calculations (J. Jellinek, Argonne
National Laboratory, USA and A. Sumer, University of Health Sciences,
Turkey). The presence of PJT and Renner-Teller efects as well as the
coalescence of JT efect and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) are suggested to
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understand the observed vibronic structures. The measured photoelectron
angular distributions for the triangular isomers are successfully modelled
within the “central atom approximation”, while for the linear ones strong
deviations of the anisotropy parameter from the atomic Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-
Zare like behavior suggest the presence of interferometric efects for the
outgoing photoelectron.

Chapters 6 to 8 include the results obtained based on IRMPD. In
chapter 6 it is shown how the interaction of Ar atoms with cobalt cations
can be probed through the far-infrared spectra of CoAr+

n complexes (n=4 to
6). In conjunction with the results of density functional theory calculations
the structures of these complexes are assigned and further insights into the
Co+-Ar bonding nature are obtained. Chapter 7 presents vibrational spectra
of bimetallic Con-mMn+

m clusters, starting with the pure Co+
n clusters (m=0)

that are discussed in comparison to earlier experimental data and theoretical
predictions. The far-IR spectra of the Con-mMn+

m clusters are obtained
by IRMPD of their complexes with Ar atoms, thus contributions of M-Ar
vibrations as studied in the preceding chapter can be expected to be of
relevance. Finally, in chapter 8 the infrared spectra of a series of saturated
cationic ruthenium carbonyls clusters Run(CO)+

m (n=1 to 8) are presented,
covering not only the C-O stretching modes (1900-2150 cm-1) but also the
range of C-M stretches and deformation modes in the far-infrared (400-600
cm-1). The structures are assigned by comparison with results from density
functional theory calculations. The resulting structures (of the metal cluster
skeleton) agree well with the predictions from the polyhedral skeletal electron
pair theory (PSEPT).
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

2.1 Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map
imaging (VMI)

2.1.1 Photodetachment principles

In photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), electrons are ejected from atoms or
molecules upon absorption of monochromatic light [38], and the amount and
the energy of the released electrons (called photoelectrons) is recorded. For a
negligible recoil of the remaining atom or molecule, the conservation of energy
in the photoelectron process is given by the relation:

Ek = hν - EB (2.1)

where Ek is the kinetic energy (KE) of the emitted photoelectron, hν is
the energy of the incident photon and EB is the binding energy (BE) of the
electron in the target atom or molecule. The process is called photodetachment
spectroscopy or anion PES when the target atom or molecule is negatively
charged and photoionization spectroscopy when the target is neutral or
positively charged. In most photodetachment cases (and in all cases discussed
in this thesis) the atom or molecule has one extra electron, but there have been
photodetachment studies on multiply charged anionic molecules as well [39,40].

9



Chapter 2. Experimental methods

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram summarizing the fundamental magnitudes of a general molecular
photodetachment process. The equation 2.1 is depicted through colour-coded arrows. In the
diagram, a ground or excited anionic state absorbs photons with an energy bigger than the
EAad of the molecule and, therefore, electrons are detached. The neutral vibronic states that
can be accessed through photodetachment are energetically below the discrete continuum level
reached by the photon energy. The excess energy in the photodetachment process is carried
by the emitted photoelectrons in form of KE. The detection of these photoelectrons as a
function of their KE allows for the mapping of the vibronic structures in anionic and neutral
states. For direct photodetachment processes, the probability of each transition is given by the
Franck-Condon factors, which in coalescence with the KEs of the detected photoelectrons, allow
the reconstruction of a photoelectron spectrum characteristic of the molecule as it shown in the
right side of the diagram. Magnitudes as EAad or DEvert are discussed in the text.

Anion PES on atoms and molecules in the gas phase ofers several
technical advantages over neutral PES in the gas phase and PES on surfaces.
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

Anionic atoms and molecules can be mass-selected, which is fundamental in
size-selective investigations. Instead of using synchrotron light sources, anion
PES experiments can be carried out with easily manageable table-top lasers
due to the generally low photon energy that is needed to detach photoelectrons.
As the photon absorption process goes into the continuum, the selection rules
are less restrictive than in rovibronic spectroscopic methods which do not
release photoelectrons. Therefore, insights over broad energy ranges into the
vibronic structure of the neutral species can be gained.

Prior to further discussing the process of photodetachment of electrons
from anionic metal clusters, it is worthwhile to discuss the stability of atomic or
molecular anions, following the approach presented in the work of Simons [41].
An anion is thermodynamically stable when it fulflls conditions of electronic
and geometric stability and when the energy of its lowest-energy structure lies
below that of any molecular or atomic fragments into which it can dissociate.
An anion is electronically stable if at a fxed molecular geometry the anion’s
electronic energy is lower than that of the neutral molecule at this same
geometry. If at a specifc local geometry, Q0, the anion is electronically stable,
it is geometrically stable if the anion’s electronic energy E(Qi) as a function
of nuclear displacements E(Qi) away from Qi0 obeys ∂E

∂Qi
= 0, for all i and if

all the vibrational frequencies are real.
As it is shown in Figure 2.1, the adiabatic electron afnity (EAad) of a

molecule is defned as the diference in energy between the neutral molecule,
A, and the anionic one, A-, in their ground states [42]. Consequently, the
molecule is defned to have a positive EAad if the ground state of A- lies below
the ground state of A, and a negative EAad if the ground state of A- lies above
the ground state of A. Thus, a thermodynamically stable anion exists when
the atom or molecule has a positive EAad

[43]. The vertical detachment energy
(DEvert) is the energy needed to eject an electron from the negative ion in its
ground (electronic and vibrational) state in a transition to a neutral electronic
(ground or excited) state without changing the internuclear distance [42] (in
case of a diatomic molecule) or, more generally, without changing the geometry
of the neutral core. The corresponding adiabatic detachment energy, DEad,
for the same transition is the minimum energy needed to reach the ground
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state of the neutral atom or molecule from the ground state of the anion, i.e.
when the fnal neutral state has adiabatically relaxed to a stable geometry.
The values of DEvert and DEad for any anion-to-neutral state transition are
identifed respectively via the most intense and the lowest energy transitions
in the Franck-Condon vibrational progression that is normally observed.

The photoelectron spectroscopic process studied in this thesis consists
of the absorption of a single photon by a singly charged anion with enough
energy to detach one photoelectron. This process can be written as:

A- + hν → A+ e- (2.2)

Generally, the detachment process is faster than structural rearrange-
ments of the nuclei in the remaining neutral cluster. It is thus commonly
stated that anion PES probes the electronic structure of the neutral molecule
in the ground-state geometry of its anion [44]. More specifcally, the ejection
of the electron from the anion can be caused by various mechanisms. The
most commonly observed one is the electronic excitation of the anion to a
fnal state in which an electron exists in a continuum rather than in a bound
orbital, without electronic confguration changes in the neutral core. The
electron ejection may also be accompanied by small electron reorganizations
in the neutral core. Alternatively, the photon may frst cause excitation to a
metastable, electronically excited state of the anion whose rovibrational levels
lie energetically above one or more levels of the neutral molecule [41]. This
can then result in the ejection of the extra electron from the anion through a
process called autodetachment, a process that will be treated in more detail
below. As well, thermionic emission can provoke the ejection of electrons
from the anion.

The anionic potential

The efective potential (Veff ) that binds the extra electron to the neutral
core in the anion is the combined efect of a repulsive (Vrep) and an attractive
potential (Vatt). In the absence of a permanent electric dipole moment,
the dominant contribution to Vatt is the charged-induced dipole interaction
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

between the detached electron and the remaining neutral (molecular or atomic)
core [45]. This Coulombic attraction scales as ∝ 1

r4 , where r is the electron-
molecule distance. The centrifugal potential Vrep arises from the relative
motion of two bodies (electron and neutral core) [42]. It varies as ∝ l(l+1)

r2 ,
where l is the angular momentum quantum number. The total efective
long-range electron-molecule potential is given by:

Veff = Vatt + Vrep = - α
r4 + }2

2µ2
l(l + 1)
r2 (2.3)

where µ is the reduced mass of the electron-molecule system and α is the
polarizability of the neutral core. Veff is shown in Figure 2.2 for diferent
values of l. If l>0 the repulsive potential is non-zero and produces a centrifugal
barrier in Veff , increasing in height with increasing l. This centrifugal potential
barrier is important in autodetachment processes, as will be discussed below.

The cross section for photodetachment, σ, is zero at threshold, in contrast
to the fnite value that is characteristic for photoionization cross sections [47].
Its functional behavior at energies just above threshold for ejection of an
outgoing electron with angular momentum l and kinetic energy KE was
calculated by Wigner as [48]:

σ = Ak2l+1 = B(KE)l+
1
2 (2.4)

where k is the wavenumber of the detached electron [47], A and B are normal-
izing constants, and l is the lowest value of the free electron quantum number.
Its energy dependence is shown in the lower part of Figure 2.2.

For completeness, and although not relevant for the systems studied in
this thesis, it is mentioned that the ejected electron in a photodetachment
process can experience long-range potentials proportional to ∝-µe

r2 ( for a
molecule with a dipole moment µ) or ∝-Qe

r3 (for a molecule with a quadrupole
moment Q) [41]. The functional dependence of the Wigner threshold law on the
KE of the photoelectron is more complicated in these situations. For practical
applications, it sufces to mention that the kinetic energy dependence of the
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Figure 2.2: (Upper) Plot of the interaction between the outgoing electron and the remaining
neutral core as a function of the distance, r, in a photodetachment process for diferent values
of l according to equation 2.3. Vrep and Veff are depicted respectively by the dashed and solid
curves. (Lower) Visualization of the Wigner threshold law for diferent values of l.

cross-section can be expressed in this case as [41]:

σ = σ0(KE)l+
1
2 {1 + a(KE) + b(KE)2 + c(KE)3...} (2.5)
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

Figure 2.3: High-resolution photoelectron spectrum in the threshold region of the 3P2→2P1/2
transition in Al-. The solid line, that represents a ftted s wave, has a clear resemblance to the
function given by the Wigner threshold law for l=0 (equation 2.4), as shown in the lower plot
of Figure 2.2. The fgure is taken from the work of Scheer et al. [46].

2.1.2 Shape and Feshbach resonances

The general phenomenon of a resonance is observable by changes in the
scattering cross section of the photodetachment process that can increase its
value even more than one order of magnitude. These changes are measured
either as a function of the photon energy or as a function of the kinetic energy
of the released electron. Generally, resonances have either Breit-Wigner [49]

or Cohen-Fano [50] profles. The Wigner profle corresponds to a Lorentzian
curve while the asymmetric Fano profle is the result of the interference
between a continuum background and a resonant scattering process [51]. These
resonances correspond to metastable states of the anion in which the electron
and the neutral core are transiently associated, forming a transient negative ion
(TNI) [43]. We will refer to these metastable anionic states as resonant states,
and the process in which a resonant state decays into a neutral electronic
state by emitting a photoelectron as resonances or autodetachment processes.
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The reaction that defnes this process is:

A- + hν → A-∗ → A+ e- (2.6)

As the lifetime of the resonant state, τ , is fnite and often very short, it
can be observed in the photoelectron spectra by a certain width given by the
full width at half maximum (FWHM), Γ. It is governed by the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle:

τ = h

2πΓ (2.7)

Autodetachment resonances were frst observed by Lineberger et al. in
atomic and small molecular anions [52,53]. The resonances are classifed as
Feshbach resonances [52] or shape resonances [54] depending on their energy
position relative to the corresponding electronic state in the neutral core
that has the same geometry, similar to the way this is done in electron
attachment studies [42,43]. Feshbach resonances lie below the neutral parent
state while shape resonances lie above it. Shape resonances have received
their name because the extra electron in the resonant state is trapped by the
“shape” of the potential [43], i.e. by the centrifugal potential barrier [55]. Since
this potential barrier does not exist for l=0, shape resonances cannot occur
for outgoing electrons with l=0; in this case, only Feshbach resonances can
occur. The resonances are additionally classifed depending on whether the
neutral parent state is the ground state or if the remaining neutral core is
electronically excited. The resulting four types of resonances that can occur
are schematically depicted in Figure 2.4.

Single-Particle Shape resonances can occur if the resonant state is
above the ground electronic state of the parent neutral. It is also often called
a 1p shape resonance as the excitation process to the resonant state involves
the promotion of one electron to a, normally, unoccupied valence orbital [57].
A single-particle resonance involves no change in the confguration of the
other electrons [43]. Since the energy lies above that of the neutral molecule,
the decay process results in a neutral molecule in its ground state plus a free
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Figure 2.4: Schematic overview of the four types of resonances that can occur in photodetach-
ment [43,56].

electron. The neutral molecule can also be left with some vibrational and/or
rotational energy. The decay, resulting from electron penetration through the
potential barrier, is analogous to the α-particle decay of radioactive nuclei.
The excited states typically have very short lifetimes (10-15 to 10-10 s) [42],
resulting in relatively broad spectral features (≈1 eV to several 10-6 eV).
Shape resonances are associated with almost all unoccupied orbitals of almost
all small molecules at their respective equilibrium structures (N2, CO2) [58].

Core-Excited Shape resonances can occur if the resonant state is
above an electronically excited state of the parent neutral. This resonance is
also called core-excited Type II resonance or 2p- 1h shape resonance, since
after the photon absorption the resonant state has two electrons that occupy
previously empty molecular orbitals (mostly valence ones). The electron that
can undergo autodetachment is trapped, as in the previous case, by the shape
of the centrifugal barrier. The decay process can occur similarly to that for
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a single-particle shape resonance, but after the autodetachment process the
extra excited electron remains in the orbital to which it was promoted. These
resonances also appear with so strong features as the single-particle shape
ones.

Single-Particle Feshbach resonances can occur if the resonant state
is below the ground electronic state of the parent neutral. They are sometimes
also called nuclear-excited Feshbach resonances. As the resonant state lies
below the electronic ground state of the neutral molecule, direct emission
of the excess electron is not possible and these states cannot be observed in
photodetachment studies. These resonances can be observed in low-energy
electron collisions with molecules and clusters, for instance [59], and then decay
to produce the anion in its electronic ground state. The lifetimes of the excited
states are relatively long (often >10-6 s), resulting in well-resolved spectral
features, like in spectroscopic investigations of excited states of neutral species.

Core-Excited Feshbach resonances can occur if the resonant state
is below an electronically excited state of the parent neutral but above its
electronic ground state. They are also called core-excited Type I resonances,
2p- 1h Feshbach resonances or closed channel resonances. The resonant state
can decay into the electronic ground state of the neutral via a two-electron
process. The electron ejection rate for this process is governed by the strength
of the coupling between the electronic confgurations of the resonant state of
the anion and the ground state of the neutral molecule. As these difer in two
orbitals, the lifetime of these resonances can be rather long (around 10-5 s).
The photodetachment process competes with the electronic relaxation within
the anion, which takes place on somewhat shorter time scales (10-8 to 10-6

s). The electron ejection rates from the core-excited Feshbach resonances are
therefore small compared to those from the core-excited shape resonances. A
very instructive example on Au-2 was studied by Lai-Sheng Wang et al. [60].

Scattering studies on NO [61–63] and N2
[64,65] have shown that even di-

atomic molecules can show a myriad of diferent resonances over broad energy
ranges (up to 10 eV). Photoelectron studies with VMI have shown the richness
of the resonance structures in bigger molecules [66]. It should be noted that
the classifcation of resonances found in autodetachment is not yet complete
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with the four types mentioned above and shown in Figure 2.4. In anions that
have a large enough dipole moment in their neutral core (larger than 2-2.5
Debye), dipole-bound states can be stabilized. Since the dipole orbital is
essentially non-bonding, the potential surfaces of the neutral molecule and the
dipole-bound states of the anion run almost parallel in a substantial region
around their virtually identical equilibrium structures [57]. Autodetachment
from excited dipole-bound states therefore has the propensity rule ∆ν=-1.
Although the frst studies on autodetachment from dipole-bound states of
anions were dominated by rotational efects [67,68], pure vibrational autodetach-
ment from dipole-bound states has been found for C6H5O- [69] and AgF- [70].
Photoelectron studies on CuF- and AgF- have shown dipole-stabilized shape
resonances [71], while on (CQ0)-2 (π-stacked coenzyme Q0 (benzoquinone)
dimer radical anion) multiple resonances with hybrid shape and Feshbach
character have been observed [72].

2.1.3 Photoelectron angular distributions

A VMI spectrometer allows to measure simultaneously KE distributions and
photoelectron angular distributions (PADs). The study of the PADs gives
insights into the experimental character of the photodetachment process
providing information about the quantum nature of the parent bound orbitals
from which the outgoing electrons are ejected.

Some assumptions are done in order to establish the theoretical frame to
study the PADs: the initial and fnal states are usually calculated with the
same potential V and the molecular orbital (MO) description of the electronic
structure in the molecule is adopted. It is assumed as well that the initial
and the fnal states are written as products of N one-electron wavefunctions,
where the incoming photon afects only the wavefunction of the photode-
tached electron, leaving the other (N - 1) wavefunctions unchanged. These
assumptions imply that the residual neutral core is completely unrelaxed [73]

and, therefore, the photodetachment process is studied in the Koopmans’
theorem [74] spirit. Consequently, confguration interaction, vibronic coupling
and relaxation efects are avoided [36]. Additionally, spherical symmetry is
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assumed. In the case of atomic species, the initial state of the electron can
usually be described as a bound state with a defnite value of the orbital
angular momentum quantum number, l, resulting from the solution to the
Schrödinger equation with the unperturbed Hamiltonian. The wavefunction
can be written as:

φnml(r, θ, φ) = Rinl(r)Ylm(θ, φ) (2.8)

with n, l and m the initial quantum numbers of the electron in the bound
orbital. The free-electron wavefunction is given in terms of spherical harmonic
partial waves with defnite values of the orbital angular momentum, l0 [75]. The
fnal state is characterized by the direction, (θ, φ), of the outgoing electron
that escapes to infnity at time t=0 after the ionization:

ψkf (r, θ, φ) = k-1/2 X
l0m0

Ckl0m0eiδl0Rfkl0(r)Yl0m0(θ, φ) =
X
l0m0

ckl0m0eiδl0Yl0m0(θ, φ)

(2.9)

where the coefcients Ckl0m0 and ckl0m0 contain radial and angular information
about the state from which the photodetachment takes place and about
the continuum state of the photoelectron [76]. The quantum numbers of the
fnal state are l0 and m0, the energy is given by the wave vector k, k-1/2

is a normalization factor and δl0 is the phase shift of the l0-th partial wave.
The PAD is calculated as the coherent square of the wavefunction given by
equation 2.9:

I(θ, φ) ∝ ψ∗kf (r, θ, φ)ψkf (r, θ, φ) =
X
lm

X
l0m0

c∗l0m0clme
i(δl-δl0 )Y ∗l0m0(θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)

=
X
LM

BLMYLM (θ, φ)

(2.10)
where the BLM coefcients contain information about contributions of individ-
ual partial waves and interferences between them [76]. The vector combination
of the angular momenta in equation 2.10 fulflls l–l0 ≤ L ≤ l+l0 andM=m+m0.
Therefore, orbital and azimuthal quantum numbers in one-photon ionization
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are linked in the electric dipole approximation by the selection rules:

∆l = l0 - l = ±1 (2.11)

∆m = m0 -m = 0 (2.12)

If the molecules are randomly oriented all m sublevels of a given state (n, l)
are equally populated, so the angular distribution of photoelectrons for this
state must be averaged over all values of m:

Inl(θ, φ) =
+lX

m=-l
Inlm(θ, φ) (2.13)

The general formula of the PAD in a multiple photon absorption process with
linearly polarized light is [77]:

I(θ) = a[1 + β2P2 cos(θ) + β4P4 cos(θ) + β6P6 cos(θ) + ...] (2.14)

The Legendre polynomial is determined in each case by the subscript 2m,
where m is the number of absorbed photons. For a single photon absorption
the formula is reduced to [77]:

I(θ) = a[1 + β2P2 cos(θ)] (2.15)

where a is normalization constant proportional to the total photodetachment
cross section, θ is the angle between the photoelectron velocity vector and the
laser polarization direction, I(θ) the probability of emission at a particular
angle θ, P2(x) is the second-order Legendre polynomial, P2(x) = 1

2(3x2 - 1),
and β2 is the commonly named anisotropy parameter, or simply β parameter.
The β parameter ranges between two extreme values, β = -1 for I(θ) ∼
cos2(θ) when the PAD appears as fully perpendicular to the laser polarization
axis and β = 2 for I(θ) ∼ sin2(θ) when the PAD appears as fully parallel to
the laser polarization axis. β = 0 corresponds to a fully isotropic PAD. The β
parameter fully characterizes a one-photon PAD in atomic photodetachment.
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Its equation was initially derived by Bethe [78] and generalized by Zare and
Cooper [79], commonly referred to as the Cooper-Zare central-potential formula:

βl =
l(l - 1)χ2

l,l-1 + (l + 1)(l + 2)χ2
l,l+1 - 6l(l + 1)χl,l+1χl,l-1 cos δl+1,l-1

(2l + 1)[lχ2
l,l-1 + (l + 1)χ2

l,l+1]
(2.16)

Here l is the angular momentum of the orbital from which the photoelectron is
detached, δl±1 are the phase shifts of the dipole-allowed outgoing wavefunctions
and χl,l±1 are the radial dipole transition matrix elements for these partial
waves, which are given by:

χεl,l±1 = hRfree,l±1| r |Rn,li =
Z ∞

0
Rk,l±1rRn,lr

2dr (2.17)

where Rn,l and Rfree,l±1 are the radial components of the electronic wave-
function in the bound and the free states. The superscript ε indicates the
normalization scale in the energy space in atomic units.

Beta parameter modelling

The Cooper-Zare formulation of β ofers a powerful frame by reducing the
photoionization process to the LS coupling scheme. It is based on the
existence of a total orbital angular momentum L and a total spin S, and
it allows to reduce the number of parameters necessary to describe the
subshell photoionisation of both closed-shell and open-shell atoms to three:
two transition matrix elements (χl,l+1, χl,l-1) and one relative phase shift
(cos δl+1,l-1). Even if this approximation has shown limitations to provide deep
quantitative acceptable results [80], it is normally considered in the literature
as a frst step to reach a complete quantitative description of photoionization.
An evaluation of equation 2.16 following the steps described in the work
of Bartels [75] allows to extract some information about the values of the
two possible radial dipole transition matrices relative to each other which,
consequently, can give some understanding of the free wavefunction behavior
as a function of the outgoing electron energy. If the lower channel (l→ l - 1)
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is dominant, then |χl,l+1
χl,l-1

| → 0. The resulting β parameter depends only on
the angular momentum l of the initial state and is given by:

β → l - 1
2l + 1 (2.18)

If the upper channel (l → l + 1) is dominant, then |χl,l-1
χl,l+1

| → 0, and the
resulting β parameter is given by:

β → l + 2
2l + 1 (2.19)

Therefore, only the “interference term” (-6l(l+ 1)χl,l+1χl,l-1 cos δl+1,l-1) can
mathematically contribute, according to equation 2.16, to obtain negative
values for β. Thus, if one of the matrix elements is so dominant that the
other can be considered zero, the “interference term” is also zero and the β
parameter does not depend on δl+1,l-1, but only on l, as equations 2.18 and
2.19 show.

Besides that, δl+1,l-1 plays a role if there is a signifcant contribution
from both channels, χl,l+1 and χl,l-1, and this can be quantifed by the factor
x [75]:

x = |χl,l+1| - |χl,l-1|
|χl,l+1|+ |χl,l-1|

(2.20)

Normally, the interaction between the outgoing electron and the remaining
neutral core in photodetachment processes is small and the values that
cos δl+1,l-1 reaches are mostly in the numeric interval that goes from 1 to
0.9 [81–83]. Under these conditions, the evaluation of equation 2.16 for l=1 and
l=2 is:

Figure 2.5 reveals that the maximum is independent of l and it is reached
when |χl,l+1| = |χl,l-1|, while the minimum depends on l in the form of
|χl,l+1| = l

(l+1) |χl,l-1|. As well, the efect of a phase distinct from 0 does
not change the dependence of β on x but it reduces the maximum and
minimum values that β reaches. This reduction is bigger the smaller the
value of cos δl+1,l-1 is and it does not afect the anisotropy values at x=1 and
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of β2 as a function of the ratio between both radial dipole transition
matrix elements, x. The black lines plot the anisotropy for l=1 and the red ones for l=2. The
solid lines are obtained when cos δl+1,l-1 = 1 and the dashed ones when cos δl+1,l-1 = 0.9. The
arrows indicate the direction followed in the analysis of the curves throughout the text.

x=–1 because they are given respectively by equations 2.18 and 2.19. The
radial part of the wavefunctions that represent the outgoing photoelectrons
in photodetachment are spherical Bessel functions [36,75,84], Rk,l±1 = jl±1(kr),
and their visualization in Figure 2.6 allows a more detailed interpretation of
Figure 2.5. This interpretation is done for all the curves plotted in Figure 2.5
by starting at x=–1 and following the directions marked by the arrows.

At KEs close to threshold, the repulsive term of the efective potential,
Vrep = l(l+1)

2r2 (see equation 2.3), provokes that the lower channel wavefunc-
tion, Rk,l-1 = jl-1(kr), has a bigger amplitude than the upper channel one,
Rk,l+1 = jl+1(kr), because a bigger part of the latter falls in a region that is
classically forbidden. The clear dominance of the lower channel, |χl,l+1

χl,l-1
| → 0,

gives the energy independent anisotropy value, β = l-1
2l+1 , that is shown in

Figure 2.5 when x=1.
As it will be discussed later in this section, we will use hydrogenic

functions to describe the bound states, Rn,l, upon the evaluation of the
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Figure 2.6: Bessel functions, jl(kr), of the frst kind to visualize the spatial evolution of the
wavefunctions of the photodetached electron as a function of its angular quantum number, l.
The dashed lines represent the frst term of the McLaurin expansion for each Bessel function,
approximation that is taken at very low KEs. All curves are plotted for a KE, ε=5 eV.

transition dipole matrix elements in equations 2.16 and 2.17. The tails of
these wavefunctions in the spatial region where they overlap with the free
spherical wavefunctions are positive when n is odd and negative when n is
even [75,85]. Additionally, if we move from the threshold to small KEs, we
observe in Figure 2.6 that the wavefunctions of both outgoing channels are
positive. Consequently, both transition matrix elements are positive (for
n=odd) or negative (for n=even) at low KEs, so their product is positive
and the “interference term” (-6l(l + 1)χl,l+1χl,l-1 cos δl+1,l-1) contributes to
obtain negative values of β. This is the case observed in Figure 2.5 when all
curves move to negative anisotropy values.

The higher the KE is, the bigger is the part of the free wavefunction that
falls in the region where it overlaps with the wavefunction of the bound state
and, as it is observed in Figure 2.6, there will be an energy at which the lower
channel is 0 so, consequently, |χl,l-1

χl,l+1
| → 0. This situation is shown in Figure

2.5 by β = l+2
2l+1 at x=1.
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At higher KEs, we begin to follow the curves in Figure 2.5 from right
(x=1) to left (x=-1). Here the Bessel function of the lower channel becomes
negative and the transition dipole matrix elements have opposite sign, being
their product negative. Therefore, the “interference term” contributes to
obtain positive anisotropy values, and this trend is maintained until β reaches
its maximum at x = 0. Once the Bessel functions of the lower and upper
channel have reached respectively their minimum and maximum in Figure 2.6,
the anisotropy decreases again as the energy of the outgoing photoelectron
increases from the maximum of β (at x=0) to x=-1. The wavefunctions
of the upper and lower channels overlap at decreasing amplitudes with the
wavefunction of the bound state, thus the interference term decreases until
the starting point of this path is reached, i.e., β = l-1

2l+1 at x=-1. In principle,
the understanding of the β evolution in this theoretical frame is valid for
KEs < 2eV.

General mixed model

The expansion of a MO as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) is
the fundament of the LCAO-MO theory [36] and it is given by:

ψMO =
X

cnlmψnlm =
X
hψMO |ψnlmiψnlm (2.21)

where ψMO is the wavefunction of the MO, cnlm are the expansion coefcients
and ψnlm are the wavefunctions of the AOs or basis functions. The bound
molecular orbitals that are expanded are normally linked to the spatial local-
ization of a particular atom or distributed over several centers. Nevertheless,
this method holds as long as the mathematically calculated MO resembles to
the physically existent one and regardless the physical insights that the AOs
used in the expansion can bring. However, a wise election of the AOs in the
studied molecule within Molecular Frame of Reference (MFR), has proven
to be extremely useful in the understanding of the PADs. As an example,
the center of mass of O-2 , which does not spatially coincide with any of both
oxygen nuclei, was chosen to expand the molecular HOMO in terms of AOs.
This was possible thanks to the geometric resemblance between the HOMO
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

and d-like atomic orbitals with origin in the center of mass of O-2 , as it was
experimentally demonstrated [36,81,86,87].

The Cooper-Zare formula has been further developed in the last decade
to describe the photodetachment from hybridized MOs with mixed l charac-
ter [36,37,88–91]. This developement was initially proposed by Grumbling [90] to
study hybridized sp MOs and, also, has been applied to polarized orbitals in
cluster-solvation processes [36,89]. This model was further extended to mixed pd
MOs and, more generally, to any other “sequential l, l+ 1” hybridization, but
it showed limitations for l ≥1 when it was experimentally tested [36,37]. Lastly,
the model was successfully used to gain insights into spd hybridizations [92].
Here we are going to introduce frstly the general formulas for any “sequential
l, l+1” hybridization to, afterwards, describe more in detail the mixed sp case
since it is the one that manifests its usefulness the most straightforward. As it
was mentioned, this model considers the detachment from a MO expressed as
a linear combination of atomic orbitals that form a complete basis set and are
localized on a single center, the best adapted one to the studied system [37]:

|ψMOi =
X
l

√
γl |li (2.22)

where γl are the fractional characters of the AOs whose wavefunctions, |li,
satisfy the normalization condition Pl γl = 1. The phase factors of each
wavefunction are absorbed into the kets. Additionally, the Cooper-Zare
formula can be expressed by the ratio:

βl = vl
wl

(2.23)

where vl and wl are respectively named as the Cooper-Zare numerator and
denominator:

vl =
l(l - 1)χ2

l,l-1 + (l + 1)(l + 2)χ2
l,l+1 - 6l(l + 1)χl,l+1χl,l-1 cos δl+1,l-1

(2l + 1)
wl = lχ2

l,l-1 + (l + 1)χ2
l,l+1

(2.24)
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Therefore, the inclusion of equation 2.22 in equation 2.23 leads us to the
general mixing formula. It must be remarked that the Cooper-Zare formula
expressed in this manner includes the degeneracy factor, 2l+ 1, as part of the
numerator [37]:

βl =
P
l γlvlP
l γlwl

(2.25)

In the application of equation 2.25 to a particular sp hybridization, the s
and p wavefunctions have to share the same center in the MFR. The expansion
of the MO wavefunctions in the fashion of equation 2.22 is:

|ψspi =
q

1- γp |ψsi+√γp |ψpi (2.26)

where γp is the fractional p character (0 ≤ γp ≤ 1) and any phase factor is
absorbed into the kets [37]. Consequently, equation 2.25 for a sp hybridized
MO is:

βsp =
2(1- γp)χ2

0,1 + γp(2χ2
1,2 - 4χ1,0χ1,2 cos δ2,0)

(1- γp)χ2
0,1 + γp(χ2

1,0 + 2χ2
1,2) (2.27)

Hanstorp formulation and low KEs approximation

The Cooper-Zare equation (2.16) for a single l as well as for any other
hybridized orbital (equation 2.25) can be rearranged following Hanstorp
ideas [93] to show that β does not depend on the radial dipole transition matrix
elements themselves, but on their ratios. This simplifcation is derived from
the Wigner law [48] for near-threshold photodetachment (equation 2.5). As
the partial cross-sections are proportional to the squares of the corresponding
radial transition matrix elements, σl,l±1 ∝ χ2

l,l±1, the assumption of σl,l+1
σl,l-1

∝ ε2

leads us to the following ratio:

σl+1
σl-1

=
χ2
l+1
χ2
l-1

= A2
l ε

2 and χl+1
χl-1

= Alε (2.28)

where ε is KE of the photoelectron and Al is a proportionality coefcient with
units of reciprocal energy that is called Hanstorp coefcient. The division
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of all radial transition matrix elements in 2.16 by χ2
1,0 (for l = 1) allows

to express the Cooper-Zare equation in the following manner (red curve in
Figure 2.7):

βp = 6A2
1ε

2 - 12A1ε cos δ2,0
3 + 6A2

1ε
2 (2.29)
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the β parameter for diferent initial integer l values in the Hanstorp’s
approximation at low KEs for an arbitrary coefcient, Al = 1eV -1. l = 1, 2, 3... show a
minimum as result of the interference between the two possible outgoing wavefunctions in the
dipole approximation. Contrary, the selection rule for li = 0 gives a single fnal value without
any interference, lf = 1, which is shown by the horizontal black line.

In the same vein, the division of all radial transition matrix elements in
equation 2.27 (for a sp hybridization) by χ2

1,0 gives β2 as a function of ε:

βsp = 2(1- γp)B1ε+ γp(2A2
1ε

2 - 4B1A1ε cos δ2,0)
(1- γp)B1ε+ γp(A2

1ε
2 + 2) (2.30)

where A1 is the aforementioned Hanstorp coefcient and B1 is a new defned
Hanstorp parameter that is given by B1ε = χ2

0,1
χ2

1,0
. A visualization of equation

2.30 for diferent fractional p characters, γp, is shown in Figure 2.8.
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The introduction of the parameter B1 in equation 2.30 has, as the presence
of A1, an easy physical interpretation. The detachment from a hybrid sp

orbital has in the electric-dipole approximation three possible detachment
channels: s→ p, p→ s and p→ d. A1 describes the relative intensity of two
detachment channels from the same AO, but the s → p channel is related
with p→ s through an “intercrossing” constant called B1. These results are
referred to as Hanstorp formulation of the Cooper-Zare equation, as well as
the Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-Zare equation [93].
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Figure 2.8: Plot of the mixed sp model in the Hanstorp formulation for arbitrarily chosen
A1 and B1 = 1eV -1 values and cos δ2,0 = 1 (see equation 2.30). Each curve represents the
anisotropy parameter for diferent fractional p charaacters γp. Even a very small p component in
the molecular orbital, γp = 0.02, modifes strongly the anisotropy parameter at low KEs towards
β=0.

The explicit evaluation of A1 and B1, as well as any other possible param-
eter introduced in the general mixing formula (2.25), is done in the low-eKE
approximation, originally assumed by Hanstorp et al. [93]. This approximation
is defned by kr � 1 in the region where the wavefunctions of the bound state
and the free-electron signifcantly overlap [88]. As a consequence of the Wigner
threshold law, it is in principle strictly valid at vanishing small KEs [88], ε� 1
eV. However, since the prediction of Wigner law is applied to ratios that
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involve cross sections in numerator and denominator this approximation is
valid in a broader KE range, ≈2 eV, as several works have already proven.

Figure 2.6 depicts the spherical Bessel functions (straight curves) in the
Wigner limit (kr → 0), i.e., when they are given by the frst terms of their
McLaurin series expansions [75,88] (dashed curves):

jl(kr) ∼=
(kr)l

(2l + 1)!! (2.31)

where l is the angular quantum momentum of the outgoing photoelectron
wavefunction. Therefore, the expressions for the A1 and B1 coefcients are:

A1ε = χ1,2
χ1,0

=
R∞

0 j2(kr)r3Rnp(r)drR∞
0 j0(kr)r3Rnp(r)dr

B1ε =
χ2

0,1
χ2

1,0
= (

R∞
0 j1(kr)r3Rns(r)dr)2

(
R∞
0 j0(kr)r3Rnp(r)dr)2

(2.32)

and since ε = k2

2 (in atomic units):

A1 = χ1,2
χ1,0

= 2
R∞

0 r5Rnp(r)dr
15
R∞

0 r3Rnp(r)dr

B1 =
χ2

0,1
χ2

1,0
= 2(

R∞
0 r4Rns(r)dr)2

9(
R∞

0 r3Rnp(r)dr)2

(2.33)

The fnal values of the Hanstorp parameters will depend on the elections
of the radial parts of the bound states (in this particular case, Rns(r) and
Rnp(r)). Provided that in the central atom approximation the molecular
orbital is analyzed through its resemblance with atomic orbitals, Sanov’s
model chooses hydrogenic wavefunctions [36,37,88] as the radial parts of bound
states to evaluate the parameters. More details will appear in the studies of
TaN- and Pt-3 .
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2.1.4 Photoelectron VMI setup

Our experimental setup consists of a single-target laser ablation cluster source,
a linear Time-of-Flight (ToF) mass spectrometer with a Wiley-McLaren de-
sign [94] and a velocity map imaging (VMI) unit [95]. The setup is schematically
shown in Figure 2.9.

Various laser-vaporization fow-condensation sources have been developed
in the early eighties in the Smalley group [96–98]. The design of our cluster
source is inspired by the one used in another apparatus that is installed at
the FHI and that is used for far-infrared (FIR) spectroscopic studies on metal
clusters [99,100]. The source block (20 x 20 x 60 mm) is made out of stainless
steel. Three channels are drilled through this block along mutually orthogonal
axes. There is a vertical channel with a 6.5 mm diameter opening for the
target rod (6 mm diameter rods as well as 1/4-inch rods can be used) and
there are two horizontal channels with 1 mm and 3 mm diameter openings for
the incoming laser pulse and for the mix of ablated material with the carrier
gas, respectively. The target rod is turned by a vacuum-compatible stepper
motor (Phytron VSS42-HV), mounted inside the source chamber. The motor
motion is translated to a four-corner shaft by two gearwheels. The shaft slides
over another one that has an inner thread, thus inducing translation and
rotation of the target rod. The whole source is mounted on the back fange of
the source chamber, which can be slided backwards on a motion system for
easy accessibility.

Clusters are produced upon laser ablation with the second harmonic
output (532 nm) of a BRIO compact Q-switched Nd:YAG laser manufactured
by Quantel. The light is focused onto the rotating target rod with typical
energies ranging from 1–12 mJ/pulse. The ablation laser can cause signifcant
structural changes of the surface of the target rod [101]. The carrier gas is
released from a pulsed solenoid valve (Parker, general valve series 9), mounted
directly onto the 3 mm diameter, 20 mm long, horizontal channel in the source
block, referred to as the cluster formation chamber. Cluster formation is
strongly infuenced by the pressure in this cluster formation chamber, which
controls the collision rates and the heat transfer [102]. Directly in front of
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

the stainless steel source block, a temperature-controlled, 3 mm diameter
copper channel can be mounted. The mix of gas and ablated material fows
and reacts in this elongated channel and then expands through a conical
converging-diverging nozzle with an opening of ≈0.7 mm into the source
chamber, where there is a base pressure of 10-6 mbar. The temperature of
the copper channel can be set to any value between -180 °C and +100 °C,
using a fow of cold gas-phase or liquid nitrogen, post-heated by an electrical
heating cartridge. To form cluster complexes, a second pulsed reaction valve
(Parker, general valve series 9) can be mounted on the copper channel 20
mm downstream of the target rod. In this work, metal cluster anions are
produced by slowly rotating the target rod with 1.2 revolutions per hour and
by expanding the ablated material with a backing pressure of 15 bar of pure
He into the source chamber.

About 20 mm downstream from the nozzle, a skimmer is installed to
separate the source chamber from the chamber in which the mass spectrom-
eters are mounted. This allows for the required diferential pumping and
restricts the ion beam to be about 10 mm in diameter at the center of the
extraction region of the linear ToF mass spectrometer. Optionally, a second
skimmer can be installed some 70 mm downstream from the frst one to
further restrict the size of the ion beam that, accordingly, reduces the cluster
signal and increases the resolution. For the systems studied in this thesis, this
reduction drastically hindered the photoelectron signal and, consequently, it
has been removed. About 130 mm downstream from the nozzle, the charged
particles in the molecular beam (in our case the anions) are perpendicularly
extracted into the linear ToF mass spectrometer. For this, the electrodes of
the ToF spectrometer are switched to the appropriate high voltages using
fast-rising MOSFET switches (Behlke). The total fight distance of the ions
from the extraction region to the multi-channel plate (MCP) detector at
the other end of the horizontally mounted ToF chamber is about 830 mm.
The accelerated ions are steered onto the MCP detector using electrostatic
defectors, to compensate for the initial forward velocity of the anions in the
molecular beam as well as for any non-perfect alignment of the ToF electrodes.
The linear ToF mass spectrometer has a resolution M

∆M of about 500.
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Photoelectron spectra are measured via velocity map imaging. The VMI
spectrometer is coupled perpendicularly to the linear ToF mass spectrometer,
and is also positioned in the horizontal plane. The center of the extraction lens
of the VMI spectrometer is located at approximately 80% of the total distance
along the feld free drift region of the linear ToF mass spectrometer, i.e. about
17 cm in front of the MCP detector. The mass-selected ion package passes
through a vertical slit with a 4 mm opening which is installed directly in front
of the VMI extraction region to establish a diferential pumping between the
ToF chamber (with a base pressure of 10-6 mbar) and the chamber where
the VMI spectrometer is installed (with a base pressure of 10-9 mbar).

The laser pulses that are used to induce the electron photodetachment
of the anions are produced by a Panther EX optical parametric oscillator
pumped by a Surelite II Nd:YAG laser, both manufactured by Continuum.
This system delivers pulsed radiation that is tunable throughout the 205–2500
nm region. The detachment laser beam enters the experimental apparatus
from the top and crosses the ion beam perpendicularly. To defne the optical
path of the detachment laser beam and to reduce the amount of background
electrons caused by scattered light, a stack of light ba�es is installed. These
light ba�es consist of small apertures and skimmers with 4 mm diameter
openings. The voltages on the VMI electrodes are applied some 200 ns before
the detachment laser is fred; this is short enough for the incoming ions not
to be signifcantly defected between the VMI electrodes and it is long enough
that there are stable voltages on the extraction electrodes when the photo-
electrons are created. After a feld-free drift over about 250 mm the detached
photoelectrons are amplifed by a MCP detector (Chevron assembly, imaging
quality, 38 mm diameter active size) and accelerated onto a phosphor screen.
In order to minimize the background noise, both the imaging MCP and the
CCD camera that records the images from the fast phosphor screen (P43
phosphor) are gated. The imaging MCP is operated with an ofset voltage
of 1200 V that is increased to a value in the 1500–1800 V range during the
temporal window (50-100 ns) when the photoelectrons arrive.

The whole experiment is triggered and controlled by four 4-channel delay
generators (BU 3008 delay generators made by the ELAB of the FHI Berlin).
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The four cards are interconnected in series to minimize timing-jitter. The set
of delay generators is controlled by the so-called KouDa software, developed
by the MP department, in collaboration with the PP&B group, at the FHI
Berlin. This software makes it possible to sequentially interlink all device
timings in order to obtain a more robust control of the experiment “as a
block” from an initial stable clock. KouDa also provides options for real-time
visualization of the mass spectrum or to digitally control power supplies for
more stable voltages. All voltages of the setup can be computer controlled.
This is done by 16-bit digital-to-analog converters (16+8 channel Acromac
IP231). The voltages for the extraction plates of the linear ToF and the VMI
lens are stabilized by 0.5 µF capacitors.

The images taken by the CCD camera (Basler A102f, 1392 x 1040 pixel, 15
frames/s) are added together using a Labview computer program. Typically, a
few hundred thousand laser shots are added for a single image. The repetition
rate of the experiment is limited by the repetition rates of the lasers, which
is in our case 10 Hz. For some systems up to 300.000 laser shots (around 8
hours acquisition time) were necessary. This sets high requirements for the
stability of the experiment, as reference spectra also have to be measured for
energy calibration of the imaging detector. The detected photoelectrons are
converted into light fashes on the phosphor screen and digitally visualized
as spots of several pixels in the recorded image, in the so-called “integration
mode”. Sometimes the size of the individual spots is too big to resolve sharp
structures, and simply reducing the voltage on the imaging MCP does not
cure this. This limitation can be overcome in the so-called “event counting
mode” [103], an option that has been implemented in our program. In this
mode, use is made of the fact that each event covers many pixels on the CCD
chip, and that it is possible to determine its position much more accurately
by centroiding every event as a single pixel using a fast computer algorithm.

The perpendicular arrangement of the linear ToF mass spectrometer and
the VMI setup has the advantage that one can simultaneously monitor the
anionic cluster mass spectra and the photoelectron images. Furthermore, the
MCP that is used at the end of the ToF mass spectrometer has a grid in front
that can be put at -5000 Volts in order to fully prevent any anionic clusters to
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Figure 2.9: Scheme of the experimental setup. The molecular beam, the linear ToF mass
spectrometer and the VMI setup are all in the horizontal plane, i.e. this is a schematic top-view
of the apparatus. The detachment laser beam comes from the top, along the vertical axis.

reach the detector. The neutral clusters, produced after the photodetachment
process, can pass through this grid and are energetic enough to release electrons
when they impinge on the MCP detector. This allows for a real-time detection
of the photodetached, neutral clusters and can be used to optimize the spatial
and temporal overlap of the anions with the photodetachment laser beam.
A disadvantage of this geometry, however, is that the photoelectrons have
an initial velocity perpendicular to the axis of the VMI setup, given by the
speed of the anionic clusters at the moment of photodetachment. This initial
of-axis velocity component introduces a spatial ofset of the photoelectron
cloud on the VMI detector that depends on the drift-time of the cloud along
the VMI axis, i.e. on the voltages that are applied to the electrodes of the
VMI setup.
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In the following, we wish to quantify the infuence of the chosen experi-
mental geometry on the resolution that can be obtained in the photoelectron
images. For this, we frst defne the axis system as indicated in Figure 2.9,
i.e. with X along the axis of the linear ToF mass spectrometer and with Y
along the axis of the VMI setup. The repeller (lower) and extractor (center)
electrodes of the linear ToF mass spectrometer are spaced by 20 mm, and are
typically switched to -4000 V and -3500 V, respectively. The voltages in the
linear ToF are set such that ions that originate from diferent positions in the
extraction region arrive at the detector at the same time, i.e. space-focusing
conditions are used. If we assume static voltages and an initial cluster anion
packet with a width (along X) of 10 mm, there will be a spread in potential
energy of the anions (and therefore in their kinetic energy later on) of 250
eV. The repeller and extractor electrodes are switched to high voltage by two
independent high voltage switches, however, and the exact energy spread that
the anions will have critically depends on the relative timing of these high
voltage switches. The extractor is switched to high voltage slightly before the
repeller is switched on, causing the anions to start-of in the “wrong” direction
and to then turn around in the extraction region, resulting in some energy
focusing, like in a refectron. For the analysis below, we will nevertheless
assume an original spread in kinetic energy around the mean value of ±125
eV. The spatial distribution of the cluster cations along the X-axis at the
point of photodetachment can be directly inferred from the observed arrival
time distribution of the anions on the MCP detector. The typical width of the
ion signal of about 20 ns after a total fight time of about 10 µs corresponds
to a length of the packet of anions in the photodetachment region of about
1.5 mm.

For an anion of mass 600 u (close to the actual mass of the Pt-3 system
studied in this thesis) with a kinetic energy of 3750 eV, the velocity in the
X-direction is about 3.5 x 104 m/s. This velocity displaces the center of the
projected image on the phosphor screen over a distance Xofset, given by the
product of this velocity with the time of fight of the photoelectrons over the
25 cm distance in the VMI setup. The latter is determined by the voltages
applied to the VMI electrodes, and is typically around 50 ns, resulting in
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value for Xofset of 1.75 mm. The non-negligible value for Xofset (that will be
larger when anions with lighter masses are studied or when lower voltages
are used in the VMI setup) can make it problematic to collect the whole
photoelectron cloud on the MCP detector and phosphorscreen. For this
reason, the VMI electrode stack can be tilted slightly away (a few degrees)
from the perpendicular arrangement when high resolution experiments are
performed. The initial kinetic energy spread of ±125 eV, i.e. of about ±3.3 %
of the total kinetic energy, results in a relative velocity spread of the anions in
the X-direction of about ±1.7 %, and thereby causes a blurring of the image
with this percentage. In the example that the value for Xofset is given by
1.75 mm, this blurring is about ±30 µm. This is somewhat larger than the
center-to-center channel resolution of the MCP (12 µm) and the grain size of
the phosphorscreen (6-7 µm), so some slight smearing of the image will result
from the chosen experimental arrangement.

The fnite size of the region in which the photodetachment process takes
place, also limits the attainable resolution in the photoelectron images. As is
clearly visualized in the PhD thesis of C. Bartels [75], velocity map imaging is
based on the transverse inhomogeneities of the electric feld that compensate
the spread of the cluster packet along the X- and Z-axes better than along
the Y-axis. The size of the packet of cluster ions along the Y-axis is lastly
limited by the size of the OPO laser light-beam, with a diameter of ≈4 mm.
Therefore, some reduction in resolution resulting from the spread along the
Y-axis is still expected, but it is difcult to quantify this a priori.
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Energy resolution in the VMI setup

From the observed radial distributions in the photoelectron images, the
energies can be extracted using the proportionality between the kinetic energy
of the photoelectrons, KE, and the square of the distance, r, to the center of
the image, via:

KE = k · r2 (2.34)

Here, k is a proportionality factor that depends on the geometry of the
VMI setup and on the voltages applied to the repeller, UR, and extractor,
UE, electrodes. Diferentiating the equation 2.34 we obtain for the relative
energy resolution resolution, ∆KE

KE , of the VMI:

∆KE
KE

= 2 · ∆r
r

(2.35)

The voltages on the VMI electrodes are supplied by three diferent voltage
sources. This allows us to cover variable windows of kinetic energy and to
change the spectral resolution depending on the experimental requirements.
The description of these voltage sources with information about the resolution
reached in each case is demonstrated through calibration measurements
performed on anionic atoms, the data of which are shown in Figure 2.10.

Lower resolution: The power supply NHQ215M (made by ISEG Spezial-
elektronik GmbH) allows to fx a maximum voltage of 5 kV with a day-
to-day reproducibility of better than 1 V. This source can be controlled
either manually or digitally with KouDa. The resolution is tested with the
transitions:

Voltages Wavelength System Transition
UR/UE (nm)
4000/2671 300 Pt- 3P2 ([Xe]5d86s2) ← 2D5/2 ([Xe]5d96s2)
3000/2027 355 Au- 2S1/2 ([Xe]5d106s1) ← 1S0 ([Xe]5d106s2)

Intermediate resolution: The power supply NHQ222M 2 kV 2-channel
allows to fx a maximum voltage of 2 kV with a stability of ≈50 mV. It
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is controlled by a Labview program and its digital RS232 interface. The
resolution is tested with the electronic transitions:

Voltages Wavelength System Transition
UR/UE (nm)
300/205.2 565 Pt- 3D3 ([Xe]5d96s1) ← 2D5/2 ([Xe]5d96s2)
280/189.3 355 Au- 2D5/2 ([Xe]5d96s2) ← 1S0 ([Xe]5d106s2)
100/68.7 630 Rh- 2F7/2 ([Kr]4d85s1) ← 3F4 ([Kr]4d85s2)
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the resolution obtained for diferent atomic electronic transitions
with the three available power supplies for the VMI spectrometer. The lower row shows the best
resolved transitions at UR=-100 V and the one obtained in the slow electron mode at UR=-40
V, both for anionic Rh- atoms.

Higher resolution: In the third case we work in the slow electron
mode [104] with two sources that can supply a maximum voltage of -100 V
with a stability of ≈5 mV. A Labview program controls them via a Data
Acquisition Device 6211 (National Instruments) and a DAQ-Link. The slow
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

electron mode as defned by D. Neumark [105] allows to obtain series of high-
resolution photoelectron spectra, each over a restricted energy range (in our
case a minimum of ≈45 meV), that can be pieced together to generate a
complete spectrum. Here we used the transition:

Voltages Wavelength System Transition
UR/UE (nm)
40/27.6 662 Rh- 2F7/2 ([Kr]4d85s1) ← 3F4 ([Kr]4d85s2)

In the data shown in Figure 2.10, we observe that the resolution obtained
at UR=-4000 V is far away from the 3% mentioned in the work of Eppink et
al. [95] and, moreover, it does not remain constant over the spectrum. This
can well be due to the low precision of the NHQ215M power supply. The
resolution is certainly improved when we use lower voltages with Au-. The
best resolution that we obtained was 3.4% with the NHQ222M power supply
at UR=-100 V, only slightly above the 2.9% energy resolution obtained on
this same system in a previous work [44]. The slow electron mode at UR=-40
V yields a lower relative energy resolution than obtained at UR=-100 V,
even though the power supply that is used for this is much more precise.
Nevertheless, it yields the best absolute energies and the smallest absolute
error bar of 1.35±0.08 meV (10.8 cm-1), close to the 6 cm-1 limit given
by the bandwidth of the OPO photodetachment laser. In this case, extra
broadenings resulting from distortions in the circularity of the image due to
spurious, weak electric or magnetic felds, cannot be excluded.
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Image processing

In general, some information is lost when mapping a 3D-distribution on a 2D
surface. The extraction of the velocity-map needs the original 3D distribution,
which can be retrieved via an Abel inversion. As mentioned in previous
works [45,106], a linearly polarized laser is used with the polarization direction
parallel to the photoelectron detector surface for the photodetachment. For a
given 3D distribution, F (x, y, z), the projection on the detector, f(x, y), is
given in cartesian coordinates by:

f(x, y) =
Z ∞
-∞

F (x, y, z)dz = 2
Z ∞

0
F (x, y, z)dz (2.36)

and due to the cylindrical geometry of the VMI, r2 = x2 + z2, we obtain:

dz = r√
r2 - x2

dr (2.37)

Substituting in 2.36 we obtain the Abel-transform, that relates the
projection on the detector f(x, y) with the 3D distribution:

f(x, y) = 2
Z ∞
|x|

F (y, r)r√
r2 - x2

dr (2.38)

Therefore, given a certain 2D measurement f(x, y) we can reconstruct
the 3D velocity-map distribution by performing the inverse-Abel transform:

F (y, r) = - 1
π

Z ∞
|r|

∂f(x, y)
∂x

1√
x2 - r2

dx (2.39)

However, it is extremely complex to calculate F (y, r) in this way as several
numerical problems will appear in this reconstruction from the experimental
data. For example, f(x, y) is not numerically diferentiable because of the
fnite number of pixels on the CCD-camera. Therefore, the reconstruction
problem is approached via the onion-peeling method in polar coordinates [103],
also called the polar onion-peeling (POP) method.

As described in the work of Roberts et al. [107], if we consider that the
3D radial distribution is cylindrically symmetric around the Y-axis we can
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

express it in polar coordinates, F (r, θ, φ), and when it is mapped onto the 2D
detector we obtain the distribution f(R,α). The 2D projection, f(R,α), can
be expressed as the sum of the individual 2D projections, g(r;R,α), for all r
components of the full 3D distribution, F (r, θ, φ):

f(R,α) =
Z rmax

0
g(r;R,α)dr (2.40)

where R ≤ r and the semicolon in g(r;R,α) is used to indicate that the 2D
projections are given at specifc radii r. The only circumference of this 2D
projection where there is no contribution from inner Newton spheres is the
one with the maximum radius, r = rmax, the outermost one, while those
with R < r will have multiple extra contributions from the φ-dependence
of the electron cloud. If we subtract the most external ring (defned by
the function g(rmax;R,α)) from the 2D projection (f(R,α)), we obtain for
this ring a 2D distribution equivalent to a slice through the 3D distribution,
F (r, θ, 0) [107]. The cylindrical symmetry of the system allows us to fnally
reconstruct F (r, θ, φ) for this ring. The iterative reproduction of this process
(at each r, g(r;R,α) is subtracted from f(R,α)) allows to fully reconstruct
the 3D image, and this is the reason why it is called “onion-peeling”.

The POP method was originally developed by Zhao et al. [108]. First,
the image is recorded by the CCD camera in cartesian coordinates which
are converted and mapped onto a polar array. The diferential area of polar
and cartesian pixels remains nearly unchanged in the conversion, so the
number of angles α at which pixels can be defned and, therefore, the number
of polar pixels needed to defne a ring will scale linearly with r. For this
reason, any polar image (raw or deconvoluted) is a triangular array and
looks like the window “Deconvoluted Polar Image” in Figure 2.11. After the
polar conversion, the image is “peeled” in an iterative process by ftting the
experimental function gexp(r;R,α) to the angular distribution expression:

I(θ) = N(r)
X
n

βn(r)Pn[cos(θ)] (2.41)
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where the ft provides an intensity factor, N(r), and the anisotropy factors,
βn(r). This is precisely the routine followed to extract the anisotropy pa-
rameter for a desired region of the spectrum as function of the radius, which
is shown in Figure 2.11. From N(r) and βn(r), the distribution gfit(r;R,α)
may be calculated, which is then subtracted from f(R,α) for all R ≤ rmax in
the aforementioned iterative process. As explained in the work of Roberts
et al. [107], the direct numerical calculation of gfit(r;R,α) from N(r) and
βn(r) is avoided as it is time-consuming, so we make use of idealized radial
distribution functions br(R) that form a basis set B(R, r) in order to ft the
experimental 2D data and to speed up the process. An idealized perfectly
isotropic polar image gideal(r;R,α) is constructed from br(R) using:

gideal(r;R,α) = ρ(r,R)br(R) (2.42)

where ρ(r,R) introduces in gideal(r;R,α) the number of polar pixels at each
r along with their associated intensities. Numerically, ρ(r,R)br(R) is defned
as the ratio of the number of polar pixels at r to R and accounts for the fact
that in the polar image, the number of polar pixels changes to R, i.e., the
polar image is a 2D triangular array. Finally, we can obtain gfit(r;R,α) with
the expression:

gfit(r;R,α) = gideal(r;R,α)N(r)
X
n

βn(r)Pn[R
r

cos(θ)] (2.43)

Analysis of the images

A screenshot of the Labview program used to extract the information of the
spectra is shown in Figure 2.11. The program analyses the spectra following
a certain protocol as described in the following:

1. VMI images are imported by the program. As a frst step, the
center of the image is visually fxed by introducing some approximate central
coordinates and the radius of a red circumference (“Draw Mode” option)
that defnes the “area of interest” that will be analyzed from the whole 2D
image. In case the imported image has been obtained via “Even Count mode”,
we can smooth the image using a subroutine (“Smooth”) that assigns to
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

every pixel a squared matrix of pixels, the so-called Gaussian convolution
(the further a pixel is away from the central one, the lower is the intensity),
whose dimensions we can choose. There is also the option (“Add Images”) of
superimposing two diferent measurements in order to obtain better statistics.

2. The option “Delete Ring” allows to delete the rest of the image once
the “area of interest” is fxed. This option speeds up the analysis of the image
and avoids artifacts.

3. The defnitive centroiding of the image is done via a trial-and-error
method in which the central coordinates are slightly changed and the resultant
spectra are compared, retaining the one with the best resolution. Once the
central coordinates are fxed, the 2D image is symmetrized by folding its four
quadrants on top of each other, as can be observed in Figure 2.11. Then, the
reconstruction of the 3D velocity distribution is performed using the POP
algorithm, discussed in the previous section. Additionally, one can subtract
some background noise and one can select which quadrants are added up
before the image is deconvoluted.

4. This reconstruction method performs the deconvolution in polar
coordinates and confnes the noise to the center of the image. Basis functions
are used to speed up the deconvolution. The integration over all angles gives
the radial photoelectron spectrum, which is calculated by the program. The
program includes a visualization of the deconvoluted image in cartesian and
polar coordinates.

5. The radial photoelectron spectrum can be simultaneously visualized
with its corresponding β2 parameter as function of the radius.

6. A more detailed analysis of the β2 parameter is integrated in the
subroutine “Beta Analysis” (Figure 2.12). It imports the deconvoluted image
in polar coordinates and allows to select a radial region of the spectrum over
which β2 and β4 are calculated.
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Figure 2.11: Screenshot of the Labview program interface used to analyze the images measured
with the VMI. Each numbered red rectangle is explained in the text.
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2.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging (VMI)

Figure 2.12: Screenshot of the Labview program interface used to analyze the β parameter.
This window appears when clicking “Beta Parameter Analysis”, marked with 6 in Figure 2.11.
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2.2 Infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD)

2.2.1 Vibrational spectroscopy

The spatial description of a molecule with N atoms requires 3N coordinates
(x, y and z) and, therefore, it has 3N degrees of freedom. Three of them
correspond to the movement of the center of mass in the molecule along axis
X, Y and Z, the so called, translational movement, and other three to its
rotations (2 in case of linear molecules). The remaining 3N - 6 degrees of
freedom (3N - 5 for linear molecules) are vibrational. Vibrational degrees
of freedom can often be approximated by orthogonal motions called normal
modes [109] in which all atoms in the molecule vary their positions sinusoidally
with the same frequency and the same or opposite phase [110]. The normal
modes in a molecule can be considered as “fngerprints” of its geometrical
structure as they depend on the mass of the atoms involved in the motion
and the nature of the chemical bonds.

Molecular vibrations can be described in the harmonic oscillator approxi-
mation, that obeys the Hooke’s law, for small displacements. The potential
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is V (x) = 1

2kx
2, where k is the force

constant associated to the molecular vibration and x is the displacement from
the equilibrium position. The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian harmonic
oscillator is:

H = - ~2

2µ
d2

dx2 + V (x) (2.44)

and the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, Eυ, are given by:

Eυ = ~ω(υ + 1
2) and ω =

s
k

µ
(2.45)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, µ is the reduced mass of the atoms
involved in the oscillation, υ is the quantum number of the oscillator and ω is
the angular frequency. Only one photon is allowed to be absorbed at a time
by the molecule according to the selection rules [111] (as discussed below) and
it increases υ by one.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between the harmonic and Morse potentials. The energy levels in the
harmonic potential are equally spaced and the potential is symmetric around re. The Morse
potential is not symmetric around re and the energy levels are more closely the higher is the
energy. The fgure is adapted from [113].

Nevertheless, this assumption is only valid when the displacement from
the equilibrium position, x, is small. At large values of x, when excited
with enough quanta of vibrational energy, the molecule shows mechanical
anharmonicities and it ultimately can dissociate. The real behavior of a
molecule is better modeled via the Morse potential [112]:

V (x) = De(1- eax)2 and a =
s

ke
2De

(2.46)

where De is the depth of the potential well at the equilibrium internuclear
separation, ke is the force constant at this separation and x is the instantaneous
internuclear separation. A comparison between pure harmonic and Morse
potentials is shown in Figure 2.13.
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By substituting the Morse potential in 2.44, the resulting Schrödinger
equation can be analytically solved and its energy levels are given by:

Eυ = ~ω(υ + 1
2)- ~ωxe(υ + 1

2)2 and ω =
s
k

µ
(2.47)

where the anharmonicity constant is xe = ~ω
4De .

Some consequences of the anharmonicities in the Morse potential are
that the energy levels are not equidistant because they become closer the
higher the energy is and that the strict orthogonality in the vibrational
modes “relaxes” since they couple via anharmonic terms, what allows the
appearance of overtones and combination bands. This intercoupling between
normal modes is very important in the mechanism of internal vibrational
redistribution (IVR). Moreover, the Morse oscillator is only an approximation
to the real model for the molecular vibrations. Indeed, perturbation theory
permits to write the vibrational energy levels in a Taylor series of the form:

Eυ = ~ω(υ + 1
2)- ~ωxe(υ + 1

2)2 + ~ωye(υ + 1
2)3... (2.48)

where xe and ye are the frst and second anharmonicity constants, respectively.
In the IRMPD experiments, the dissociation occurs after the absorption of

several photons in the infrared (IR) region. Such interaction between molecules
and light leads to vibrational transitions within the cluster when the frequency
of the incoming radiation coincides with the vibrational frequency of a normal
mode in the molecule. As the nuclei do not have a fxed position, the charge
distribution undergoes a change during the vibrational motion of the molecule
along the n vibrational nuclear normal coordinates, Qi, so the dipole moment
of the molecule changes periodically. The molecular wavefunction can be
expressed in the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation:

Ψ(r,Qr,Qr,Q) ≈ ψ(rrr;Q)χ(QQQ) (2.49)

where ψ(rrr;Q) and χ(QQQ) are the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions, whilst
rotation has been neglected, that is, the motions of electrons and nuclei are
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2.2. Infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD)

referred to a molecule-fxed coordinate system [111]. Let us suppose a transition
between two molecular states, Ψi and Ψf , in a polyatomic molecule, where
the electronic state does not change, ψi = ψf = ψ, the transition moment is
given by:

RRR = hΨf |µµµ |Ψii =
ZZ

ψf∗χf∗µµµψiχidτedτN =
Z
χf∗[

Z
ψ∗µµµψdτe]χidτN

(2.50)

where the dipole moment operator for n nuclei with atomic numbers Zn is:

µµµ = -
X
m

ermrmrm +
X
n

Znernrnrn (2.51)

The integral within brackets, [
R
ψ∗µµµψdτe], is the expected value of the

dipole moment operator in the electronic state ψ, also called the electric
dipole moment of the molecule, µeµeµe, so the transition moment is expressed as:

RRR =
Z
χf∗µeµeµeχ

idτN = hχf |µeµeµe |χii (2.52)

As the integration in µeµeµe is done over the electronic coordinates, it is only
function of the nuclear ones. µeµeµe and its periodical changes can be expressed
for small displacements around its value at the equilibrium position, µeµeµe(Q0),
as [114]:

µeµeµe = µeµeµe(Q0) +
nX
j

�
dµeµeµe
dQj

�
0
Qj + 1

2!

nX
j

�
d2µeµeµe
dQ2

j

�
0
Qj

2... (2.53)

whereµeµeµe(Q0) is the permanent dipole moment and dµeµeµe
dQj

are the changes induced
in µeµeµe when the molecule vibrates [38]. Considering the linear approximation
for the electric dipole moment, the transition moment can be written as:

RΨ0Ψ00 = hχf | [µeµeµe(Q0) +
nX
j

�
dµeµeµe
dQj

�
0
Qj ]... |χii =

= µeµeµe(Q0) hχf |χii+
nX
j

�
dµeµeµe
dQj

�
0
hχf |Qj |χii+ ... (2.54)
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The orthogonality condition in the vibrational wavefunctions results in
the selection rule ∆υ=0, giving rise to the pure rotational spectrum of the
molecule. Additionally, the IR selection rules can be deduced by only taking
the frst order added term for the k vibrational normal mode and by writing
χf and χi in terms of their quantum numbers υ [114]:

�
dµeµeµe
dQk

�
0
hχf |Qk |χii =

�
dµeµeµe
dQk

�
0
hυfk |Qk |υ

i
ki

nY
j 6=k
hυfj |υ

i
ji (2.55)

The right side of equation 2.55 is non-zero when three conditions are
fullflled:

�
dµeµeµe
dQk

�
0
6= 0 means that the displacement along the normal vibration

k is associated with a change in the electric dipole moment and, therefore, k is
IR active. If υfk and υfi are harmonic oscillator wavefunctions, hυfk |Qk |υiki 6= 0
is only possible for transitions with ∆υ=±1 in mode k. hχfj |χiji 6=0 implies
that the population quantum numbers in the modes j 6= k do not change
during the vibrational transition and, therefore, combination bands in the
transitions are forbidden. Furthermore, the presence of electrical and me-
chanical anharmonicities relaxes the selection rule ∆υ=±1 and allows the
appearance of overtones (∆υ=±2,±3).

2.2.2 IR spectroscopy and IVR phenomenon

The most common technique in vibrational spectroscopy is IR absorption
spectroscopy, in which the attenuation of incoming light trough a sample
is measured. The Beer-Lambert law [109] gives the relationship between the
incoming and outgoing light intensities, I0 and I:

I(ν)
I0(ν) = e-σ(ν)nl (2.56)

where σ(ν) is the absorption cross-section, n is the particle number density
and l the path length trough the sample. Performing spectroscopy by the
direct measurement of the absorbed light works for condensed samples and
for certain pure gas samples, but the latter (gas samples) impose several
limitations. In case there are many diferent species present in the sample,
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the assignment of the observed absorptions to each of the species turns out
to be very difcult. As well, the sensitivity of this technique in the gas phase
is limited by low densities. Since the absorption cross-section of gas-phase
molecules varies from ∼10-12 cm2 to ∼10-25 cm2, the product nl in the
lowest cross-section situation must be ≥1016 molecules/cm2 to obtain an
absorption spectrum. In some cases, these limitations can be overcome by
using cavity-ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) [115–117], where very long path
lengths, l, are established to reach the desired nl value. Even so, certain limits
become insuperable since, for example, the densities for ionic species in the
gas phase are limited to around 106 ions/cm3 due to Coulomb repulsion [118].

For very low densities in the gas phase, it is preferable to approach
experimentally the system via action spectroscopy where, instead of measuring
the changes induced in the light by crossing the sample, the changes in the
sample by interacting with the light are investigated. The light-matter
interaction in a two level system is modeled similarly to the Beer-Lambert
law by:

N(ν)
N0

= e-σ(ν)F (ν) (2.57)

where σ(ν) is the absorption cross-section, N0 and N(ν) are the populations
before and after the interaction with the light and F (ν) is the photon fuence.
The comparison of 2.56 with 2.57 brings up the suitability of action spec-
troscopy for low cross-sections since it is much easier to obtain F (ν)=1016

photons/cm2 rather than nl=1016 molecules/cm2. Among the diferent action
techniques (fuorescence, ionization, etc.), infrared photodissociation (IRPD)
spectroscopy, where the studied molecules are dissociated, is the method
employed along this thesis.

IRPD relies on mass spectrometry, as it allows the separation of the
sampled species, by monitoring the photodissociation yield in the species
of interest as a function of the laser frequency. Metal clusters are strongly
bound systems with bond dissociation energies (BDEs) on the order of >1 eV.
However, the energies of IR photons range from few meV to several hundred
meV and their dissociation requires the absorption of several photons, recalling
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this spectroscopy as IR multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD). The IRMPD
technique allows to obtain spectra for some systems, such as metal complexes
(being the ligand CO [119,120], O2

[121,122], CO2
[123]etc.) in the mid-IR, probing

the geometric structure of the complex upon dissociation of the bare cluster
from the ligand. The equation that defnes this process is:

AB+/0/- ----------→
nhν(MIR-PD)

(AB+/0/-)∗ -→ A+/0/- +B (2.58)

where AB+/0/- is the complex, A+/0/- is the metal cluster and B is the
ligand dissociated from the cluster upon absorption of photons that excite the
vibrational frequency of the adsorbed ligand on the cluster or other modes.

Nevertheless, even the use of IR sources with high photon fuence (as the
FELs used in this thesis) for strongly bound systems might not be sufcient to
produce dissociation of transition metal or semiconductor clusters via IRMPD
spectroscopy. Their high BDEs, low absorption cross-sections or the low
energy inherent to a single photon in the far-IR (where the vibrational modes
of the bare cluster are accessed) constitute experimental impediments. In
these cases, the “messenger tagging” technique [124] is required.

The aim of the “messenger tagging” technique is to reduce the number of
absorbed photons necessary to dissociate the complex to a minimum without
changing the original cluster properties, but sometimes perturbations in
the IR absorption cross-section [121,125] and structure [126] of the bare cluster
have been found. More concretely, it consists on the formation of a weakly
bound messenger complex by using rare gas atoms (Ar in our experiments)
as messenger ligands. Some difculties arise when producing the messenger-
cluster complexes due to the low binding energies between both of them.
They can be overcome by the use of highly polarizable messengers and low
temperatures. As well, the net charge of the cluster has a big infuence: For
neutral clusters the interaction with the messenger is via van-der-Waals forces,
whilst for ionic ones it is stronger, as it is mainly dominated by charge-induced
dipole interaction. Afterwards, the dissociation of the physisorbed messenger
is possible (even in the far-IR) as the BDEs are quite low. The reaction that
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defnes this process is:

AB+/0/-.M -→
hν

(AB+/0/-)∗.M ---→
IV R

AB+/0/- +M (2.59)

where the complex (AB+/0/-.M) is formed by the bare cluster (AB+/0/-)
and the messenger (M). The binding energies of rare-gas messengers that are
adsorbed on cationic clusters can reach 0.1–0.3 eV, while for neutral clusters a
single IR photon absorption can be enough to dissociate the messenger from
the cluster.

As deduced from subsection 2.2.1, the anharmonicity of the vibrational
energy ladders makes the absorption of many monochromatic photons by a
completely coherent process impossible [124–126]. The energy spacing between
consecutive vibrational levels becomes gradually smaller until the laser fre-
quency is not in resonance with the vibrational transition and no photons are
absorbed anymore. This phenomenon is called “anharmonic bottleneck” and
in has been normally circumvented by the description of the multiple photon
absorption mechanism as divided in three overlapping regions: the resonant
regime, the quasi-continuum and the true continuum [99,127,128].

The resonant regime is characterized by a sequential and resonant absorp-
tion of photons until the “anharmonic bottleneck” is reached. For the frst
photons this efect is, somehow, compensated by broadenings coming from
the bandwidth of the laser, temperature efects and rotational levels that can
be populated. As well, the internal energy of the system increases, so does
the density of its accessible rovibronic states and the “anharmonic bottleneck”
relaxes the strict orthogonality in the vibrational modes via anharmonic
efects. Consequently, the energy can be redistributed in the dark vibrational
degrees of freedom through a process known as IVR, whose rate depends on
the density of vibrational-rotational states and so, increases with the size of
the system. In this model, the true continuum region is reached when the
internal energy of the system is very high and the dissociative channel opens
up. The huge density of states and the strong anharmonic coupling between
many vibrational-rotational states allow the absorption of photons with any
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frequency and, therefore, the IVR rates are so fast that the internal energy is
statistically distributed over all vibrational degrees of freedom [129].

Nevertheless, the model adopted in this thesis at very high internal en-
ergies is not the one described the latter paragraph, but the one guided by
the theoretical explanations of infrared-resonance-enhanced multiple multi-
photon ionization (IR-REMPI) experiments with superhot (1970 K≈18 eV)
C60 molecules [130,131]. Despite the high density of vibrational states at such
high internal energies (>10100 states/cm-1), the broadening and shift of the
spectroscopic lines remain small enough to observe a clear resemblance to
the spectra on C60 at 875 K or at room temperature, nearly regardless of
the cluster temperature. Therefore, the whole dissociation process is here
rationalized by a sequential absorption of single IR photons followed by fast
energy redistribution [130], rather than the existence of a “continuum regime”
at high internal energies.

2.2.3 Ar-tagging of bare transition metal clusters

The noble gases are a group of chemical elements with very low chemical
reactivity. Their inertness is explained by an electronic confguration with a
full valence shell. Comparatively, the lighter ones are the most inert due to
the higher stability of their valence shell as it is less screened from the nucleus
by a smaller number of core shell electrons. Among the noble gases, argon
is the most abundant noble gas on Earth [132] and its name comes from the
Greek term that means “lazy” or “inert” [133]. Bare ArH+ has been the frst
molecule containing a noble gas detected in outer space [134,135]. Despite its
inertness, a plethora of complexes with argon have been detected via inert
gas matrix isolation, cold gases and plasmas through diferent spectroscopic
methods as visible and UV spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy or microwave and
far-IR spectroscopy in order to elucidate their electronic, vibrational and
rotational structures.

The formation of Ar-complexes with cationic species is energetically
favored with respect to neutral or anionic ones due to the negative electron
afnity of Ar [136]. Binding between Ar and a negative complex ([B12(CN)11]-)
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at room temperature was very recently observed for the frst time by using
[B12(CN)12]2- (the electronically most stable dianion ever found) as a pre-
cursor [137]. Among the neutral complexes, HArF is up to date the only
neutral and stable compound containing Ar. It was experimentally isolated
at low temperatures [138] with calculations on its bonding nature indicating
that the H-Ar bond is covalent, whilst the Ar-F is mainly of electrostatic
nature [139]. Furthermore, many neutral complexes (van der Waals molecules
bound by London dispersion forces) have been produced in the laboratory
by binding neutral Ar with neutral atoms and molecules in their ground
state (Ag2Ar [140], NaAr [141,142], KAr [143], RbAr [144], etc.). Further excited
state complexes, such as ArF∗, can be covalently bound. Indeed, the example
of ArF∗ constitutes the cornerstone of the fuorescence mechanisms in the
excimer (193 nm) lasers.

As mentioned in the work of Jin et al. [137], argon can act as a Lewis
base that is able to coordinate to positively charged metal centers in neutral
and cationic complexes. For example, some neutral molecules are given by
ArMX (with M = Cu, Ag, Au, etc. and X = F, Cl, Br or O [145–147]) or, also,
by the reaction of the pentacarbonyls M(CO)5 (with M = Cr, Mo, W) and
Ar. The latter (carbonyl compounds) were discovered in 1975 [148] and their
bonding nature has been theoretically studied [149,150] concluding that the
stabilizing interactions between the pentacarbonyl fragment and the noble gas
are mainly dominated by the orbital interactions between equatorial carbonyl
groups and noble gas p orbitals (whose pz orbitals are stabilized) added to
some dipole-induced dipole interactions [150].

The strongest bond to Ar appears in complexes with cationic species [152–154].
In complexes with cationic transition metals, the comparatively strong bond
of Ar with the metallic species is rationalized by Grills et al. [148] by a process
where the positive charge of the metal fragment’s molecular orbitals contracts
the metal d orbitals provoking two efects: on one hand and to a smaller
extent, a lowering of their energy that decreases a possible π-backbonding
and that increases the overlap with the p orbitals of the Ar upon the electron
donation to the metal orbitals and, on the other hand and much more relevant,
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Figure 2.14: Shape of the interaction potentials for the 4s03dn-1 M+-Ar series as calculated
by Hammond et al. [151], where the Figure is adapted from. The red arrow tags the Co+-Ar
curve and the green one the V (r) = − 1

2
αq2

r4 potential.

an enhancement of the electrostatic charge-polarizability attraction between
the metal center and the Ar atom [148].

The easiest way to investigate the interaction between transition metal
cations and Ar atoms are the diatomic Metal-Ng complexes. Many experimen-
tal [155,156] and theoretical [151] studies have pursued this goal and according to
the work of Hammond et al. [151] such interaction is divided into three diferent
regions: at long distances dominates an attractive charge induced-dipole inter-
action, at intermediate distances a molecular-orbital overlap of covalent origin
materialized in a partial electron transfer from Ar to the cation and, fnally, a
Pauli repulsive interaction at short distances. For the purposes of this thesis,
the attractive interaction between the cationic metal atom (or metal cluster)
and the attached Ar atom(s) can be described by the point charge-induced
dipole interaction, V (r) = -1

2
αq2

r4 , where the metal is considered the point
charge with q=+1 and α is the dipole polarizability of the Ar [151]. Plots of
calculated potentials are shown in 2.14.

Furthermore, many more other Ar compounds as polyatomic van der
Waals molecules [157,158], cluster argon cations [159],etc. have been subjects of
research, but these topics are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.2.4 IR-FEL principles

Common commercial lasers use as gain medium atomic and molecular tran-
sitions in solids, liquids or gases, which is limiting their frequency range.
Alternatively, free-electron lasers (FELs) use free electrons at relativistic
velocities as gain medium [160,161], allowing in principle for a wider tunabil-
ity, compared to table top systems. The IRMPD results presented in this
thesis were obtained using two diferent IR-FELs: the Free Electron Laser
for Infrared eXperiments FELIX in Nijmegen [162,163] and the FHI-FEL in
Berlin [164].

The general mechanism to produce light via FELs is shown in Figure 2.15.
An electron gun produces free electrons that are accelerated to relativistic
velocities with a linear accelerator. These electrons are then injected into
an undulator, an array of alternating poled magnets that generate an alter-
nating static magnetic feld with periodicity λu, where they take oscillatory
trajectories due to the Lorentz force. The electrons then emit spontaneously
synchrotron radiation with a laboratory frame wavelength of:

λFEL = λu
2γ2 (1 +K2) (2.60)

where λu is the period of the undulator, γ is the Lorentz factor, γ = 1q
1- v2

c2

,

and K is a dimensionless parameter related to the strength of the magnetic
feld in the undulator. K, usually close to 1, accounts for the reduction of the
efective forward velocity of the electron and hence, the Doppler shift caused
by the induced transverse motion [165]:

K = 8B0λu√
8πmec

(2.61)

where B0 is the magnetic feld strength, me the mass of the electron in the
rest frame and c the speed of light.

Due to the relativistic nature of the beam, this spontaneous radiation
comes in a monochromatic cone around the forward direction. Nevertheless, as
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Figure 2.15: General scheme of a free electron laser. An electron beam is produced by an
electron gun, accelerated to relativistic velocities and injected into a magnetic undulator. The
Lorentz force experienced by the beam curves the trajectories and results in spontaneous emission
of radiation. This radiation is coherently enhanced by an optical cavity in which the undulator is
placed. The original picture belongs to [166].

the spatial spread of the electron bunches is larger than λu, this spontaneous
radiation originates at diferent points in space and is initially incoherent and
weak. The light is captured in a cavity and the interaction of the initially weak
light with fresh electron bunches causes a spatial modulation of the electrons
in a bunch (microbunching) with a period equal to the optical wavelength.
Those microbunches can emit light coherently, causing an increase in light,
which in turn causes more efective microbunching. The power of the light feld
can increase many orders or magnitude via this mechanism until saturation
is reached. A part of the radiation is coupled out of the cavity via a small
hole in one of the cavity end mirrors and is then brought to the diferent
experiments.

FELIX & FHI-FEL

At FELIX a thermionic triode electron gun produces at 1 GHz repetition rate
electron pulses which are bunched and accelerated to 3.8 MeV. As shown in
Figure 2.16, the electron beam is frst injected into a frst 3 GHz travelling-
wave radio-frequency linear accelerator (Linac 1) which accelerates to energies
between 15 and 25 MeV. After Linac 1, the electron beam can be defected
and steered into the long wavelength FEL-1. Alternatively, the electrons
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Figure 2.16: (Upper) Scheme of the FELIX installation at the Radboud University, Nijmegen.
FELICE is here also shown but not used in this thesis. This picture has been adapted from [166].
(Lower) Scheme of the FHI-FEL installation. Only the MIR-FEL in the center has been present
and in operation since 2013. Currently, an upgrade is taking place involving a far-IR arm and
the possibility of two color operation that shall be operational from 2022. The picture was taken
from [164].

can be further accelerated to 25–45 MeV in a second accelerator (Linac 2)
and introduced into either FEL-2 or FELICE. The undulators in FEL-1 and
FEL-2 contain permanent magnets in 38 feld periods of 65 mm period length.
The wavelength range covered by FEL-1 is 30–150 µm while that of FEL-2 is
3–45 µm [167].

The FHI-FEL is similar and described in detail elsewhere [164], and only
a brief outline is given here. A thermionic electron gun produces pulses of
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electrons with a repetition rate of 1 GHz in macro pulses with a length of
typically 15 µs. The temporal length of the micro pulses of initially a few
picoseconds is too long for an efcient capture in the linac and a buncher cavity
is used to compress the pulse length. The electron beam is then accelerated by
a frst linac to a constant energy of 20 MeV, while the second linac accelerates
or decelerates the electrons to a fnal energy between 15 and 50 MeV. The
electrons are then steered into the MIR undulator. The undulator is 2 m long
and contains 50 magnetic periods of 40 mm length and it is located in a 5.4
m long cavity formed by two gold-plated copper mirrors. The outcoupling
side of the cavity is motorized with an in-vacuum mirror changer that allows
to exchange between fve out-coupling mirrors with diferent outcoupling-hole
diameters in order to optimize the performance at diferent wavelengths. As

10 

1 ns

0.2 - 10 ps

Micropulses

200 ms6 -12 μs

Macropulses

Figure 2.17: Schematic picture of the FEL pulse structure at FELIX as well as FHI-FEL. The
picture was adapted from [168].

in the case of FELIX, tuning is performed by changing the undulator gap
and the accessible spectral range is 200–3000 cm-1 with a FWHM bandwidth
between 0.3 and 1% of the central wavelength. Macro pulse energies in excess
of 150 mJ can be obtained. See also the references [169–171] for more examples
of the application of FELs in cluster research.
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2.2.5 IRMPD setup

The IRMPD experiments were performed in two diferent setups. One is
located at the Radboud University Nijmegen and coupled to the free electron
laser FELIX while the other machine is located at the FHI in Berlin and
coupled to the FHI-FEL. The experimental setups are designed to allow
for spectroscopic experiments on anionic, neutral and cationic clusters and
cluster-ligand complexes. Both are described in detail elsewhere [44], and only
a brief outline will be given here. The setups are very similar in design and
construction and, if not noted otherwise, descriptions apply to both machines.

A scheme of the experiment is shown in Figure 2.18. Clusters are produced
in a laser ablation cluster source. The cluster beam then passes a skimmer
and can interact with light from the IR-FEL. Neutral clusters can be ionized
using VUV radiation while charged clusters can directly be analyzed with
a refectron time-of-fight mass spectrometer (ReToF) [172] manufactured by
Jordan TOF Products Inc. The clusters source is a Smalley-type [96] laser

Ion detector

Reflectron Time-of-flight mass 
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Nd:YAG 

laser
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pulse

Metal rod

N
2
 cooling 

system
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F
2
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Figure 2.18: Scheme of the IMPRD experiment placed at the Fritz Haber Institute in Berlin.
Currently, the experiment has been further developed by adding a dual target source and a VUV
4-wave mixing generator.

vaporization cluster source similar to the one described in 2.1.4. The source
block is made out of stainless steel with three intercrossed channels. In a
vertical channel, the target rod (6 mm or 1

4 in) is translated and rotated.
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The 2nd harmonic light from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser enters through a second
channel to generate a plasma of ablated material. Carrier gas is introduced
through the third channel via a pulsed gas valve (either pure He or He
mixed with low percentage or Ar) to cool down and quench the ablation
plasma. Cooling and clustering occurs while traveling through a temperature
controlled reaction copper channel, whose temperature can be controlled
between -180°C and +100°C by means of a liquid nitrogen fow and a heating
cartridge. Additionally, a second pulsed valve can be mounted on this channel
downstream of the target rod to supply gases such as, for example, CO or
CH4 to form cluster complexes. The gas pulse then leaves the copper channel
via a nozzle and expands supersonically into the vacuum to afterward pass
a skimmer that separates the cluster source region from the spectroscopy
region.

Before the clusters are defected into the ReToF by plates to which high
voltage can be applied, they pass through a small aperture with a diameter
of 1 mm. As shown in Figure 2.18, the aperture limits the cluster beam
diameter to ensure that all clusters which are extracted into the ReToF are
illuminated by the FEL light. Additionally, when studying neutral clusters, a
moderate voltage (100–200 V) is applied to the aperture in order to get rid
of charged clusters in the molecular beam. In those experiments on neutral
clusters, 157 nm light from a pulsed F2 excimer laser crosses the cluster beam
perpendicular to the propagation direction to ionize the clusters prior to
defection into the ReToF. The power of this laser must remain low to avoid
double ionization or cluster fragmentation. Then, the high voltage defection
plates, previously set to a positive or negative voltage to either study cationic
or anionic clusters, extract them into the ReToF region and fnally detect
them on the MCP detector. The mass resolution of the ReToF is M

∆M=2000.
Experimental timings, display of mass spectra or visualization of current
cluster fragmentations, as well as data acquisition are controlled in the Berlin
setup via a software called KouDa, which has been developed by the FHI. The
experiment in Nijmegen is controlled with self-developed LabView routines.

To enable experiments with the FEL, two gold coated mirrors are placed
in the extraction region to focus the incoming FEL light counter propagating
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to the molecular beam (see Figure 2.18). In order to maximize the spatial
overlap with the molecular beam, the focal point of the light beam is set
slightly behind the 1 mm aperture, so the whole aperture area is illuminated
with IR light. Temporal overlap between clusters and IR light is sought
by changing the delay between the cluster source and the FEL to obtain
maximum depletion in the mass spectrum.

Extraction of experimental data

The repetition rate of the experiment is 10 Hz while the FEL operates at 5
Hz. This allows to record at each selected FEL frequency alternating mass
spectra of irradiated as well as non-irradiated ionic clusters, which are then
subtracted from each other to obtain depletion spectra. During the data
recording process, at every wavelength point, typically 500 mass spectra must
be averaged in order to have a sufciently good signal/noise ratio. If the
vibrational frequency of one of the modes in the parent cluster, ν, is resonant
with the light from the FEL one or more photons can be absorbed which in
turn can cause the cluster to dissociate. The consequence is a depletion in the
population of the parent ionic cluster in the mass spectra of the irradiated
species, I(ν), with respect to the population in the non-irradiated clusters,
I0, and an associated enhancement in the population of the ionic fragments
formed. The depletion spectrum for each mass channel is calculated by the
ratio I(ν)

I0
which is plotted versus the photon frequency. This procedure is

shown in Figure 2.19.
Absorption spectra are obtained from the depletion ratio by calculating

the absorption cross-section as:

σ(ν) = 1
F (ν) ln( I0

I(ν)) (2.62)

where F (ν) is the photon fuence. This normalization assumes that the pho-
todissociation of cold rare gas complexes in the far-IR (where the pulse energy,
the spectral width and the shape and size of the focused beam can change
importantly) is the result of a sequential multiple photon absorption [100].
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Figure 2.19: The scheme shows the procedure to obtain depletion spectra. The irradiation of
the cluster ions with IR light causes fragmentation of some clusters (in this example the CO
desorption from Co+

n clusters) changing their relative intensities with respect to the intensities
of the non-irradiated clusters. A subtraction generates then the depletion spectrum.

2.2.6 ConCO+ First experimental measurement with FHI-FEL
in Berlin

The frst experimental results using the FHI-FEL were obtained with this
setup on the 6th of November 2013. Clusters of ConCO+ were chosen to
be compared with results previously obtained at FELIX in the Netherlands.
Figure 2.20 shows a comparison between the measured band positions of the
CO stretching mode ν(CO) in cationic ConCO clusters at the FHI-FEL and
at FELIX as a function of the number of cobalt atoms in the corresponding
cluster. Free CO in the gas phase has a stretching frequency of 2143 cm-1.
When absorbed on cationic cobalt clusters, the data shows that this value
is asymptotically reduced with an increasing number of metal atoms in the
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cluster towards a value of around 1960 cm-1. Details concerning charge and
size dependence of ν(CO) and its modeling are given elsewhere [173]. There is
a very good agreement between both sets of data and only a small shift of
≈20 cm-1 to higher values for the data obtained with the FHI-FEL Berlin
is observed. As it is explained in the work of Fielicke et al. [173], ConCO+

measurements in FELIX were carried out under a previous FEL frequency
calibration in the ν(CO) stretching region by recording the infrared absorption
spectra of ethylene and CO in a photoacustic cell. At the early days of FHI-
FEL, a so accurate calibration had not yet been carried out. Therefore,
FELIX values are most likely more accurate and the shift of ≈20 cm-1, i.e.
of ≈1%, is attributed to a not yet perfect calibration of the FHI-FEL.
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Figure 2.20: Comparison between the experimental band positions for the ν(CO) vibrational
mode in ConCO+ as a function of the number of cobalt atoms clusters measured at FELIX
(Nijmegen, the Netherlands) and the FHI-FEL (Berlin). The peak positions are determined by a
least-squares ft to a Gaussian peak shape. The error bars represent the standard deviation of
the ft.
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Theoretical methods

3.1 Group theory principles

Group theory provides very useful mathematical tools that allow to predict
physical phenomena without resorting to very complex calculations, as it will
be shown in the interpretation of the photoelectron spectrum of Pt-3 and in
the assigment of its vibronic structure. In quantum mechanics, a symmetry
operation is defned as a transformation that leaves the Hamiltonian for the
system invariant, or equivalently, as a transformation that commutes with
the Hamiltonian [35]. Nevertheless, some ambiguities appear when explaining
the relationship between the geometrical symmetry of a molecule, which is
expressed using the point group symmetry of its equilibrium structure, and the
true symmetry of a molecule, which is expressed using the Complete Nuclear
Permutation Inversion (CNPI) group and Molecular Symmetry (MS) group.
In order to provide an easy walkthrough on these concepts, this subsection
frmly follows the book of Phil Bunker and Per Jensen [35], and the work of
Wolfgang Domcke et al. [174].

The point group describes all the symmetry operations that can be
performed in a molecule that result in a conformation indistinguishable from
the original [13]. Each of these operations are generated by the geometrical
symmetry elements of the rigid geometrical object. If one thinks of a molecule
as being a rigid object of fxed structure then its symmetry can be described
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in terms of a point group. As explained few lines after, a point group is useful
to describe molecules with small amplitude vibrations in isolated electronic
states. However, since point group symmetry cannot deal with other problems
such as conformational change, extreme nonrigidity, electronic state mixing
and the efect of molecular rotation, the more general defnition of symmetry
in the beginning is needed.

It is fundamental to distinguish in group theory between the CNPI group
and a MS group. As defned in the work of Bunker et al. [35], CNPI group for
a molecule is a symmetry group that consists of all permutations of identical
nuclei, the inversion E*, and the product of E* with all the permutations of
identical nuclei, so the numbers of operations in a CNPI group is given by:

hCNPI = 2× n1!× n2!× n3!...× nr! (3.1)

where 1, 2, 3...r are the diferent types of nuclei in the molecule (nuclei of the
same element with the same isotopic composition), and ni the number of
each of these nuclei. The factor 2 allows for the presence of the E* operation
and all the permutation-inversion operations. Nevertheless, as the number
of operations in a CNPI group turns to be easily very large, one defnes a
subgroup of the CNPI group (the MS group) that gives the useful symmetry
labeling, selection rules and nuclear spin statistical weights information that
the CNPI group provides.

Prior to any prediction derived from group theory, it is of capital impor-
tance to defne “rigid” and “non-rigid” molecules. A rigid molecule is one for
which there are no observable tunneling splittings caused by the wavefunction
penetration between minima on the potential (only one minimum of the
potential energy surface has to be considered in the description of the rotation
and vibration of the molecule because the barrier between the minima is insu-
perable) while in a non-rigid molecule such splittings would be experimentally
observable, as the potential energy surface of the molecular system has many
minima and, therefore, it can have many diferent conformers with diferent
structures.
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Those permutation-inversion operations that accompany the aforemen-
tioned tunneling through the potential barrier and whose efects are not
experimentally observed are called “unfeasible”, while those operations that
are not associated with such tunneling are called “feasible”, so only feasible
symmetry operations are needed when studying rigid molecules. By deleting
unfeasible operations from the CNPI group of a rigid molecule it is obtained
a subgroup that acts within a single minimum and does not interconvert the
molecule in diferent potential minima; this subgroup is the MS group.

In nonlinear molecules

Furthermore, the MS group is isomorphic to the point group for a rigid
nonlinear molecule and the same irreducible representations labels are used
for both. Moreover, it is named as G(M), where G is the name of the point
group. Each operation R of the MS group can be written as the product:

R = RnsRrotRve (3.2)

where Rve transforms vibronic coordinates, Rrot transforms the rotational
coordinates and Rns transforms the nuclear spins. The set of operations
Rve is the molecular point group of the rigid nonlinear molecule and it
defnes the operations of the molecular point group. These operations only
transform the vibronic variables (i.e., vibrational displacements and electronic
coordinates), because the molecular point group is not a symmetry group
of the complete Hamiltonian, but it is a symmetry group of the vibronic
Hamiltonian. Consequently, the point group cannot be used to classify the
rovibronic or nuclear spin states. It is the MS group, as it is the symmetry
group of the complete Hamiltonian, the one used to classify rovibronic, vibronic
and nuclear spin states. The operations of the point group in nonlinear rigid
molecules have the same efect on the electronic and vibrational coordinates
as the corresponding MS group operations. Thus, either group could be used
for classifying the electronic states, and the same results would be obtained.
However, it is simpler to use the point group since the orientation of the
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molecule-fxed axes is not afected by point group operations and it gives a
simpler theoretical description.

As an example, let us see the CH3F molecule. CH3F has three types of
nucleus (nH=3, nC=1 and nF=1), so the total of permutation-inversion oper-
ations in the CNPI group is: hCNPI = 2× 3!× 1!× 1! = 12. The unfeasible
symmetry operations in the group are those that interconvert the clockwise
and anticlockwise forms and they are [35]:

[(12), (23), (31), E∗, (123)∗, (132)∗] (3.3)

If one removes these operations (3.3) from the CNPI group, with the
remaining feasible symmetry operations (3.4):

[E, (12)∗, (23)∗, (31)∗, (123), (132)] (3.4)

it is obtained the subgroup C3v(M), which is the MS group for CH3F and is
isomorphic to the C3v point group.

In linear molecules

The point group of a linear molecule is D∞h if the molecule is centrosymmetric,
and it is C∞v if it is not. Both groups have an infnite number of operations
in them and, like any point group, they only transform the vibronic variables.
The MS group for a point group C∞v linear molecule is C∞v(M)={E,E∗},
and that for a D∞h linear molecule is D∞h(M)={E,p,E∗, p∗}, where p is
the permutation operation that interchanges all pairs of identical nuclei
symmetrically located about the molecular midpoint, so in rigid molecules
that have a linear equilibrium coniguration MS groups and point groups are
not isomorphic.

Using the isomorphic Hamiltonian of a linear molecule, the Euler angle χ
is introduced as a variable and we can develop Extended Molecular Symmetry
(EMS) groups, C∞v(EM) and D∞h(EM), that are isomorphic with the point
groups, but which transform the three Euler angles (and the nuclear spins).
These groups can be used to classify rovibronic, vibronic and nuclear spin
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states of a linear rigid molecule just like the MS groups are used for nonlinear
rigid molecules.

Selection rules via group theory

Any kind of selection rule via group theory is given by the vanishing integral
rule, where the quantum mechanical integral:

I =
Z
ψ∗fÔψidτ (3.5)

must vanish unless the integrand, ψ∗f Ôψi, contains a totally symmetric com-
ponent, A1, in the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian. Resorting on the
irreducible representations of both wavefunctions, Γψf and Γψi , and of the
operator, ΓÔ, it is translated in the selection rule:

ΓA1 ∈ Γψf ⊗ ΓÔ ⊗ Γψi (3.6)

As the probability amplitude of a vibronic transition in the Franck-
Condon (FC) approximation is factorized in the transition dipole moment
integral, | hψf

e|µe
��ψi

e
�
|2 and the FC factors, | hψf

v|ψi
vi |

2, the selection rules
are expressed by:

ΓA1 ∈ Γfe ⊗ Γµe ⊗ Γie and ΓA1 ∈ Γfv ⊗ Γiv (3.7)

where µe is in equation 3.7 the electric dipole moment and it transforms as
µx, µy and µz.

The FC factor symmetry condition implies that allowed transitions can
exhibit a change in vibrational quantum number of ∆ν=0,±1,±2... for totally
symmetric vibrational modes and ∆ν=0,±2,±4... for non-totally symmetric
modes. Moreover, the condition in the left side of equation 3.7 is reformulated
for a photodetachment transition because one can assume that the outgoing
electron is independent from and orthogonal to the remaining occupied molec-
ular orbitals [114], and its electronic symmetry can be consequently factored
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out. It is therefore expressed as:

ΓA1 ∈ Γneutrale ⊗ Γphotoelectrone ⊗ Γµ ⊗ Γanione (3.8)

For each symmetry of the product Γneutrale ⊗ Γanione at each molecular
orientation along the three main axis in the Laboratory Frame Reference (LFR)
(Γµx , Γµy , Γµz), one can predict the symmetry of the outgoing photoelectron
wavefunction.

Possible breakdowns of the BO and FC approximation (JT, RT or PJT
efects) are described more in detail in subsection 3.3. The PJT vibronic
coupling occurs between the electronic states with the same spin multiplicity
through a vibrational mode v which must fulfll the selection rule ΓA1 ∈
Γm,nv ⊗ Γme ⊗ Γne [175], where m and n are the vibronically coupled electronic
states. In case the vibrational modes in both electronic states have a diferent
irreducible representation, the mix is produced via:

ΓA1 ∈ Γme ⊗ Γmv1 ⊗ Γne ⊗ Γnv2 (3.9)

where Γm,ne are the irreducible representations of the electronic states m or
n, and Γmv1 and Γnv2 are those of the vibrational modes involved. A sign of
PJT efect in photoelectron spectroscopy in case of a weak vibronic coupling
(aka Herzberg-Teller coupling) is the appearance of a vibronic transition that
involves a non-totally symmetric vibrational mode that borrows intensity
from a totally symmetric vibrational mode in a diferent electronic state [38].
In cases of stronger coupling the geometry of the involved electronic states
can sufer small changes, and so the vibrational modes involved provoking
shifts in the vibronic structure.

JT and RT efects are frst-order vibronic couplings within the same
degenerate electronic state. The selection rule for both efects is:

ΓA1 ∈ Γme ⊗ Γmv1 ⊗ Γme ⊗ Γmv2 (3.10)

where is the Γme is the electronic state and Γmv1,v2 are the vibrational modes
involved. In some cases, only one mode is needed, so the direct product
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in equation 3.10 is reduced to three terms. In photoelectron spectroscopy,
JT and RT efects provoke complex shiftings and splittings in the vibronic
structure within a degenerate electronic state.

Further applications [111,174]

Several qualitative predictions about spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and possible
splittings derived from it can be done via group theory through the symmetric
product of the orbital, Γorbitale , and the spin, Γspine , irreducible representations
in an electronic state. The splitting appears as the direct sum of irreducible
representations resulting from the product:

Γorbitale ⊗ Γspine = ΓSO1
e ⊕ ΓSO2

e ⊕ ΓSO3
e (3.11)

If the electronic state has an even unpaired number of electrons (odd
multiplicity) the spin function transforms as a one-valued irreducible repre-
sentation and, therefore, so will do the irreducible representations resulting
from the SOC. If the electronic state has an odd number of electrons (even
multiplicity), the spin function transforms as a two-valued irreducible repre-
sentation that can be nondegenerate (e.g. Bg1/2) or degenerate (e.g. E1/2,
E3/2, G3/2) due to the Kramers degeneracy [176,177].

If an electronic state with odd multiplicity shows coalescence of relativistic
and vibronic efects, the JT instability theorem remains unchanged: any state
with a degenerate irreducible representation resulting from SOC is unstable in
the symmetrical conformation since there is always a non-totally symmetric
normal coordinate on which potential energy depends linearly [178]. Neverthe-
less, for even multiplicity the instability theorem changes as the electron spin
is not directly afected by an electric feld, and the coupling of electronic and
vibrational motion (non-relativistic JT efect of electrostatic origin) cannot
remove the degeneracy caused by a single spin (the Kramers degeneracy).
In other words, the antisymmetrized product of the two-valued degenerate
representation, E1/2, does not contain any non-totally symmetric irreducible
representation that can be relativistically JT active,

n
E2

1/2

o
=A01 [179]. More-

over, if one of the irreducible representations resulting from the zeroth-order
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SO coupling is a two-valued irreducible representation with a dimension higher
than 2, relativistic frst-order JT modes can appear. This is shown in the
following general example taken from the work of Domcke et al. [174], where
simultaneous vibronic and relativistic couplings in a tetrahedral system with
Td symmetry are studied via group theory. Here, the spin-free JT selection
rules for the degenerate electronic states E, T1 and T2 are:

[E2] = A+ E and [T 2
1,2] = A+ E + T2 (3.12)

The inclusion of SO coupling in these electronic states with multiplicity = 2
implies the use of the double-valued group, T0d. The 2T1, 2T2 and 2E states
are predicted to split via group theory as follows:

2T1 = T1 × E1/2 = G3/2 + E1/2
2T2 = T2 × E1/2 = G3/2 + E5/2
2E = E × E1/2 = G3/2

(3.13)

The selection rules to deduce the frst-order relativistic JT active modes
from the calculated states with zeroth-order SO coupling are given by:

G3/2 × E1/2 = E + T1 + T2

G3/2 × E5/2 = E + T1 + T2n
G2

3/2

o
= A1 + E + T2

(3.14)

One can conclude that the four-fold degeneracy in G3/2 can be lifted
in frst order by vibrational modes with E or T2 symmetry. For a 2E state,
which transforms as G3/2 in the symmetry group T0d, the T2 mode is not JT
active in the nonrelativistic limit. Therefore, the JT activity of the T2 mode
must arise from the SO operator, i.e., it is a JT active mode of relativistic
origin as well as T1 is for 2T1 and 2T2.
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3.2. Born-Oppenheimer approximation

3.2 Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation in quantum mechanics assumes that
the total wavefunction of a molecule can be expressed by the product of the
electronic and vibrational wavefunctions, since the movements of nuclei and
electrons can be treated separately. Despite the mathematical approaches
to the diferent approximations based on the Born-Oppenheimer principle
have been clearly calculated, there is not yet an agreement on the names
they receive. A very didactic summary from 1976 [180] identifes three main
adiabatic approximations that are named as Crude Adiabatic (CA) (also called
diabatic), Born-Oppenheimer (BO) and Born-Huang (BH). The analysis of the
photoelectron spectrum of Pt-3 in the next chapter proposes the presence of
diferent vibronic coupling efects within the neutral Pt3 cluster and, therefore,
it is recommended a brief overview on these phenomena.

As starting point, the Hamiltonian in a molecular system is given by:

Htotal(r,Q) = Te(r) + TN (Q) + Vee(r) + VNe(r,Q) + VNN (Q)
= Te(r) + TN (Q) + U(r,Q) + V (Q) (3.15)

where Q and r denote, respectively, the mass weighted nuclear and elec-
tronic coordinates. V (Q) is the potential energy of the nuclei, VNN (Q), and
U(r,Q) = Vee(r) + VNe(r,Q) is the total coulombic potential energy that
includes the interelectronic repulsion and the electronic-nuclei interaction. No
relativistic potential energies are included. Te(r) and TN (Q) are the electronic
and nuclear kinetic energy operators, where m is the mass of the electron:

Te(r) = - ~2

2m
X
i

∂2

∂r2
i

and TN (Q) = -~2

2
X
n

∂2

∂Q2
n

(3.16)

Since the Hamiltonian of equation 3.15 does not allow a separation of
variables, we separate those terms that contain electronic coordinates and
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rename them as the electronic Hamiltonian, Helec(r,Q):

Helec(r,Q) = Te(r) + U(r,Q) = Te(r) + U(r,Q0) + ∆U(r,Q)
= Helec(r,Q0) + ∆U(r,Q) (3.17)

where Q0 is a reference nuclear confguration, Helec(r,Q0) is the energy of the
electrons in the feld of the fxed nuclei at Q0 and Helec(r,Q) is the energy
of the electrons in the feld of dynamic nuclei. Therefore, the static and the
dynamic electronic Schrödinger equations are defned to calculate the static
wavefunction, ψ0

i (r,Q0), and the dynamic one, ψi(r,Q):

[Te(r) + U(r,Q0)- �0i (Q0)]ψ0
i (r,Q0) = 0

[Te(r) + U(r,Q)- �i(Q)]ψi(r,Q) = 0
(3.18)

As both electronic wavefunctions form a complete set, the eigenstate of
the total vibronic Hamiltonian, Ψt(r,Q), is expanded as a linear combination
of either ψ0

i (r,Q0) or ψi(r,Q) where χkt(Q) is just a expansion coefcient
which is function of Q:

Ψt(r,Q) =
X
k

ψ0
k(r,Q0)χkt(Q)

Ψt(r,Q) =
X
k

ψk(r,Q)χkt(Q)
(3.19)

We must emphasize that the nuclear wavefunctions in equation 3.19,
χkt(Q), are not identical. Their calculation is intrinsically linked to the
chosen approximation (CA, BO or BH) and it is explained in the following
in parallel with some introductory details to each approach. The crudest
approach is the CA approximation and it assumes fxed nuclei in a high
symmetry confguration given by Q0. The eigenstate of the total vibronic
Hamiltonian is Ψt(r,Q) = P

k ψ
0
k(r,Q0)χkt(Q) and its expansion coefcients,
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χkt(Q), are obtained from the following coupled diferential equations:

[TN (Q) + V (Q) + �0j (Q) + hψ0
j (r,Q0)|∆U(r,Q) |ψ0

j (r,Q0)i - Et]χjt(Q)

+
X
k 6=j
hψ0

j (r,Q0)|∆U(r,Q) |ψ0
k(r,Q0)iχkt(Q) = 0 (3.20)

If the vibronic mixing between diferent electronic states is ignored, the
coupling terms in equation 3.20 are neglected (hψ0

j (r,Q0)|∆U(Q, r) |ψ0
k(r,Q0)i =

0 for k 6=j) and the adiabatic wavefunction is written as:

ΨCA
jt (r,Q) = ψ0

j (r,Q0)χCAjt (Q) (3.21)

The BO and BH approximations assume the electrons in a dynamic
nuclei feld and the coupled diferential equations that provide the expansion
coefcients, χkt(Q), for the eigenstate of the total vibronic Hamiltonian,
Ψt(r,Q) = P

k ψk(r,Q)χkt(Q), are:

[TN (Q) + V (Q) + �j(Q) + hψj(r,Q)|TN (Q) |ψj(r,Q)i - Et]χjt(Q)

+
X
k 6=j

~2[hψj(r,Q)|TN (Q) |ψk(r,Q)i-
X
n

hψj(r,Q)| ∂

∂Qn
|ψj(r,Q)i ∂

∂Qn
]χkt(Q)

= 0 (3.22)

If the non-diagonal elements of the coupling terms are neglected
(hψj(r,Q)| ∂

∂Qn
|ψk(r,Q)i = 0 and hψj(r,Q)|TN (Q) |ψk(r,Q)i = 0 for k 6=j),

the BH approximation is reached:

ΨBH
jt (r,Q) = ψj(r,Q)χBHjt (Q) (3.23)

Furthermore, the assumption of the BO approximation is based in the BH
one, but it is even more restrictive because not only the nondiagonal elements
in the operator of nonadiabaticity are approximated to zero, but also the
diagonal ones (hψj(r,Q)|TN (Q) |ψj(r,Q)i = 0). The adiabatic wavefunction
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in this approximation is given by:

ΨBO
jt (r,Q) = ψj(r,Q)χBOjt (Q) (3.24)

It is necessary to mention that the three approaches followed in this
discussion are diferent from the original work of Born and Oppenheimer [181],
who carried out the separation between electronic and nuclear wavefunctions by
employing the singular perturbation method with the perturbation parameter
m/M1/4 [180].

3.3 Breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation

Jahn-Teller coupling

Jahn and Teller showed in their pioneering study [178] that for any orbitally
degenerate electronic term in a molecular system described by a symmetry
point group there are non-totally symmetric displacements for which the
adiabatic potential curve of the electronic term has no minimum [182]. This
is stated by the JT theorem as: the nuclear confguration (geometry) of a
nonlinear molecule in an orbitally degenerate electronic state (except twofold
spin degeneracy-Kramers degeneracy) is unstable with respect to nuclear
displacements that remove the degeneracy [183].

Moreover, Bersuker [184] gave a more recent and rigorous defnition that
also encompasses PJT and Renner-Teller efects: for any polyatomic system
with two or more branches of the adiabatic potential energy surface that
intersect at the point of degeneracy or are tangential and interact sufciently
strongly at this point, there is at least one branch that has no minimum, the
case of twofold spin degeneracy being an exception.

Consequently, this introduction to the JT and PJT efects is based on
the reviews of Bersuker [183,184], who approaches both vibronic interactions
from the CA approximation. Therefore, the vibrational wavefunctions are
determined by equation 3.20 where the initial nuclear confguration for a JT
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3.3. Breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

coupling, Q0, is chosen at the point where the electronic state is degenerate or
nearly degenerate, i.e., at the molecular geometry with highest symmetry [183].
Firstly, the U(r,Q) potential in the harmonic approximation is described by:

U(r,Q) = U(r,Q0) +
X
n

�
∂U

∂Qn

�
0

+ 1
2
X
n,m

 
∂2U

∂Qn∂Qm

!
0
QnQm + ... (3.25)

Considering equations 3.18 (the upper one), 3.20 and 3.25, the ∆U(r,Q)
potential can be rewritten as:

∆U(r,Q) = U(r,Q)- U(r,Q0) =

=
X
n

�
∂U

∂Qn

�
0

+ 1
2
X
n,m

 
∂2U

∂Qn∂Qm

!
0
QnQm + ... (3.26)

The analysis of the matrix elements in the coupling term with ∆U(r,Q)
as it was expanded in equation 3.26, hψ0

j (r,Q0)|∆U(Q, r) |ψ0
k(r,Q0)i, allows

to obtain a comprehensive approximation to the JT efect. If the involved
electronic states are denoted by their irreducible representations (Γ,Γ0,...),
the irreducible representation of the nuclear displacement is Γ∗ and the states
Γ and Γ0 can be degenerate or non-degenerate, the linear vibronic constant is:

FΓΓ0
Γ∗ =

*
Γ
����� ∂U

∂QΓ∗

�
0

����Γ0
+

(3.27)

FΓΓ0
Γ∗ is non zero only if Γ∗ = Γ × Γ0. The diagonal elements of the

linear coupling, FΓΓ
Γ∗ , are understood as the force with which the electrons in

the state Γ afect the nuclei in the QΓ∗ displacements. For non-degenerate
electronic states it follows that Γ× Γ = A1 in the diagonal elements, and
the electrons can only distort the nuclear confguration in the direction of
the totally symmetric displacements, so the symmetry of the system does
not change. For degenerate electronic states, Γ× Γ contains also non-totally
symmetric irreducible representations that are understood as the distortions
that the nuclei undergo under the infuence of the electrons by reducing
the symmetry of the system (JT active representations). In addition, the
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quadratic vibronic constant is given by:

KΓΓ0
Γ∗∈Γ1×Γ2 =

*
Γ
�����
 

∂2U

∂QΓ1∂QΓ2

!
0

�����Γ0
+

(3.28)

As in the linear case, QΓ∗ can only be totally symmetric in the diagonal
elements of the quadratic coupling (KΓΓ

Γ∗ ) for nondegenerate states and it
only includes non-totally symmetric components for degenerate states (JT
active). The curvature of the adiabatic potential in the displacement QΓ∗ is
formed by the totally symmetric part of the diagonal matrix elements and
the nondiagonal elements of the linear vibronic coupling, FΓΓ0

Γ∗ :

KΓ = K0 +Kv = KΓΓ
Γ∗ -

X
Γ0

|FΓΓ0
Γ∗ |2

∆Γ0Γ
=

*
Γ
�����
 
∂2U

∂Q2
Γ∗

!
0

�����Γ
+
- 2

X
Γ0

|
D

Γ
���� ∂U
∂QΓ∗

�
0

���Γ0E|2
�Γ0 - �Γ

(3.29)

where ∆ΓΓ0 = 1
2(�Γ0 - �Γ) is the energy semidiference between the states Γ and

Γ0. While the totally symmetric diagonal elements of the quadratic coupling
constitute the basic component (harmonic) of the adiabatic potential, the
non-totally symmetric ones are identifed as the diagonal quadratic vibronic
constants. Moreover, the nondiagonal matrix elements of the quadratic
coupling, GΓΓ0

Γ∗ , are the nondiagonal quadratic vibronic constants [183].

Pseudo Jahn-Teller coupling

As it was shown in equation 3.29, the curve of the adiabatic potential is formed
by K0 (the essential component of the adiabatic potential curvature, i.e., the
force constant that is given by the totally symmetric diagonal elements of
the quadratic vibronic constant) and Kv. While the JT efect is basically
considered as the vibronic coupling within a degenerate electronic state, Kv

is the responsible of the vibronic mixing between diferent electronic states
and thus of the vibronic anharmonicity. Indeed, the anharmonicity in the
adiabatic potential curve has two diferent main sources: one due to the
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3.3. Breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

diagonal elements of those terms that in the Taylor expansion of U(r,Q)
are higher than the quadratic one (see equation 3.25), and the vibronic
anharmonicity, already manifested in the nondiagonal elements of the U(r,Q)
linear terms. Therefore, the negative implicit sign in Kv is understood as
a softening in the force constants that the electrons sufer by following the
electron displacements.

As it was proved that K0 > 0 for a polyatomic system in the high symme-
try confguration [185,186], Kv is the only source of instability in nondegenerate
states [184]. It follows from this formulation of the PJT efect that if a poly-
atomic system shows a negative curvature, K < 0, then |Kv| > K0, and the
distorted nuclear displacements occur due to a vibronic coupling [184]. A more

Figure 3.1: Adiabatic potential curves that interact vibronically via PJT. Dashed and solid lines
represent respectively the states without and with vibronic coupling. In (a), the ground state is
stable but softened (weak PJT). In (b), the ground state is unstable at Q0 (strong PJT). The
Figure is taken from [184].

detailed introduction to the PJT coupling would require the resolution of the
two-level problem (and its secular determinant) for a two-(nondegenerate)state
paradigm [184,185] to show that the PJT vibronic interaction between a ground
and an excited nondegenerate electronic state provokes the softening of the
former (destabilization with lowering of its vibrational frequencies) and the
hardening of the latter (stabilization with increasing of its vibrational frequen-
cies). This is visually summarized in Figure 3.1. Further details are left to the
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interest of the reader. The works of Bersuker [183,184] that have been followed
in section 3.3 are highly recommended to obtain a deeper understanding on
the JT, PJT and RT efects.
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Chapter 4

Photoelectron spectroscopy
on Pt-3

4.1 Introduction

The metals of the platinum group (Ru, Rh, Pd (4d); Os, Ir, Pt (5d)), are widely
used in heterogeneous catalysis for a range of economically and environmentally
important processes. Nevertheless, the understanding of their structural and
electronic properties is still limited and in several cases there exist discrepancies
between experimental fndings and theoretical predictions [21,100]. One reason
for this may be that, in particular for the 5d metals, relativistic efects become
signifcant and need to be considered appropriately in the calculations. In-
depth experimental characterization of gas-phase clusters can provide detailed
insights and allows for testing the suitability of the theoretical approaches.
Photoelectron spectroscopy via VMI has become a powerful tool in gas-phase
spectroscopy [21,36,105,187]. Simultaneously obtaining information about the
energies of vibronic transitions and the PADs upon photodetachment can

All the DFT calculations in this chapter have been carried out by Julius Jellinek and
Aslihan Sumer. Both collaborated actively in the scientifc discussion and development of
this investigation.
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give a deep and detailed understanding of small sized molecules and clusters.
Anion PES probes the electronic structures of the clusters and when using high
resolution variants even low-frequency vibrational structure, characteristic for
metal clusters, can be resolved.

This work focusses on the exemplary case of the anionic platinum trimer.
There has been a long history of theoretical and experimental investigations
trying to understand the physical and chemical properties of small Pt clusters
in the gas phase. Anion photoelectron spectra of the Pt-3 cluster have been
published by two groups [188–192] and PES has been used to analyze the
changes of its electronic structure upon binding of carbon monoxide [189–193].
Experimentally, the reactivity with CO [194], N2O [195] and CH4

[196] has been
investigated. In the latter, it could be shown that Pt-3 is present in two isomeric
forms, one reactive towards CH4 and one unreactive [196]. The presence of two
isomeric forms was also predicted by photoemission experiments on Pt3

[197].
In earlier experimental studies no conclusive assignment of the PES spectrum
has been obtained [188,189]. For small cationic Pt clusters their structures
in complexes with Ar atoms have been determined from the far-infrared
spectra [198].

The electronic, energetic and structural properties of small platinum
clusters, as well as the bond nature and its degree of orbital hybridization
were subject of early theoretical studies [199–202]. First DFT calculations in the
LDA approximation [203,204] on neutral Pt3 have shown a triangular singlet
ground state with D3h symmetry followed by a triplet frst excited isosceles
triangle less than 0.1 eV higher. Similar results were obtained with the hybrid
B3PW91 functional [205,206], concluding a bond distance in the singlet ground
state of d=2.50 Å and a gap to the frst excited triplet state of ∆E=0.24
eV [205]. Further on, spin polarized DFT calculations with the PW91 functional
and scalar relativistic corrections on Pt3 have been numerous [207–212]. Some
of these works calculate a triplet D3h ground state close in energy to a singlet
D3h frst excited state [207,209,212], while others predict a triangular singlet
ground state with C2v

[208,210] or D3h symmetry [211]. In the latter case a frst
excited D3h triplet state is found at ∆E=0.05 eV. The question about the
multiplicity and geometry of Pt3 neutral electronic ground and close-lying
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frst excited states remains unanswered in other works using, e.g., molecular
dynamics simulations [213] or other DFT non-relativistic studies [214–217].

Fully relativistic calculations [207,208,218–221] shed new light on these ques-
tions as comparisons between not fully relativistic calculations and those
accounting for SOC reach diferent conclusions. While upon inclusion of
relativistic efects Fortunelli [207] does not observe any change in the energy
order of the triplet and singlet states of the neutral, being either ground or
frst excited states, Balasubramanian [222] and Huda [211] fnd changes in the
ordering of low lying electronic states. In their works, without SOC, the
ground state is a singlet and the frst excited a triplet but when SO coupling
is included, the mixing of so close states inverts their order and the triplet
becomes the ground state. Huda also observes that with SOC the triplet
distorts away from the equilateral triangle lowering its energy by 20 meV,
enough to become the ground neutral state. This JT distortion in the ground
neutral Pt3 by SOC is also obtained in more recent works [220,221].

Neutral isomers with linear geometry have been calculated in some of
the aforementioned studies [201,203–205,207,208,218]. All conclude that they are
clearly higher in energy than the triangular one and do not constitute in any
case the ground state of Pt3. However, the predictions on the linear species
difer between them. While Wang et al. [201] predict 5∆g to be the energetically
lowest linear Pt3, Grönbeck et al. [204] obtain a triplet. A local minimum
with linear structure at 0.24 eV/atom higher than the ground triangular is
mentioned in the work of Yang et al. [203] and Xiao et al. [208] calculated two
states resembling linear geometry: a most stable linear trimer with BE=2.18
eV/atom followed by a bent state at 2.14 eV/atom higher in energy with a
bond angle of 141.6◦. Finally, the DFT calculations of Fortunelli [207] on Pt3

predict a local minimum quintet with an atomization energy of 6.20 eV and
Re=2.422 Å.

Interestingly, charged species have been considered in only very few
theoretical studies [204,207,208], agreeing that for the anion Pt-3 the ground
state has linear geometry, unlike the neutral case. Fortunelli [207] also found a
triangular anion at ≈0.1 eV higher than the linear one but judged that to be
below the theoretical accuracy, opening the question of the real geometry in
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the anionic trimer. Grönbeck and Andreoni [204] shortly later suggested the
coexistence of both anionic species in the experimental studies and implicitly
assigned parts of the photoelectron spectra to either the triangular or the
linear one.

Nevertheless, certain questions still remain unanswered, as the spin mul-
tiplicity and geometry of the neutral and anionic ground states, the hybrid
character of the metal-metal bonding, or the impact of spin-orbit coupling.
Further, there has been no conclusive assignment yet of the anion photoelec-
tron spectra connecting theoretical predictions with experimental observations.
In the following we will address these points during the assignment of our
experimental anion photoelectron spectra and will highlight the diferences in
our theoretical predictions when applying scalar-relativistic corrections via
efective core potentials versus explicitly considering the efects of SOC in the
triangular isomer.

We carried out DFT calculations using the PW91 functional, the cc-
pVDZ-PP basis set and the scalar relativistic efective core potential “Stuttgart
pseudopotental”. A summary of the computational results, i.e. the relative
energies of the diferent states, their structural parameters and vibrational
frequencies is given in Figure 4.1 and in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Summary scheme with all the calculations carried out on anionic and neutral Pt3
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Electronic Electronic BE Vibrational Frequency
state confguration (eV/atom) mode (cm-1)
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5B1(5∆g) (3πg)2(6σ+

g )1(2δg)3(1δu)4(5σ+
u )2 σ+

g 162
πu 72
σ+

u 267
3Σ-

g (6σ+
g )0(3πg)2(2δg)4(1δu)4(5σ+

u )2 σ+
g 172
πu 49
σ+

u 281
5∆u (3πg)2(6σ+

g )1(2δg)4(1δu)3(5σ+
u )2 σ+

g 158
πu 25
σ+

u 207

Table 4.1: Summary of all the calculated electronic states with the PW91/cc-pVDZ-
PP+Stuttgart pseudopotential. This table is complementary to the information in Figure
4.1. The column with the electronic confgurations is read from left to right since the molecular
orbitals are energetically ordered as HOMO, HOMO-1, HOMO-2, etc.
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4.2 Mass spectrum analysis

All measurements within this chapter were carried out with a platinum
target in its natural isotopic distribution. The overall mass spectrum of
anionic bare platinum clusters and their complexes was frstly obtained with
the aim of maximizing the amount of produced pure platinum clusters and
minimizing the presence of other complexes and contaminants that might
hinder measurements on the anionic photoelectron spectra of the bare ones.
This spectrum is shown in the upper plot in Figure 4.2. We observe in red the
formation of Ptn(H2O)- complexes and, additionally, a non-neglible amount
of Ptn(H2O)-2 complexes for n>3. The lower (left and right) plots in Figure 4.2
zoom in the mass regions centered on respectively Pt- and Pt-3 to have better
insights into contaminants and isotopic distributions of both species. Pt-3
clearly adsorbs H2O and its isotopic distribution agrees with the theoretical
one. The observed disagreements between the experimental and the simulated
isotopic distributions in Pt-3 come from showing individually the discrete
isotopic abundances rather than the isotopic profle that would result from
adding up isotopic abundances with almost identical masses. It is impossible
from a so dense and unresolved isotopic distribution to determine the presence
of Pt3H- and/or Pt3H-2 , so to elucidate this last point, the mass spectrum
of Pt- is also analyzed in detail. Pt- barely adsorbs H2O and its isotopic
distribution clearly resembles the theoretical one, except for the measured
relative high intensity of the isotope 192Pt. This is interpreted as an intensity
artifact generated by a not perfect voltage optimization in the linear ToF,
which is further supported by the shoulder that the isotopic distribution shows
at masses below 192 u as well as by the slightly higher experimental intensity
of the isotope 194Pt respect to the isotope 195Pt (their tabulated abundances
are respectively 32.85% and 33.78%). Still, this mass spectrum does not fully
exclude the presence of small hidden amounts of PtnH- complexes that could
have a non-negligible infuence in the photoelectron spectra of Pt-n clusters.
Indeed, despite the agreement between the measured photoelectron spectrum
of Pt-3 at 300 nm that is shown in the incoming subsection and the one in
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the work of Ganteför et al. [190], very small imprints from the Pt3H- complex
cannot be fully discarded.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the mass spectrum of anionic Ptn clusters (upper plot) and resolved
zooms on Pt- (lower left plot) and Pt-

3 (lower right plot) that also include their respective
tabulated isotopic distributions. Ptn(H2O)- complexes are indicated in red in the upper plot.
Ptn(H2O)-

2 complexes are formed for n>3 but they are not explicitly indicated. The pattern
observed in the lower left plot corresponds to the stable isotopic distribution of Pt: 192Pt (0.78
%), 194Pt (32.86 %), 195Pt (33.78 %), 196Pt (25.21 %) and 198Pt (7.36 %). The relative high
intensity of the isotope 192Pt is justifed by a not perfect voltage optimization in the linear ToF
(see text for more details) and the intensity of Pt(H2O)- is negligible. None of both lower
spectra fully exclude the presence of small hidden amounts of PtnH- complexes.
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4.3 Overview

The angularly integrated VMI photoelectron spectrum of Pt-3 for the highest
photon energy used (4.133 eV, 300 nm) is shown in Figure 4.3 and it covers a
range of 1.5–4.0 eV for the electron binding energy. This spectrum largely
agrees with earlier results for this range [188–190]. It is worth to mention
that this agreement was also found with other Pt-3 photoelectron spectra
that had been measured in the group of Lai Sheng Wang through private
conversations with the author. One can identify eight main bands, X and A-G.
For part of them vibrationally resolved spectra are obtained by detaching
and analyzing the kinetic energy distribution of slow electrons using the
appropriate photon energies. Such highly resolved spectra are measured
for the bands X, A (in part), D and E (Figures 4.11 and 4.13) and will be
discussed and assigned here by comparison to results from DFT calculations
via Franck-Condon simulations. Additional insights into the character of the
electronic transitions is obtained from the angular distribution of the detached
electron.
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Figure 4.3: Photoelectron spectrum of Pt-
3 measured at 4.13 eV (300 nm). Eight bands are

readily identifed, labelled X and A to G. The bands up to a binding energy of ≈3 eV are assigned
to transitions between the triangular isomers due to their low intensity. The higher energy bands
are assigned to transitions between the linear isomers.
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Our computational results agree with conclusions from earlier works
on the contribution of two isomers, a linear and a triangular, to the anion
PES [204]. The ground state is the linear isomer (4Σ-g ), while a triangular
isomer (2A02 with D3h symmetry) is calculated to be 0.638 eV higher in energy.
Their diferent multiplicity forbids the relaxation of 2A02 into 4Σ-g , so this
may explain a high, non-Boltzmann, population of 2A02. This ordering is
reversed in the neutral species where all transitions between linear (and bent)
isomers are found at signifcantly higher energies (>3 eV) than the triangular
ground state. Following these ideas, the adiabatic electron afnity of Pt3

corresponds to a transition between triangular isomers (inside band X) and
most transitions between triangular states are lower in energy (bands A to C),
well distinguishable from those between linear and bent isomers (bands D to
G). No bands were assigned to electronic transitions from linear to triangular
isomers and vice versa.

In order to corroborate this assignment, we tried to quench the population
of 2A02 by cooling down the cluster source to ≈77 K but no changes in the
relative intensities of bands X to C with respect to bands D to G were
observed. Additionally, studies on reaction kinetics between Pt-3 and CH4

[196]

demonstrated the existence of two isomeric forms; one reactive and one
unreactive. Reactive gases (CH4, N2O, etc.) were introduced to induce
relative intensity changes through isomer specifc reactivities but, again, no
appreciable changes were observed. As the large amount of information
contained in Figure 4.1 can lead to confusion upon their application in the
fnal assignment of the experimental results, the scheme that summarizes
the information on the fnal assignment, Figure 4.4, is already shown here to
facilitate the further discussion.
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Figure 4.4: Summary scheme with all the experimentally assigned electronic transitions to
the identifed bands in the photoelectron spectrum of Pt-

3 where each transition shows the
experimentally determined DEad. In black are the transitions from the ground anionic state
with linear geometry, 4Σ-

g , in red those from the frst excited anionic state with linear geometry,
4∆g, and in green the transitions from the ground anionic state with triangular geometry, 2A0

2.
This scheme complements Figures 4.1 and 4.3. A more detailed discussion about the vibronic
features in each band is given in this chapter. The calculated vibrational modes, as well as their
electronic confgurations are shown in Table 4.1.
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4.4 Computational results

The calculations were carried out as follows: frstly, the ground states in
the anionic and neutral Pt3 were obtained. Secondly, the excited electronic
states of the anionic and neutral trimers were obtained from their respec-
tive ground states by creating “frozen” holes in their molecular orbitals
(from HOMO-1 to deeper ones) through the excitation of the corresponding
electron and the subsequent relaxation of the resulting electronic structure.
The obtained electronic states were tested in a third step by removing elec-
trons in the calculated anionic states and checking the transitions that were
prompted. In the anion, these calculations predict a ground state, 4Σ-g ,
with D∞h symmetry, a bond length of d=2.378 Å and an electronic confgu-
ration (3πg)2(6σ+

g )1(2δg)4(1δu)4(5σ+
u )2(1δg)4. A linear frst excited state in

the anion, 4∆g, was calculated at 0.303 eV with an electronic confguration
(6σ+

g )2(3πg)2(2δg)3(1δu)4(5σ+
u )2(1δg)4 and a bond length of d=2.412 Å. The

larger bond length of 4∆g is explained by the antibonding nature of 6σ+
g

which, as a consequence of a a spin-allowed electronic transition from the
2δg to the 6σ+

g orbital, is doubly populated. Additionally, DFT calculations
predict an important energetic rearrangement of the molecular orbitals in the
anion through a hypothetic 4Σ-g→4∆g transition, where the HOMO of 4Σ-g ,
3πg, becomes the HOMO-1 in 4∆g and the HOMO-1 of 4Σ-g , 6σ+

g , becomes
the HOMO in 4∆g. This energy inversion in their electronic confgurations
is shown in Table 4.1 by a diferent left-to-right ordering of the orbitals. A
second excited electronic state with D3h symmetric structure, 2A02, is calcu-
lated at 0.638 eV as the most stable triangular anion with the confguration
(1a001)2(2a02)1(4e00)4. Its diferent multiplicity with respect to 4Σ-g reveals that
a hypothetical 4Σ-g→2A02 transition would be forbidden.

The overall picture (see Figure 4.1) of the calculated states in the anionic
and neutral Pt3 corroborates the ordering proposed in the overview: while the
energetically lowest states in the anion have a linear geometry, this ordering is
inverted in the neutral with the triangular isomers having the lowest energies.
Thus, the calculated ground state in the neutral is a triplet with D3h symmetry,
3A002, and it results from the electronic detachment of the triangular anion's
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1a001 orbital. It has a binding energy per atom of 2.378 eV. The calculated
DEad for this triangular isomer is 2.002 eV, what corresponds to the calculated
adiabatic electron afnity (EAad) for Pt3. The frst excited state of the neutral
is reached when detaching the unpaired electron in the anion from the 2a02
orbital, and it is an equilateral singlet, 1A01, 0.111 eV above the ground state.
Vertical detachment from the 4e00 orbital gives rise to the second excited state
in the neutral, 3E00, which undergoes a slight Jahn-Teller distortion to an
obtuse isosceles triangle, 3A2, at 0.154 eV above the ground state with an
apex angle of 61.4◦. This adiabatically relaxed and “rigid” state is only 96
cm-1 lower than the vertically calculated 3E00 state, which means that the
JT stabilization energy of the system must be even smaller. As the 3A2 state
corresponds to the minima of the JT distorted potential, the saddle points
are a 3B1 state. The degenerate e0 mode (155 cm-1) in the undistorted 3E00

state splits in the adiabatically “rigid” 3A2 state to a1, 153 cm-1, and b1, 151
cm-1, modes. Their small diference upon degeneracy breakdown of only ≈2
cm-1 may imply a very small JT efect. Earlier calculations of Fortunelli [207]

on the triangular isomer reached the same conclusions with slightly smaller
excitation energies.

The energetically lowest linear isomer calculated in the neutral is a 5Σ-u
state, and it is obtained by the removal of a β electron from the 5σ+

u orbital
in the 4Σ-g anionic ground state. The detachment of an electron from the
HOMO-4 in a hypothetical 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition is indicative, for such a small
cluster in a direct photodetachment process, of a big electronic reorganization
in the valence molecular orbitals. As the bond length of 5Σ-u , d=2.373 Å,
is very similar to the 2.378 Å in 4Σ-g , 5σ+

u might be a nonbonding (slightly
antibonding) orbital. The next state in an increasing energy ordering is 3Σ-u .
It appears at DEvert=3.362 eV when detaching an α electron from the 5σ+

u
orbital. Contrary to the high spin state, 5Σ-u , the equilibrium geometry of
3Σ-u is a bent structure with C2v symmetry, 3A2, that has an apex angle of
141◦ and d=2.334 Å.

Very close in energy is calculated a 5∆g state at DEvert=3.323 eV, born
from the detachment of a 2δg electron in the 4Σ-g anionic state. Its adiabatic
geometrical relaxation gives a bent structure, 5A1 (C2v), at DEad=3.311 eV
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with a bond length of d=2.363 Å and an apex angle of 160◦. In this case,
the Renner-Teller efect, which lifts the electronic double degeneracy of 5∆g,
is responsible for the symmetry reduction in the cluster. In addition, the
adiabatic relaxation of 5∆g was also calculated by imposing a fnal linear
geometry to the cluster, and a metastable linear structure was calculated
at 0.007 eV higher than 5A1 with d=2.361 Å. As the Renner-Teller efect
predicts the splitting of ∆ into the non-degenerate A1 and B1 states, we
propose that the metastable linear state corresponds to 5B1, so 5∆g splits into
two fnal non-degenerate states with linear and bent geometries, i.e., 5B1 and
5A1 respectively. Note the proximity between 5A1 and 3A1, whose calculated
DEad are separated by only 0.003 eV (≈24 cm-1).

3Σ-g and 5∆u are the two calculated states in the neutral with the highest
energies. 3Σ-g appears when the 6σ+

g singly occupied orbital in 4Σ-g is emptied,
and its bond length reduction to d=2.316 Å corroborates the aforementioned
antibonding character of the 6σ+

g orbital. 5∆u (with d=2.382 Å) is reached by
the detachment of an electron from a 1δu orbital whose non-bonding (slightly
antibonding) character is shown by the small change in the bond length of
the cluster.

Additionally, a hypothetical 4Σ-g→3A002 electronic transition was calcu-
lated by the detachment of an electron from a 3πg orbital. The big geometrical
rearrangement involved in the transition would imply too small FC factors to
be experimentally detected.

From the anion frst excited state, 4∆g, transitions to the neutral 5Σ-u ,
5A1 and 3Σ-g states were predicted. 4∆g→5Σ-u can take place through two
diferent correlated two-electron processes: either the photodetachment of an
electron from 5σ+

u and the subsequent electronic transition within the cluster
from 6σ+

g to 2δg, or the removal of an electron from 6σ+
g accompanied by

a transition from 5σ+
u to 2δg. 4∆g→5A1 takes place by the detachment of

an electron from the 6σ+
g orbital (diferently from the 4Σ-g→5A1 transition,

where the 2δg electron is photodetached). In the 4∆g→3Σ-g transition the
doubly occupied 6σ+

g orbital is emptied by the detachment of one electron with
the simultaneous transition of the other from 6σ+

g to 2δg. All the transitions
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that start in the predicted triangular anionic isomer, 2A02, lead only to the
calculated neutral triangular isomers and do not involve any linear one.

Calculations including spin-orbit coupling were done only for the lowest
energy state of the neutral and anionic triangular isomers with their structural
parameters and vibrational frequencies given in Table 4.6. Resorting to group
theory, the inclusion of SOC in states with even multiplicity leads to a change
from D3h to the D2

3h double point group for clusters with equilateral geometry.
The anionic ground state in absence of SOC is 2A02. Its spin, S=1

2 , transforms
as E 1

2
in the D2

3h double group. The direct product of spin and orbital
electronic parts as result of interaction of both momenta will be E 1

2
×A02=E 1

2
,

so the Kramers degeneracy is caused by a single unpaired electron. A JT
instability will not appear in the anion because the antisymmetric product
of the spin-orbit irreducible representation by itself, E 1

2
×E 1

2
=[A01], does not

contain the non-totally symmetric normal mode e0 [179]. The calculated ground
state of the anion is an equilateral triangle with bond lengths of 2.535 Å,
corroborating the predictions by group theory. The spin in the neutral
ground state, 3A002, contrary to the anion, results from an even number of
unpaired electrons, so the spin function and thus the spin-orbit function has
only one-valued representations [111]. In the D3h point group the irreducible
representations for S=1 are A02

LE00 and their product with A002 results in the
splitting in the electronic states A001

LE0. The A001 state will be equilateral in the
equilibrium conformation while E0, due to its degenerate spin-orbit function
is expected to be unstable in the equilateral conformation upon coupling with
the degenerate vibrational mode e0. However, as mentioned in Herzberg [111]

the E0 component will be only slightly unstable (towards A1
LB2) because

in an orbitally non-degenerate state SO coupling is small. In principle, we
see this prediction refected in our calculations as the inclusion of relativistic
efects gives rise to two diferent electronic states arising from the neutral
ground state: an obtuse isosceles triangle (C2v symmetry; short bond d=2.512
Å; apex angle α=60.13◦) at DEad=2.021 eV and an equilateral triangle (D3h

symmetry; d=2.535 Å) at DEad=2.052 eV. An isosceles triangle as ground
state was also calculated by Blonski et al. [220] as the result of a JT distortion
in the D3h structure favored by SOC. Other theoretical studies point to the
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stabilization of a triplet relative to a singlet as neutral ground state when
SOC is included; Huda et al. [211] found without SOC an equilateral singlet
ground state 0.05 eV lower than the triplet, but with SOC it shifts to 0.02
eV above the triplet. Similar results appear in the work of Balasubramanian
et al. [222]. Fortunelli, however, did not observe any energy order change
with respect to the non-relativistic calculations. The BEs of the clusters are
around 0.12 eV/atom smaller with the inclusion of relativistic efects, and
this probably also relates to the slightly smaller vibrational frequencies found
with SOC. Nevertheless, the calculated BE of 3A002 without SOC agrees quite
well with an experimental lower bound of BE of 2.37 eV/atom obtained by
collision-induced dissociation [223]. The calculated SO splitting energy between
both neutral states is in our case ∆E=0.031 eV, a small value if we compare
it with the 0.2 eV identifed for Au3

[222].
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4.5 Analysis of each band

4.5.1 Band X

The structure of band X at high resolution is presented in Figure 4.5. The
experimental spectrum is constructed out of 5 single measurements at photon
energies of 1.887 eV (657 nm), 1.901 eV (652 nm) 1.905 eV (651 nm), 1.922 eV
(645 nm), 1.962 eV (632 nm) in the SEVI mode, detecting photoelectrons up
to a kinetic energy of 0.035 eV, to get an overall good resolution. The assembly
from separate highly resolved measurements leads to some discontinuities at
the joining points and there are changes of the relative intensities in vibrational
progressions. This lies in the fact that energy threshold efects or other VMI
experimental artifacts have not been considered in the intensity scaling. Every
highly resolved spectrum was normalized through multiplication by a fxed
constant over all its intensities to scale the highest peak in each highly resolved
spectrum to the intensity of the same peak in the 630 nm spectrum. The
positions of the observed signals in this merged spectrum are listed in Table
4.3 together with their tentative assignments (page 111).
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Figure 4.5: Identifed vibrational progressions in band X. The arrow just below 15000 cm-1

marks a hot band that is discussed in the text.
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For the sake of clarity, all high-resolved measurements taken over band
X are shown in Figure 4.23 in the Appendix 4.A. Although the selection of
data to create the merged spectrum introduces some arbitrariness, it gives in
most cases a similar uncertainty for the peak positions to the single highly
resolved measurements, considering their diferent resolution and intensity
patterns. Therefore nearly always in the following only the data from the
merged spectrum is used for the assignment of band X.

The most intense peak, x0, corresponds to a BE of 1.8716±0.0009 eV with
a FWHM of 7 cm-1. This gives the best absolute resolution reached here for
Pt3. x0 forms the origin for a distinct vibrational progression, that is visible
up to the second overtone with a frequency of ω=216.9±0.5 cm-1 and it shows
no substantial anharmonicity (ωexe=0.5±0.1 cm-1). A progression of ≈225
cm-1 had been noted before by Ervin et al. [188] and its origin at 1.87±0.02 eV
was used to defne the EAad of Pt3. Between the peaks of the main vibrational
progression there are several features not previously resolved. All these peaks
can be identifed as part of four further vibrational progressions an, bn, cn

and dn in Figure 4.5. The progressions show a frequency of ω=217.3±0.7
cm-1, the same as the main vibrational progression, and seemingly follow the
intensity pattern of x. Only b has a higher intensity in the second peak (even
though this might be doubtful due to the possible artifacts in the intensity).

At this point, we make an intermezzo to tackle the vibronic structure
of band X in Figure 4.5 resulting from the use of a platinum target in its
natural isotropic distribution. Platinum atoms have 78 protons and there are
fve naturally occurring stable isotopes, whose abundance is given by

192Pt = 0.8% 194Pt = 32.9% 195Pt = 33.8% 196Pt = 25.2% 198Pt = 7.4%

The nuclear spin, I, of the four isotopes with an even number of neutrons
(and protons) is equal to zero. The 195Pt isotope has a non-zero nuclear spin,
I = 1/2.

Molecular symmetry plays an important role in the appearance of molec-
ular spectra. Symmetry restricts the number of distinguishable vibrational
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modes, for instance, and when a molecule has identical atoms in symmetry-
equivalent positions this infuences its rotational energy level structure. Prior
to starting an analysis of the Pt3 spectra we therefore consider the possible
nuclear symmetries of the triangular and linear forms of the trimer, taking
the natural abundance of the stable isotopes of Pt and their nuclear spin into
account.

In all previous theoretical and experimental investigations on Pt3, the
cluster was considered either as purely formed from the most abundant
isotope, 195Pt, or the mass of each of the atoms in the cluster was taken as
the abundance-weighted average mass of the fve stable isotopes. Indeed, our
calculations were carried out following the second option, with a mass of
194.9648 u for the Pt atom. In either case, all three atoms were considered
to be identical and the possible infuence of the nuclear spin was neglected.
It is clear, however, that before interpreting the vibronic structure of the
cluster based on the properties derived from the (geometrical) point group
of the molecule (the point group is a subgroup of the CNPI group) we have
to statistically calculate the probabilities of the various symmetries of the
triangular and linear trimers, as some of the subtle vibronic efects depend
purely on the nuclear symmetry of the cluster. The lack of symmetry in
the cluster due to the nuclear composition has important consequences for
possible physical phenomena: even if the triangular trimer in an electronic
state has geometrically D3h symmetry (i.e., if it is an equilateral triangle)
and even if its orbital irreducible representation, according to its electronic
confguration, is doubly degenerate, it can formally not undergo Jahn-Teller
distortion when the three nuclei are isotopically diferent because, according
to the CNPI group, no possible permutation operations are possible between
them. As far as the symmetry properties are concerned, such a cluster has
Cs symmetry and behaves as formed by three distinctly diferent elements.

A triangular structure in which the three nuclei have the same isotopic
composition has D3h symmetry. With only two identical nuclei, the symmetry
is C2v while the cluster will have Cs symmetry when it consists of three
diferent isotopes. In the linear Pt3 structure things are slightly diferent: if
the two nuclei on the outside are isotopically the same, the symmetry of the
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molecule is D∞h. When the central atom is isotopically identical to the two
outer ones, this will not increase the symmetry further, i.e. the symmetry
is D∞h independent of the isotopic nature of the central atom in this case.
If the linear Pt3 cluster has two isotopically identical nuclei with one in the
central atom position and the other on the outside or if all three nuclei are
isotopically diferent, the symmetry of the molecule is C∞v. In the Table
4.2 the percentages of triangular and linear Pt3 structures are given for each
possible symmetry. When there are identical nuclei in symmetry-equivalent
positions, the distribution of the total percentage over the two possibilities,
i.e. identical nuclei with I=0 or I=1/2, is given as well.

Triangular and Linear Pt3

CNPI Group Total (%) I=0 (%) I=1/2 (%)
D3h 9.063 5.202 3.861
C2v 60.351 37.632 22.719
Cs 30.881

CNPI Group Total (%) I=0 (%) I=1/2 (%)
D∞h 28.180 17.746 11.434

C∞v(2 identical nuclei) 40.234
C∞v(3 diferent nuclei) 30.881

Table 4.2: Calculated percentages for the possible CNPI symmetries of triangular and linear
Pt3. The percentages were obtained from the isotopic abundances of Pt.

The presence of identical nuclei in symmetry-equivalent positions mainly
has an efect on the rotational energy level structure of the cluster. The
product of the rotational wavefunction and the nuclear spin wavefunction has
to fulfll the symmetry requirements of the group to which the cluster belongs.
In diatomic molecules with I=0, this leads to the disappearance of all even
or of all odd rotational levels (e.g. in 16O2) whereas in diatomic molecules
with I=1/2 this leads to the existence of distinct ortho- and para-species
(e.g in H2). In the triatomic system under consideration here, the presence
of identical nuclei in symmetry-equivalent positions will also lead to the
existence of distinctly diferent nuclear spin-species (ortho-, meta- and para-
for D3h Pt3; ortho- and para- for C2v and D∞h Pt3). An additional comment
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concerning the center of mass of the diferent isomers must be made: Among
the triangular isomers, only those with D3h symmetry will have the center
of mass in the same position independently of their isotopic constituents.
This situation holds for the linear isomer with D∞h symmetry. For any other
combination of the isotopes, the position of the center of mass would sligthly
change and the structure of the rotational spectrum would gain complexity.
However, as the rotational constants of the Pt3 clusters are quite small and
as the spectral resolution in the experiment is limited, it is anticipated that
the efects of the nuclear spin statistics and of the positions of the centers of
mass have no practical consequence for the interpretation of the experimental
spectra, i.e. that their efects cannot be observed in the photoelectron spectra.

Apart from the symmetry and nuclear spin efects discussed above, there
are two other efects that need to be considered. The frst is the rather trivial
one, that the masses of the triangular clusters that have the same symmetry
will still vary depending on their exact isotopic composition. Given that the
abundance of the lightest stable isotope, 192Pt, is rather small and that the
next least abundant isotope is the heaviest one, 198Pt, the spread in mass of
the various Pt3 clusters is efectively clearly within ±1% of their average mass;
the vibrational frequencies are thus expected to be within ±0.5% of their
average vibrational frequency. The efect of the diferent isotopic compositions
on the vibrational frequencies is therefore expected to be close to, but still
below, the resolution obtained in the experimental photoelectron spectra.

The second efect that still needs to be considered is that the electron
afnity (EA) of the triatomic clusters that contain diferent Pt isotopes might
be slightly diferent. The EA isotope shift should in frst order be zero and
EA changes are therefore expected to be small. Nevertheless, any EA isotope
shift would lead to the appearance of the photoelectron spectra at slightly
diferent kinetic energies for clusters containing diferent Pt isotopes, even
when these clusters would have identical vibrational and electronic structures
in their anionic and neutral ground states. Several experimental [224–230] and
theoretical [228,231] investigations have studied the relevance and magnitude
of the isotope shift in the EAs of diferent atomic systems. In light elements
the fractional shift of the EA appears to be slightly smaller (0.0827 cm-1 for
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7Li/6Li [227] and 0.073(6) cm-1 for 13C/12C [229] on total EAs of 0.62 eV and
1.26 eV, respectively) than in heavy elements. For lead isotopes, shifts in the
EA of 0.0745 cm-1 for 206Pb/208Pb and of 0.1001 cm-1 for 207Pb/208Pb [230]

have been reported relative to the total EA of 0.36 eV. The latter results need
to be treated with caution, however, since the reported isotope shifts appear
not to be as much shifts in the EA, but rather shifts in the spin-orbit split
levels of the neutral Pb isotopes. In our work, the isotope shift in a triatomic
system must be considered, for which a phenomenological sum rule can be
used, which dictates additivity of isotope shifts upon multiple substitution [225].
Even if we assume that the magnitude of the isotope shift scales linearly
with the value of the EA, that the shift gets larger when the mass-diference
between isotopes gets larger, and that the efect for a trimer is three times as
large than for the atom, this would lead to an isotope shift in the EA of the
Pt3 anion that is still within the experimentally observed line-width.

The conclusion therefore is that the efect of a diferent EA for clusters
with a diferent isotopic composition can be neglected in the present study,
just as the efect of identical nuclei in symmetry-equivalent positions on the
nuclear spin statistics and the efect of the diferent masses on the vibrational
frequencies. The efect that remains and that cannot a priori be neglected is
the formally diferent symmetries of the triangular and linear structures of
the Pt3 trimer.

In the low-energy photoelectron spectrum that is attributed to the tran-
sition from the triangular structure of the anion to the triangular ground
state of the neutral Pt3 cluster, fve vibrational progressions (labeled x to d)
are observed in a mode that has within the experimental accuracy the same
frequency of 218 cm-1. In all of these progressions, the frst peak, labelled
with the subindex 0, i.e. x0, a0, etc, is the strongest one (even though this
might be doubtful for the b progression). Relative to the peak labelled as
x0, the origins of the other progressions are found at +44 cm-1 (a0), at +91
cm-1 (b0), at +108 cm-1 (c0) and at +152 cm-1 (d0). These might be fve
distinct progressions, but as the distance x0–c0 is the same as the distance
a0–d0, it might also be only three distinct progressions (x, a and b), with the
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x and a progressions having a second characteristic frequency of 108 cm-1. In
either case, the question is where these distinct progressions originate from.

One possible explanation is that these three progressions result from
the three diferent nuclear symmetries that are present for the triangular
Pt3. Considering the observed relative intensities of the progressions, the x
progression would then be attributed to the most abundant species with C2v

symmetry, whereas the a and b progressions could be due to the less abundant
species with D3h or Cs, respectively. The integrated peak intensities for the
x, a and b progressions have been calculated and their percentage values are
≈66 %, ≈20 % and ≈14 % respectively. The comparison with the calculated
abundances of the three nuclear symmetries shows a certain resemblance, so
this assignment should be considered in detail for future studies. Additionally,
it was not possible to try the same quantitative approach for some of the
bands that are assigned to transitions between linear electronic states (see
bands D and E in Figures 4.11 and 4.13) since their resolution is lower than
the one of band X and, therefore, the peak integration was not possible. We
close here the intermezzo on the physical implications of the isotopic richness
of Pt and we continue the explanation of the vibronic structure of band X
under the assumption of an isotopically pure target.

As we mentioned just before the intermezzo, b is the only vibrational
progression in band X which shows a higher intensity in the second peak.
This may point to the fact that all these transitions share the same lower
and upper electronic state while for b a diferent state may be involved.
This interpretation is supported by the Franck-Condon simulations given
below. Only a very weak feature at 1.857±0.001 eV visible in spectra taken
at diferent photon energies and marked with an arrow in Figures 4.5 and 4.6
seems to be not related to any of these progressions because it is shifted by
-208 cm-1 relative to a0, which is a signifcant deviation from the 218 cm-1

main spacing within all progressions.
For a detailed analysis of its vibrational structure, FC simulations based

on the results of the non-SOC calculations included in Figure 4.1 and in
Table 4.1 are performed with the PGOPHER program [232,233]. As the D3h
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2 . Sticks represent FC factors while

their enveloping line was chosen to have a Lorentzian width of 10 cm-1.

point group is not supported in PGOPHER, all the triangular isomers are
treated in the following in C2v symmetry. All the FC simulations are done
with a vibrational temperature of 100 K because at higher temperature
prominent hot bands below 1.85 eV are predicted that are not seen in the
experimental spectra while at much lower temperatures progressions related
to transitions starting at vibrational excited states of the anion disappear,
see Figure 4.21. FC simulations for the 2A02→3A002 and 2A02→1A01 transitions
are plotted in Figure 4.6. The electronic transition to the triplet reveals a
perfect resemblance to the main vibrational progression, x, by shifting the
calculated DEad by -0.131 eV. The FC simulation reveals that each peak of
the experimental progression involves in fact three unresolved vibrational
progressions, the two less intense are combination bands with the e0 mode, in
the totally symmetric mode of the 3A002 state: 1n

020
0, 1n

021
1, 1n

022
2. The simulation

shows a second vibrational progression starting at +137 cm-1 from the one
assigned to x. It does not perfectly coincide with any experimental feature,
on one hand it is 28 cm-1 higher than c but also only 16 cm-1 lower than the
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progression d so, at this point, there is no clear assignment of the combination
bands 1n

022
1 and 1n

023
2 to either c or d. We observe that those combination

bands do not only include transitions from excited modes in the anion but
also they show a change of an odd number of quanta in ν2. This becomes
allowed only in the C2v geometry considered in the simulations, but would
be forbidden if both states have D3h geometry. This suggests that either the
real symmetry is reduced to an isosceles triangle as predicted by the SOC
calculations, which would be a Jahn-Teller distortion, or the selection rules
are relaxed due to vibronic efects without symmetry reduction, e.g. a pseudo
Jahn-Teller efect.

Progression b fts from its intensity pattern well to the simulated progres-
sion for the 2A02→1A01 transition. Therefore, calculated vibrational frequencies
in the 1A01 state were corrected by a factor of 0.96 and the whole simulation
was shifted 0.257 eV to lower energies to align the most intense peaks of
the progression in experimental data and simulation. The shifted origin of
the simulation is then at 1.856 eV, which is close to the weak feature in the
experimental spectrum at 1.857±0.001 eV discussed before. At frst sight,
this simulation suggests that 1A01 is the ground state of Pt3, so triplet and
singlet are energetically inverted with respect to the calculations. Neverthe-
less, a careful comparison of the peak positions in the FC simulation and the
experimental spectrum reveals that the frst peak in the simulation is shifted
by about -10 cm-1 compared to the arrow marked peak while the positions
of the other peaks ft within ±5 cm-1. The shift of -10 cm-1 is too big to be
explainable by simple experimental error, though the overall intensity pattern
fts somehow. This suggests frst of all that the peak marked with an arrow
is not b0, but the progression starts as marked in Fig. 4.5 making 3A002 the
neutral ground state, as predicted by theory.

The tentative assignment achieved so far gives reasonable explanations
for the progressions x, b, and either c or d, but totally lacks an explanation
of a as well as the peak x0. It has been discussed before that the peak x0,
marked with an arrow in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6, does not correspond to the origin,
10

020
0, of the 2A02→1A01 transition. If it was the case it should be at 218 cm-1

from peak b0 (11
020

0 transition), but it is only at 206 cm-1. Therefore, it
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is considered to be a hot band. One could assign it to a 10
120

0 transition
considering the totally symmetric mode of the anion at ν1=206 cm-1, but
one should be able to fnd another hot band for peak x0 at 206 cm-1. As the
latter feature is not found, it is assigned instead to a 10

020
1 transition to 3A002

with an anionic frequency of ν2=115 cm-1. The similar calculated value for
the doubly degenerate mode in the anionic state used in the FC simulations,
ν2=123 cm-1, corroborates this assignment. Furthermore, peaks c0, c1 and
c2 as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.23 could correspond to combination bands
1n

021
0 with n equal to the subscript of the label for each peak. Therefore, the

frequency of the doubly degenerate mode in the 3A002 state is ν2 ≈111 cm-1.
For the progressions a and d three possible explanations are proposed,

but the third will be the chosen one. In the frst one, the progressions a and
d appear as a result of a very small SO coupling splitting in 3A002. a and d are
respectively spaced from x and c by 44 cm-1 and a0/d0 as well as x0/c0 have
a similar intensity ratio. This suggest that maybe x0 and a0 are the origins of
the transitions to the states that result of SO splitting in 3A002, i.e. the E0 and
A001 electronic states which are 44 cm-1 apart. Consequently, one can further
assign c0 to the transition to E0 while d0 would correspond to A001, both with
D3h symmetry. Nevertheless, the existence of c0 and d0 as transitions with
∆ν2=odd cannot be found in states with high symmetry confgurations (D3h)
and, therefore, both peaks can only be explained by the presence of a small
JT efect in E0 and A001 that reduces their symmetry to C2v. This is possible
in E0, but A001 cannot show JT distortion as a result of SOC, which limits this
explanation. Additionally, the questions of how big would be the SO splitting
when the electronic state (here A002) is orbitally non-degenerate or if E0 would
interact with 1A01 via relativistc efects modifying the energy order with 3A002
as predicted by Balasubramanian et al. [218] remain opened.

A further explanation for the observed 44 cm-1 splitting could be that it
corresponds to the hypothetical singlet excited state of 3A002, calculated to lie
0.006 eV ≈48 cm-1 above 3A002 by Winczewski et al. [234], so that one observes
the diference between 2A02→1A002 and 2A02→3A002.

The third explanation includes a pseudo Jahn-Teller efect as result of the
vibronic coupling of 3A002 via the e0 mode with an excited triplet. Interestingly,
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the appearance of many additional low intensity peaks between the main
progression has been observed before for other triangular systems, e.g. for
BF3, NO-3 and Na3 and can be a sign of pseudo JT distortion [175,235–237].
As mentioned before, already the observation of a vibrational progression
with ∆ν2=odd assigned to c indicates such behavior for Pt3. In case of a
small linear pseudo JT efect it can be described by the adiabatic free rotor
approximation as derived by Köppel et al. [235]. For Pt3 one can consider the
coupling of the 3A002 state with the second calculated triplet, the 3E00 state.
Such vibronic coupling can take place between states with the same spin
multiplicity through a vibrational mode ν which must fulfll the selection
rule, Γν

NΓm
NΓn ⊃ ΓA with ΓA being the totally symmetric irreducible

representation [184]. Here, the coupling is only possible through the degenerate
mode e0, i.e. e0NA002

NE00 ⊃ ΓA. Finally, the 3E00 state induces a pseudo JT
efect in the 3A002 state but also undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion as found in
the DFT calculations. In such a case the energies are given by:

Enj = (n+ 1
2)ω - λ2

ω
+ j2ω3

4λ2
(4.1)

where n=0,1,2... is the radial quantum number, j is the pseudorotational
quantum number which takes integer values instead of the half-odd integer
values characteristic of the JT case [235], ω is the frequency of the degenerate
mode and λ the linear coupling constant. The last term of equation 4.1 gives
rise to the pseudorational levels in the system theoretically spaced in the
form of a geometric sequence 1,4,9... given by j2 multiplied by ω3

4λ2 . This fts
very well to shifts found between the experimentally observed progressions:
starting from x, a is shifted by 44 cm-1 while the same shift of 44 cm-1 is seen
between c and d. Additionally, it might be interesting in future measurements
to corroborate the existence of a vibrational progression identifed by e in
Figure 4.7 (red arrows) and in Table 4.3 that, as part of the geometric sequence
formed by x and a, might have the pseudorotational quantum number j=2
and might be shifted four times 44 cm-1, i.e. 176 cm-1, allowing to ensure
the proposed pseudo JT coupling.
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A value for the linear coupling constant λ results from equation 4.1 by
using as the harmonic frequency ω, the theoretically calculated value for
e0 of 132 cm-1. This results in λ=114 cm-1, what gives a ratio of λ

ω=0.86
and provides a frst indication of the smallness of the pseudo JT efect
and therefore, the suitability of the adiabatic free rotor approximation [235].
Consequently, the ofset value λ2

ω in equation 4.1 is 98 cm-1, which now allows
for conclusions about the equilibrium geometry in 3A002 that will remain D3h

if λ2

ω ≤
1
2(εE00 - εA00

2
), as shown by Haller et al. [236]. Theoretically, half of the

3E00–3A002 gap (1
2(εE00 - εA00

2
), see Table 4.3) is 544 cm-1, while experimentally

the diference between the origins of band X and A results in 1
2(εE00 - εA00

2
)≈

613 cm-1. Both values are clearly bigger than 98 cm-1 and, consistently,
independently of the use of theoretical or experimental information, the
conclusion is that the equilibrium geometry of 3A002 due to the pseudo JT efect
has D3h symmetry. A consequence of this phenomenon is a softening in the
curvature of the adiabatic potential of 3A002 with the opposite efect in 3E00 [175].
This is the reason why the calculated harmonic frequency reduces its value
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Peak Electronic Vibronic Pseudorotational Relative
transition transition number j position to
transition (D3h) (PJT) x0 (cm-1)

x’ 2A0
2→3A00

2 10
020

1 -115
xn

2A0
2→3A00

2 1n
020

0 0 0
an 1 44
en 2 176
cn

2A0
2→3A00

2 1n
021

0 0 111
dn 1 155
bn

2A0
2→1A0

1 1n
020

0 91
Electronic state Vibrational mode Frequency (cm-1)

2A0
2 a0

1 202
e0 115

3A00
2 a0

1 218
e0 111

1A0
1 a0

1 218
e0 -

Table 4.3: Resume of the assignments in band X (upper part) and the consequently deduced
modes in the three electronic states (lower part). The subscripts in the peak labels and the
quanta population of the totally symmetric mode in both neutral states, 3A00

2 and 1A0
1, are

designated by n since their values coincide in the assignment. More details appear in the text.

from 132 cm-1 till 111 cm-1, as proposed before in our tentative assignment.
A summary of all the assigned progressions within band X and the deduced
vibrational frequencies for the states involved is included in Table 4.3.
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4.5.2 Band A

The measured spectrum at 355 nm (3.49 eV) in Figure 4.8 shows a splitting
of band A in three subbands, A1, A2 and A3, with maxima at 2.02±0.02,
2.12±0.02 and 2.21±0.02 eV. Band A is initially assigned to the 2A02→3E00

electronic transition. The inclusion of SO coupling via group theory transforms
2A02 into E1/2, a doubly degenerate two-valued representation which cannot
be splitted by vibronic interaction (of electrostatic or relativistic origin [174])
in accordance with Kramers theorem, so no additional vibronic substructure
is expected from the electronic state in the anion. The neutral electronic
state, 3E00, splits into E0LA01

LA02
LE00 with coalescence of SO coupling and

JT efect. JT-SO Hamiltonians of trigonal systems were theoretically studied
by Poluyanov et al. [238]. They concluded that the 3E×E Hamiltonian is
formed by six adiabatic potential surfaces (Vn with n=1–6) with the lowest
(V1, V2) and the uppermost (V5, V6) pairs consisting of two 2E×E JT
systems where vibronic efects are quenched by SO coupling (Ham efect [183]),
while the central ones (V3, V4) are those of a E×E JT efect without SO
splitting. Applied to our system, these conclusions mean that the irreducible
representations of those neutral electronic states involved in the electronic
transitions that might be assigned to the subbands A1 and A3 are respectively
E00 and E0. Thus, we will expect in both of a them a very small or fully
quenched JT efect by a strong SO coupling. Additionally, subband A2 will
correspond to A01

LA02 with an unquenched JT efect independent of the SO
coupling. The comparison of the Pt3 spectra measured at 300 nm and at
355 nm (see Figure 4.8) reveals in the latter the splitting of band A in three
subbands and enables the aforementioned explanation. In this work only
subband A1 is vibrationally resolved and assigned.

The structure of subband A1 at high resolution is shown in Figure 4.9.
This spectrum is constructed out of 4 single measurements at photon energies
of 2.043 eV (607 nm), 2.070 eV (599 nm), 2.094 eV (592 nm) and 2.112 eV
(587 nm) to get an overall good resolution. As for band X the assembly from
separate measurements leads to some discontinuities at the joining points and
changes in relative intensities. Here, the 587 nm spectrum has been taken as
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Figure 4.8: Photoelectron spectra of Pt-
3 measured at 4.13 eV (300 nm) and 3.49 eV (355

nm). The spectrum at 355 nm reveals a much better resolution with the splitting of band A in
three subbands, A1, A2 and A3, and an important reduction in the relative intensity of E due
to threshold efects.

reference for scaling the intensities in the separate ranges. All high resolved
measurements taken over band A are shown in Figure 4.22 in the Appendix
4.A.

A SO splitting from band X as the origin of subband A1 can be discarded
as its structure appears to be rather diferent. As well, DFT calculations
without SO coupling predict a nearby 3A2 state. Its calculated DEad is shifted
0.132 eV to lower energies to coincide with the peak f , the assumed origin of
the experimental band. The 3A2 state is the lower one that results from a
JT splitting of 3E00 with D3h symmetry. The lack of theoretical information
about the JT stabilization energies or pseudo-potential barrier values makes
any kind of a priori assumption about the nature of this JT efect (if linear
or quadratic) difcult, even not considering the difculties arising from the
inclusion of relativistic efects, so important in heavy metal atoms.

Compared to band X the structure of subband A1 appears to be very
diferent with no obvious progression patterns. In particular, the pattern
as observed in the lower resolved spectrum by Lineberger with a 180 cm-1

progression [188] is not retained. Peak f in subband A1, considered as its origin,
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appears at 2.0240±0.0009 eV (16325±7 cm-1). Further peaks resolved in
the 587 nm spectrum are labelled from g to p. At higher resolution most of
these peaks reveal some sub-structure and more bands can be identifed. The
assignment of these bands is guided by the FC simulation of the 2A02→3A2

transition with both states in C2v symmetry, due to the aforementioned
software limitations in PGOPHER, and the assumption of a “rigid” geometry
for 3A2 inside the FC approximation. As the anionic 2A02 state is considered to
have C2v symmetry in the FC simulations, its ν3 mode transforms in this case
as b1. Along our tentative assignment we are going to identify the vibronic
transitions in A1 as if both states in the 2A02→3A2 (3E00) transition had also
D3h symmetry, considering a small JT efect in 3E00. The position of the bands
predicted by the FC simulation, a detailed relation between the assignments
in both symmetries (C2v and D3h), the theoretically possible JT splittings
and the corresponding experimental features are listed in Table 4.4. Former
works following the same procedure support our approximation [239].
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Figure 4.9: The comparison between experiment and FC simulations in subband A1 evidences
the presence of a distinct electronic state where, despite the overall resemblance, the splittings
of peaks h and i are not reproduced. Sticks represent the FC factors and their enveloping line is
a Lorentzian with a width of 10 cm-1.
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The FC simulation shows an overall good correspondence with the energy
positions of the experimental features but an appreciable disagreement with
their observed relative intensities. On one hand, the simulation is able to
distinguish qualitatively the group of peaks formed by h, i and j from the one
formed by k to o. On the other hand, it is neither able to reproduce exactly
the relative intensities of h, i and j, nor to show the experimentally observed
splittings in h and i. Likewise, no evidence of the peak p is found in the FC
simulation.

The assignment is discussed in the following under the assumption of
D3h symmetry for 2A02 and 3E00. The correlation to the assignment with both
states with C2v symmetry is included in Table 4.4. Peak f is assigned to
the 10

020
0 transition as the origin of subband A1. Peaks h, i and j in the 587

nm spectrum are assigned respectively to the 10
021

0, 10
022

1 and 11
020

0 transitions.
The transitions that are assigned to peaks h and i only involve the e’ mode
(JT active), and are those that in the high resolved spectrum split due to,
presumably, the appearance of vibronic efects (see Figure 4.9). Oppositely, j,
whose transition only involves the non-JT active a01 mode, does not show any
further splitting. The assignments of f and j to 10

020
0 and 11

020
0 lead us to the

identifcation of the 12
020

0 transition with the peak o and to fx ν1 ≈218 cm-1,
which is in agreement with our non-relativistic calculations.

A vibrational progression involving the peaks f , h and l, with l assigned
to the 10

022
0 transition, is considered. As only the neutral e0 mode is populated

in this progression, its deduced value is ν2≈154 cm-1 (in the 3E00 state with
high symmetry). This value is very similar to the calculated frequencies ν2

and ν3 in the rigid 3A2 state and, therefore, a small JT efect is suggested.
This assignment can be tentatively corroborated via the proposed frequency
for the e0 mode in the anionic 2A002 state during the study of band X, ν2=115
cm-1. Under these assumptions, the peak i should be found at 193 cm-1

above f and, indeed, it appears in Figure 4.9 at 188 cm-1.
In the case of vibronic coupling, the total angular momentum is defned

by j2 = l2 ± 1
2 , where l2 is the angular momentum of the nuclei given by

l2 = n2, n2 - 2... - n2, and ±1
2 is the efective angular momentum of the

electrons in a doubly degenerate state. According to the theoretically predicted
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Peak Experimental FC Calculated Correlation JT splittings
BE simulation BE to (υ1,υ2,l2) →

(cm-1) C2v → C2v (cm-1) D3h→D3h (υ1,υ2,l2,j2)
f 16325±7 10

020
030

0 16325 10
020

0 (0,0,0)→
(1,0,0,1/2)

h 16480±10 10
021

030
0 16476 10

021
0 (0,0,0)→

(0,1,1,1/2)
�����(0,1,1,3/2)

10
021

031
1 16504 10

022
1 (0,1,1)→

i 16512±10 and and �����(0,2,2,5/2)
10

022
130

0 16506 (0,2,2,3/2)
(0,2,0,1/2)

j 16547±9 11
020

030
0 16541 11

020
0 (0,0,0)→

(1,0,0,1/2)
o 16773±8 12

020
030

0 16757 12
020

0 (0,0,0)→
(2,0,0,1/2)

Table 4.4: Resume of the assignments proposed in subband A1. The vibronic transitions are
frstly assigned on the base of the FC simulation of the 2A0

2→3A2 transition and, therefore, both
states are treated in C2v symmetry. The correlation to the D3h symmetry, 2A0

2→3E00 transition,
is followed by the predicted splittings for a very small JT efect in the rightmost column. In this
column, the transitions that are not allowed by the l2 = j2 ± 1

2 selection rule are crossed out.

very small JT efect, the vibronic interaction might be weak enough to keep
l2 as a “good” quantum number and to tackle the coupling from the linear
approximation. The predicted quantum numbers of the vibronic states in
the neutral and the transitions that would be allowed by the l2 = j2 ± 1

2
selection rule [239] in the subband A1 are included in the Table 4.4. We observe
there that peak i would split in this approximation into two distinct vibronic
transitions, as it seems to happen in the high resolved spectrum in Figure
4.9. Contrary, the observed splitting for peak h is not explained in the Table
4.4 since the (0,0,0)→(0,1,1,3/2) transition is not allowed by l2 = j2 ± 1

2 .
All the vibronic states in the neutral are doubly degenerate in the linear JT
approximation and their irreducible representations are e0 (or e00) for regular
degeneracy and a01

L a02 (or a001
L a002) for incidental degeneracy, i.e., when

j2 = ±3
2 ,±

9
2 ,±

15
2 ... [183]. In this case, the energy levels obtained using second

order-perturbation theory are [240]:

E2 = (υ2 + 1)ω2 -D2ω2 � 2D2j2ω2 = (υ2 + 1)ω2 - 2D2ω2 � (2D2l2)ω2

(4.2)
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with ω2 the harmonic frequency of the υ2 mode and D2 a dimensionless
quantity such that D2ω2 is the stabilization energy. Under the aforementioned
assumptions and taking as real the splitting of i (E2=16 cm-1), one can easily
parametrize the predicted JT splitting through the equation 4.2. The vibronic
neutral states involved in the proposed transitions for peak i are (0, 2, 0,
1/2) and (0, 2, 2, 3/2), so equation 4.2 simplifes to ∆E2=2D2∆l2ω2 and the
stabilization energy is D2ω2=4 cm-1. As the proposed harmonic frequency
of e0 is ω2=154 cm-1, it is obtained D2=0.026 and, therefore, the chosen
approximation is justifed since equation 4.2 holds for D<0.05. The small
stabilization energy is possibly due to a strong SOC quenching of the JT
efect.

As a fnal remark, the only peak in Figure 4.9 that has no evident
resemblance in the 2A02→3A2 FC simulation is p. Its BE is here 16813±5
cm-1=2.0884±0.0006 eV and it is, somehow, close to the maximum of subband
A2 that appears at BE=2.12±0.02 eV in Figure 4.8. Therefore, p is tentatively
assigned to A2 pending of future studies that vibrationally resolve subbands
A2 and A3.
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Chapter 4. Photoelectron spectroscopy on Pt-3

4.5.3 Bands D, E, F and G (Linear isomers)

In Figure 4.10 a resolved spectrum for the BE region between 3 and 4 eV
is shown. This spectrum is constructed out of two single measurements at
photon energies of 4.113 eV (300 nm) and 3.497 eV (355 nm). The most
intense peak at BE=3.297±0.008 eV corresponds to band E and, therefore,
it is tentatively identifed with a transition from the anionic ground state,
predicted linear, to the energetically lowest electronic state of the neutral
with linear geometry. A feature between 3.319±0.008 and 3.469±0.007 eV
that is labelled by E2 appears in the spectrum in the form of a shoulder and
it is clearly distinguished from the relatively narrow peak that constitutes
the maximum of band E, E1. Two more bands, F and G, with maxima at
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Figure 4.10: Measurement at 300 nm over bands E, F and G, and at 355 nm over band D. All
these bands are assigned to electronic transitions from anionic linear isomers of Pt3 (see text).
In addition, band E shows a shoulder that is identifed as subband E2, distinct from the main
peak, E1. All the FC simulations in the fgure start in the anionic ground state, 4Σ-

g , and are
carried out at a vibrational temperature of 100 K.

3.605±0.006 and 3.673±0.006 eV and with relative maximum intensities to E1

of ≈24% and ≈31% respectively, are assigned to transitions from the anionic
ground state to neutral states with linear geometry. Lastly, band D shows a
vibrational progression with origin at BE=3.068±0.004 eV and a frequency
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ωe≈165 cm-1. D is also broader than E1, which is not experimentally resolved.
Additionally, the relative maximum intensity of D is clearly higher than the
intensity of bands X and A, assigned to transitions in the triangular isomer,
but only ≈14% of E1. All these observations on D suggest that the band is
the result of a transition from an excited anionic state with linear geometry.
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Figure 4.11: Measurements over bands D (at 386 nm) and E (at 355nm). Band E splits
into subbands E1 and E2. E1 corresponds to the formerly assigned 4Σ-

g→5Σ-
u transition and

subband E2 shows a very complex substructure that is theoretically assigned to the 4Σ-
g→3A2,

4Σ-
g→5A1, 4Σ-

g→5B1 and 4∆g→3Σ-
g transitions. In the fgure only the FC simulations of the

two latter are included. Band D is assigned to the 4∆g→5Σ-
u transition. All the FC simulations

are done at a vibrational temperature of 100 K. The peaks marked with red arrows in the FC
simulation of 4Σ-

g→5B1 are tentatively assigned to β and γ.

The observations on band D and the appearance of a subband E2 distinct
from E1 are further corroborated in Figures 4.11 and 4.13, which are identically
constructed out of three single measurements: at 355 nm and 280 V applied
on the VMI repeller in order to obtain a better resolution over E2; at 355 nm
and higher voltages (600 V) on the VMI repeller to resolve better E1, and
at 3.212 eV (386 nm) to gain a deeper insight into D. In Figures 4.11 and
4.13, subband E2 shows a maximum at 3.366±0.001 eV with a very dense and
not fully resolved substructure, D corroborates the vibrational progression in
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Chapter 4. Photoelectron spectroscopy on Pt-3

Figure 4.10 with no further splittings and E1 shows a shoulder at 3.291±0.002
eV that seems to be a possible splitting in the band.

Additionally, the energy dependence of the cross section in band E1

was investigated for laser wavelengths between 260 nm and 373 nm. This
dependence is plotted on the right graphic of Figure 4.12 by the ratio between
the maximum intensities of bands E1 and D (E1/D) as function of the KE
of subband E1 for each of the investigated photon energies. Closer insights
into the threshold behavior of subbands E1 and E2 through measurements
at other energies were not possible due to experimental limitations. Despite
oscillations, we observe that the relative maximum intensity ratio between E1

and D duplicates its value for KEs from ≈1.6 to ≈0.7 eV until a maximum
is reached. From 0.7 to ≈0 eV it rapidly decreases over a KE range of 0.6
eV. As it is shown in the left graphic in Figure 4.12, this drastic intensity
reduction is observed in the 355 nm spectrum, where the ratio is 2, and it
ends up in the 373 nm spectrum, where close to E1’s threshold it is produced
an inversion in the intensity ratio.
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Figure 4.12: Photoelectron spectra of bands D and E at photon energies 4.133 eV (300 nm),
3.493 eV (355 nm) and 3.324 eV (373 nm) (left graphic). Ratio between the maximum relative
intensities of band D and subband E1 (E1/D) as a function of the KE of E1 (right graphic). A
drastic reduction in the intensity of E1 relative of D is observed close to its energy threshold.
At 373 nm, the ratio E1/D is inverted.
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As it was done for bands X and A, all the simulations are going to be
plotted by an enveloping Lorentzian curve with 10 cm-1 width. Contrary,
the sticks of each vibronic transition are not included in the fgures since the
experimental resolution for bands D, E, F and G is lower than for X and A
and their plotting do not provide extra useful information to the assignments.

In Figure 4.10 are shown the FC simulations for the assigned electronic
transitions that start from 4Σ-g . Band E1 is assigned to the 4Σ-g→5Σ-u
transition. The best agreement between the maximum intensity of the FC
simulation on the 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition and E1 is found by fxing DEad=3.299
eV in the simulation, 0.073 eV higher than the DFT calculated value. +0.073
eV it is therefore the ofset that is going to be applied in the FC simulations
to all transitions from 4Σ-g . The calculated small bond length change in this
transition that occurs upon detachment is corroborated by the agreement
between the widths of the experimental and simulated vibronic profles. The
FC simulation for the 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition is formed by the 10

02n
n30

0 vibrational
sequence, where this combination band lines are separated by ≈5 cm-1, the
diference between the calculated frequencies in the bending modes of 4Σ-g
and 5Σ-u (see Table 4.1). This agreement and the high intensity of E1 are a
confrmation of the linear geometry in the anionic ground state.

Band F is assigned to the 4Σ-g→3Σ-g transition after the addition of
the +0.073 eV ofset that fxes DEad=3.516 eV. The most intense feature
in this simulation is only 0.023 eV lower than the experimental maximum
of F. Its FC simulation in Figure 4.10 consists of a vibrational progression
in the totally symmetric mode of 3Σ-g , ν1=172 cm-1, with each of its 1n

0
transitions (for n=1,2,3...) combined with a vibrational sequence in the
bending mode, 2n

n. Band G is assigned to the 4Σ-g→5∆u transition with a
perfect agreement between FC simulation and experiment for DEad=3.676 eV.
The FC simulated spectrum is formed, as in the 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition, by the
10

02n
n30

0 vibrational sequence. The diferent experimental widths of F and G in
Figure 4.10 resemble visually both FC simulations. These are signatures of a
big bond length change in the 4Σ-g→3Σ-g transition (due to the detachment of
an electron from the clearly antibonding 6σ+

g orbital) and of a negligible bond
length change in the 4Σ-g→5∆u transition (due to the nearly non-bonding
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Chapter 4. Photoelectron spectroscopy on Pt-3

character of the 1δu orbital involved in the photodetachment), as predicted
by our calculations.

Figures 4.11 and 4.13 show the assignments done on subband E2 and
band D, which are going to be discussed in this order. 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition is
plotted as well in order to correlate visually and conceptually Figures 4.10, 4.11
and 4.13. Before explaining in detail their FC simulations and in order to avoid
later confusions, we frstly justify the need to show the same experimental
spectrum in Figures 4.11 and 4.13 because of the dense vibronic substructure
observed in E2 and with the aim of evidencing visually better the assignment.
As we will later specify and in light of our calculations, E2 is assigned to the
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Figure 4.13: Measurement over bands D (at 386 nm) and E (at 355nm). Band E splits into
subbands E1 and E2. E1 corresponds to the formerly assigned 4Σ-

g→5Σ-
u transition. In subband

E2, the FC simulation of the 4Σ-
g→5B1 transition is plotted with an energy ofset of +0.039

eV and a Lorentzian bandwidth of 20 cm-1 in order to evidence more clearly than in Figure
4.12 its resemblance with the experimental data. The FC simulation of 4∆g→5Σ-

u in band D is
done at T=200 K.

4Σ-g→3A2, 4Σ-g→5A1, 4Σ-g→5B1 and 4∆g→3Σ-g transitions. The geometric
changes that Pt3 undergoes in the two latter transitions are smaller than
in the two former and, therefore, their FC factors and contributions in E2

are expected to be bigger. In addition, band D is assigned to the 4∆g→5Σ-u
transition and its FC simulation is plotted twice to show comparatively a better
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agreement to the experimental features when the vibrational temperature
is fxed at 200 K rather than at the 100 K that were used in all the FC
simulations of bands X, F and G, and subbands A1 and E1.

Among the multitude of small features in subband E2 (see Figure 4.11)
only the four small peaks named by α, β, γ and δ were experimentally repro-
duced in all the measurements. Their respective positions are 3.334±0.002,
3.359±0.001, 3.388±0.001 and 3.421±0.001 eV.

The FC simulations of 4Σ-g→5B1 and 4∆g→3Σ-g with a Lorentzian width
of 10 cm-1 appear in Figure 4.11. As it is there shown, the main contribution
to E2 comes from the 4Σ-g→5B1 transition. The analysis of its FC simulation
reveals that the frst of group of six peaks corresponds to a combination
band of 10

0 and the 2n
n vibrational sequence with each peak separated by ≈39

cm-1. At higher energies, a second group of four peaks with slightly lower
intensity is formed by a 10

02n+2
n 30

0 combination band. In Figure 4.13, it is
shown as well a FC simulation of the 4Σ-g→5B1 transition that is plotted
with a Lorentzian bandwidth of 20 cm-1. It is also applied a shift of -0.034
eV (-274 cm-1) to its DEad in order to evidence more clearly the possible
assignment of peaks β and γ. It is remarkable the high sensitivity of this FC
simulation to vibrational temperature changes and, indeed, its best agreement
is obtained at 100 K, confrming the vibrational temperature chosen in Figure
4.21, in the Appendix 4.A.

In addition, 4∆g→3Σ-g is proposed as the second main contribution to
subband E2. Its FC simulation is formed by a combination band with a
vibrational progression in the totally symmetric mode, ν1=172 cm-1, where
each transition of the progression includes a 2n

n vibrational sequence.
Lastly, we suggest the assignment of α to the 4Σ-g→3A2 transition.

This opens the question of a calculated linear non-degenerate state, 3Σ-u ,
that reduces its symmetry to C2v, 3A2. The energy diference between the
calculated adiabatic DEs of 3A2 and 5A1 is 0.003 eV, almost exactly the
frequency of the bending mode in 3A2 (ν2=25 cm-1). Therefore, we propose
that 3Σ+

u bends through a vibronic coupling, either purely electrostatic or
with the inclusion of SO coupling, with the “Renner-Teller pair” formed by
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Chapter 4. Photoelectron spectroscopy on Pt-3

5A1 and 5B1. This has been studied for similar systems theoretically [241–247]

and experimentally [248].
Band D shows a satisfactory agreement with the FC factors of the

4∆g→5Σ-u transition by fxing DEad=3.106 eV, thus 0.183 eV higher than
the calculated value. It must be remarked that this ofset has been also
applied to the FC simulation of the 4∆g→3Σ-g transition in Figure 4.11. The
FC simulation of 4∆g→5Σ-u is explained by a vibrational progression in σ+

g
that is combined with 2n

n vibrational sequences. Considering the calculated
frequencies, the transitions in each vibrational sequence should be separated
by ≈3 cm-1, below our experimental resolution, and they cannot be resolved
in the spectrum at 386 nm. Indeed, they are hidden in the simulations by the
chosen 10 cm-1 Lorentzian bandwidth.

As it was mentioned, the best agreement to the experiment was obtained
at a vibrational temperature of 200 K (Figure 4.13) which is able to explain
all the observed features in the vibrational progression of D. The frst two
peaks of the progression are hot bands given by the population of the totally
symmetric mode in 4∆g whilst the last four correspond to the aforementioned
combination bands. Consequently, the experimental vibrational frequencies in
the σ+

g modes of 4∆g and 5Σ-u are, respectively, ωe = 143± 4 and ωe = 148± 2
cm-1 (the latter with an anharmonicity of xeωe = 1.9± 0.4 cm-1), slightly
lower than the calculated values.

The unambiguous assignment of bands D and E1 to 4∆g→5Σ-u and
4Σ-g→5Σ-u with respectively DEad=3.106 eV and DEad=3.299 eV allows to
conclude that 4∆g is 0.193 eV above 4Σ-g , so the excitation energy of 4∆g is
0.110 eV lower than the calculated one. The calculated Boltzmann population
of 4∆g would be ≈1.4×10-5 at the vibrational temperature at which the FC
simulations are carried out, 200 K. Nevertheless, we have found experimentally
that the maximum relative intensity of D is around 14% the maximum of E1 in
the measured spectra at photon energies between 4.769 eV (260 nm) and 3.701
eV (335 nm). 4∆g is therefore a non-Boltzmann populated metastable excited
state that, unlike the anionic 2A02 state, is not the result of a spin-forbidden
transition. The important bond length diference between 4Σ-g (2.378 Å)
and 4∆g (2.412 Å) allows us to propose that the metastability of the latter
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relies on an intercrossing between both adiabatic potentials at an energy
too high for the experimental conditions to permit the relaxation into 4Σ-g .
Moreover, group theory predicts that the vibrationally quenched 4∆g state
might decay in 4Σ-g via the vibronic coupling of both states through the πu

mode with the selection rule Γe ⊗ Γv ⊗ Γe ⊗ Γv=∆g⊗πu⊗Σ-g ⊗πu⊃A1. This
kind of metastability and its possible decays have been largely studied [249,250].

The presence of two excited states in the anionic cluster beam with
two diferent isomeric forms that are non-Boltzmann populated (4∆g and
2A02) raises the question of their formation process out of the initial plasma.
Considering the calculated 0.638 eV of 2A02 above 4Σ-g and its spin-forbidden
relaxation, the atom-by-atom formation of the anionic cluster seems, for
energy reasons, very unlikely. Since the ground state in the neutral trimer is
a triangular isomer and therefore the initial cluster distribution is supposed
to contain a high percentage of triangular neutral clusters, we propose that
the state 2A02 is formed by electron attachment to these triangular neutrals.
Contrary, the relaxation of 4∆g into 4Σ-g is not spin-forbidden. In addition,
the neutral electronic states in the highly energetic initial plasma from which
it could be formed by electron attachment are too high in energy to represent
a signifcant proportion. Therefore, we consider that its formation is due to a
thermal electronic excitation from the 4Σ-g state in the initial plasma. Once
the excitation into 4∆g is produced, the quick cooling-down of the cluster
beam quenches the relaxation into 4Σ-g due to their diferent bond length
distances.

Lastly, 4Σ-g→3A002 is the only calculated transition from a linear to a tri-
angular isomer. The great geometric change presupposes negligible FC factors
compared to any of the other proposed transitions and it hinders any possible
experimental observation even if its calculated DEad=2.640 eV predicts that
it might be assigned to band B, unresolved due to experimental limitations.
The consequence is that the relative energies between the triangular and
linear electronic states remain without experimental evidences and, therefore,
triggers the measurement of bands B and C in future investigations.
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4.5.4 Remarks on the calculations

Once the assignment has been fnished, it is also interesting to discuss the
accuracy of the DFT calculations that were carried out by Julius Jellinek and
Aslihan Sumer. Given that the calculated frequencies of the electronic states
have not been corrected throughout the assignment (except those of the state
1A01 by a factor of 0.96), Table 4.5 is only focused on the applied ofsets to
the calculated DEad and their defnitive disagreements with the experimental
data.
Electronic Experimental Calculated Applied Experimental Disagree-
transition Band DEad (eV) ofset (eV) DEad (eV) ment (eV)
2A0

2→
3A00

2 X 2.002 -0.131 1.871 0
2A0

2→
1A0

1 X 2.114 -0.231 1.883 0
2A0

2→
3A2 A (rather A1) 2.156 -0.132 2.024 0

Not assigned B
Not assigned C
4∆g→5Σ-

u D 2.923 +0.183 3.106 0
4Σ-

g →5Σ-
u E1 3.226 +0.073 3.299 0

4∆g→3Σ-
g E2 3.140 +0.183 – –

4Σ-
g →3A2 E2 3.308 – – –

4Σ-
g →5A1 E2 3.311 – – –

4Σ-
g →5B1 E2 3.318 +0.073 3.357 -0.034

4Σ-
g →3Σ-

g F 3.443 +0.073 3.539 +0.023
4Σ-

g →5∆u G 3.603 +0.073 3.676 0

Table 4.5: Summary with the assigned electronic transitions that have resulted from the DFT
calculated electronic states on anionic and neutral Pt3 with PW91/cc-pVDZ-PP+Stuttgart
pseudopotential. The DEad values that are directly obtained from the DFT calculations appear
in the column “Calculated DEad”; the DEad values used in the assignment of the calculated FC
simulations (see Figures 4.6, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.13) are obtained by adding up the values in the
columns “Calculated DEad” and “Applied ofset”. The column “Experimental DEad” includes
the experimental DEad in each assigned electronic transition. The column “Disagreement”
shows the diferences between the experimental DEad values and those used in the assignment,
i.e., “Disagreement” = “Experimental DEad” – (“Calculated DEad” + “Applied ofset”). More
information can be found in Figures 4.1, 4.4 and in the text.

The two left columns summarize the assignment of the calculated tran-
sitions to the identifed experimental bands. Additionally, the two central
columns in Table 4.5 show the DFT calculated DEad values (see Figure 4.1)
and the ofsets that were added subsequently to the latter in the assignment
(see Figure 4.4). The experimental DEad values appear in the next column to
the right and the column on the right side includes the disagreements between
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the experimental DEad values and the corrected theoretical ones that have
been applied in the assignment, i.e., “Disagreement” = “Experimental DEad”
– (“Calculated DEad” + “Applied ofset”).

An ofset of +0.073 eV has been applied to all the electronic transitions
starting from 4Σ-g . Transitions 4Σ-g→5Σ-u and 4Σ-g→5∆u agree exactly with
the experimental data and transitions 4Σ-g→5B1 and 4Σ-g→3Σ-g would require
for a perfect agreement respective ofsets of +0.039 eV and +0.096 eV. All
these diferent values are below 0.1 eV, which can be considered a great success
since most of the transitions involve DFT calculated excited states in the
neutral trimer. The transition 4∆g→5Σ-u has been used to establish an ofset
of +0.183 eV for those transitions starting from 4∆g. Unluckily, this ofset
has not been further corroborated through the transition 4∆g→3Σ-g since it
barely shows any recognizable feature within subband E2. The bigger value of
this ofset compared to the aforementioned +0.073 eV reveals a lower accuracy
in these of DFT calculations to obtain an anionic excited state.

The ofsets of the electronic transitions involving triangular isomers have
been applied individually to each case since the resolution of the experimental
spectra in bands X and A is much higher than for the others and they can
be modifed with more certainty. The individually applied ofsets to transi-
tions 2A02→3A002 and 2A02→3A2 are nearly identical. The ofset of transition
2A02→1A01 suggests us to recalculate the 1A01 state in future studies.

4.5.5 Conclusion

A great part of the experimental Pt-3 photoelectron spectrum between 1.5
and 4 eV was successfully assigned to several vibronic transitions between
the linear and the triangular isomers. In the anion, the ground state was
demonstrated to have linear geometry and, additionally, two metastable states
were experimentally corroborated. In the neutral, a plethora of electronic
states was calculated and assigned but there are still open questions that
deserve future detailed studies. First of all, the question that arises about
the general infuence of the Pt3 isotopic nature in the photoelectron spectrum
was not answered.
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Band by band, the proposed pseudo JT efect that explains some features
in band X requires a deeper understanding of the interaction between the
potential curves of diferent electronic states. In subband A1, our assignment
does not ofer a satisfactory explanation on the intensity diferences between
the FC simulation and the experimental data but, at least, the presence of
transitions with odd ∆ν2 is an indication of a clear vibronic coupling in the
neutral 3E00 state. Furthermore, better resolved measurements on the subband
A1 supported by calculations are needed to understand the coalescence of
SOC and JT efects and fully elucidate the nature of the latter, either linear
or quadratic, since no pseudo-potential barrier was here calculated. Moreover,
our relativistic calculations on the triangular isomer do not solve the puzzling
physics behind bands X and A. No theoretical prediction, so far, has been
found on the SO splitting in the 3E00 state of the trimer and the inclusion of
relativistic efects in the calculation of a second excited state in the neutral Pt3

is briefy mentioned by Fortunelli [207]. It would be a computational challenge
for future works to determine the coalescence of JT and SO coupling following
the conclusions of Domcke et el. [238] in a system with around 30 valence
electrons, as it is our case. In addition, the structure of subbands A2 and A3

has to be vibronically resolved to have a complete overview on band A.
Among the bands assigned to transitions between the linear isomers, the

biggest difculties arose in the understanding of subband E2. Beyond better
resolved measurements, not only a good modeling of the predicted Renner-
Teller efect in 5∆g but also a characterization of the interaction between
5∆g and 3Σ-u is needed. As well, subband E1 shows a shoulder that was not
assigned and can be the indication of a more complex substructure within E1.
The understanding of the photoelectron spectrum would be complete with the
assignment of bands B and C, whose study was left out due to experimental
limitations.
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4.6 Analysis of β2

The study of the beta parameter in Pt3 is separated in two subsections
corresponding to the transitions from the two isomers observed, triangular
and linear, in the anionic states. First, the transitions from the triangular
2A02 anionic state are going to be discussed. In another diferent vein, this
will be followed by an analysis of the beta parameter for the transitions from
the linear 4Σ-g and 4∆g states. Figure 4.14 has been added to aid the reader
in following upcoming details about the MO structures of the 2A02 and 4∆g

states.
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g ) and triangular geometry (2A0
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4.6.1 Transitions from the triangular state 2A02
The energy dependence of β2 in bands X and A must be analyzed under
the considerations that two electronic transitions (2A02→3A002 and 2A02→1A01)
were assigned to X, whilst subband A1 was considered as the result of a
SO splitting with the addition of a very small JT coupling that is quenched
by the relativistic efects. The β2 values of X and A1 in Figures 4.16 and
4.17 are subdivided in the legend, despite of belonging to the same band,
because their measured values were extracted from spectra with diferent
vibronic resolutions. Figure 4.16 shows in black (band X) and red (subband
A1) the energy dependences of β2 that were extracted from spectra where
their vibronic substructure is not resolved at all. Also, the β2 in band X
that are extracted from spectra where the main vibrational progression in
the 2A02→3A002 transition was observable but not resolved from the one in
2A02→1A01 are also shown in blue Figure 4.16.

As in the VMI experiment the highest absolute resolutions correspond to
those measured BEs close to a threshold energy fxed by the frequency of the
photodetachment laser, the most reliable β2 measurements on vibronically
resolved spectra are constrained to small KEs. Figure 4.17 zooms in the
low KE region of Figure 4.16 to show in orange the anisotropy of peak x0

(2A02→3A002 transition) and in green the β2 of peak f in subband A1 (2A02→3A2

transition) since the latter is the most intense feature in A1 that does not
involve populated JT active modes.

We can observe in Figure 4.16 that X and A (A1) follow a similar energy
evolution with β2 moving towards negative values at very low energies until
a minimum, which is distinctive for each one, is reached. In the absence of
better experimental results that explore in detail the energies around the
β2 minima, the minimum in X appears at KE=0.33 eV with β2=-0.79 and
in A1 at KE=0.54 eV with β2=-0.65. After the minima, both β2 increase
monotonically with the KE in a similar manner until they reach at energies
about 2.5 eV an anisotropy of ≈1.5. The gap without data between 1.27 and
1.73 eV has its origin in experimental limitations which will be no further
discussed here.
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Band X

The frst step to gain some understanding on β2 implies the HF calculation
of the orbitals whose photoelectron detachment gives rise to band X and
subband A1. In band X, the 2A02→3A002 and 2A02→1A01 electronic transitions
appear by the detachment of electrons from the a001 and a02 orbitals in the 2A02
anionic state, whilst in subband A1 the detachment occurs from an e00 orbital.

 a
1
”

 a
2
’

5g
xz(x2-3y2)

 5f
y(3x2-y2)

Figure 4.15: Visual comparison between the molecular orbitals a00
1 and a0

2 in the triangular Pt-
3

and the hydrogenic orbitals 5gxz(x2-3y2) and 5fy(3x2-y2) (adapted from the work of Winter [85]).

The HF calculated orbitals are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Despite
the difculties to fnd any resemblance between the e00 molecular orbital with
any of atomic nature, there is a clear resemblance between the a02 molecular
orbital and the 5fy(3x2-y2) and 5fx(x2-3y2) atomic orbitals (l=3) and, as well,
between the a001 orbital and the 5gyz(3x2-y2) and 5gxz(x2-3y2) atomic orbitals
(l=4). Both resemblances allow to face the modelling of β2 in band X under
the central atom approximation.

The integration of the peak areas over the high resolved spectra obtained
on band X, i.e. 2A02→1A01 and 2A02→3A002 transitions in Figure 4.6, reveals
respective percentage participations of a02 and a001 in its β2 of ≈10% and ≈90%.
Consequently, the application of Sanov's “sequential mixing wave” model to
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band X for an efective fg hybridization with γ3=0.1 and γ4=0.9 would be
a good approximation to this system. Nevertheless, Sanov pointed out as
well [37] the limitation of the “sequential mixing wave” model in reproducing
β2 minima values diferent from -1 for l, l + 1 hybridizations with l≥1, since
higher minima can only be reached by the inclusion of a non-negligible phase
between the outgoing wavefunctions, δl-1,l+1, which is physically unrealistic
in photodetachment processes. As this limitation appears also when the BCZ
equation is applied in the Hanstorp approximation [93] for “pure l waves” with
l≥1 (see equation 2.16) and the contribution of the orbital a02 is relatively
small, we simply apply the WBCZ equation for an efective orbital with l=4
(see equation 4.3 in the Appendix 4.A). The best ftting of equation 4.3 to the
PADs of band X is shown in Figure 4.16 and it is obtained for a phase shift
between the outgoing wavefunctions cosδ3,5=0.89 and a Hanstorp parameter
A4=2.55 eV-1 (see equations 4.4 to 4.6 in the Appendix 4.A for details on
the theoretical calculation of A4).
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Figure 4.16: β as a function of photoelectron KE in bands X (black and blue) and A1 (red)
extracted from photoelectron spectra with very low vibronic resolution. The dashed black line is
obtained by the modeling of band X with equation 4.3. The ftting parameters are A4=2.55
eV-1 and cosδ3,5=0.89.
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Despite the satisfactory agreement in the modeling of band X between
0 and ≈0.7 eV that appears in Figure 4.16, we cannot circumvent the afore-
mentioned problems that are associated with a phase, δ3,5, distinct from
zero. Therefore, we consider it is necessary to check more in detail the physi-
cal suppositions under which photodetachment occurs, since many diferent
experimental studies on atomic and molecular photodetachment [36,37] have
proven the need for non-zero phases between the two outgoing wavefunctions
in the dipolar approximation. Consequently, the potential barriers that the
photoelectrons must overcome in the remaining neutrals might produce some
phase change, as a recent study has proposed [251].
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Figure 4.17: β as a function of photoelectron KE extracted from photoelectron spectra with
vibronic resolution, i.e., at low photoelectron KEs. The anisotropies of the 10

020
030

0 vibronic
transition in 2A0

2→3A00
2 , peak x0, are plotted in orange. The data in black and blue are taken

from Figure 4.16. The anisotropies of the 10
020

030
0 vibronic transition in 2A0

2→3A2, peak f , are
plotted in green. The data in red are taken from Figure 4.16. The dashed black line is obtained
by the modeling of the 10

020
030

0 vibronic transition in 2A0
2→3A00

2 with the equation 4.3. The
ftting parameters are A4=2.13 eV-1 and cosδ3,5=1.

At very low KEs (see Figure 4.17), it is remarkable the very good
agreement between the experimental anisotropy of 2A02→3A002 and its modeling
in the central atom approximation for A4=2.13 eV-1. The energy dependence
of the frst four points and their trend for KE→0 is only well reproduced
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by ftting the WBCZ equation with l=4, which up until now is one of the
best validations of the central atom approximation in Sanov's model since
a molecular orbital with a complex shape, a02, can be approximated to an
atomic one, 5gyz(3x2-y2) or 5gxz(x2-3y2). In addition, the small efective
charge calculated by equation 4.4, ξ5g=5.59, is congruent with the supposed
difuseness of the orbital in anionic system.

The validity of the central atom approximation leads us to understand
the β2 of band X as it is detailed in pages 22 to 25 in subsection 2.1.3.
Therefore, we consider that the best modeling to understand the overall
energy dependence of β2 in band X is that one shown in Figure 2.5. If the
curve that shows there the β2 dependence as a function of x is “unfolded”,
it almost perfectly matches with the β2 experimental behavior between 0
and above 2 eV. A fully quantitative characterization of β2 within this model
would imply the determination of the energy dependence of x (since there is
one-to-one relationship between x and β2), which is beyond the scope of this
thesis.

Band A

Under the assumption that subband A1 appears due to a SO splitting (see
subsection 4.5.2), the β2 of this subband should show a nearly identical energy
dependence to A2 and A3. Furthermore, it is difcult to extract any conclusion
from Figures 4.16 and 4.17 because the e00 molecular orbital does not resemble
any atomic orbital and the β2 minimum at ≈0.5 eV reveals a clear infuence
of the predicted JT efect that would need theoretical support.
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4.6.2 Transitions from the linear states 4Σ-g and 4∆g

Among the previously assigned transitions from the calculated anionic states
with linear geometry, only four of them are individually resolved enough in
the experimental spectra to consider their β2 without any artifact that could
come from overlappings with other electronic transitions. The transitions
are: 4Σ-g→5Σ-u (band E1), 4Σ-g→3Σ-g (band F), 4Σ-g→5∆u (band G) and
4∆g→5Σ-u (band D).

The energy dependence of β2 in these transitions is shown in Figure 4.18.
It is remarkable a kind of “oscillation” observed in the 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition
with minima at ≈0.45 and ≈1.1 eV and a maximum at ≈0.9 eV. The β2

energy dependence in the transitions 4Σ-g→5Σ-u and 4Σ-g→5∆u has a clear
resemblance between 0 and ≈0.6 eV. As well, the transitions 4Σ-g→5Σ-u and
4∆g→5Σ-u resemble between ≈0.8 eV and ≈1 eV since both show a similar
feature (a “maximum”) at ≈0.9 eV. These resemblances with a seemingly
oscillatory behavior in 4Σ-g→5Σ-u are indications to consider the anionic
states 4Σ-g and 4∆g as sources of interferometric quantum efects, within
the quantum analogy established by Fano between diatomic molecules and
Young's double slit experiment. Therefore, we calculated the HF molecular
orbitals in 4Σ-g and 4∆g and we show in Figure 4.19 the dependence of β2 with
the de Broglie wavelength of the photoelectron, λe. The proposed observations
in Figure 4.18 are corroborated by Figure 4.19, where the aforementioned
similarities between the transitions are clearly evident, and the two minima
and the maximum in the oscillations of β2 are localized at respectively 18.9,
10.9 and 13 Å.

The HF calculated molecular orbitals are shown in Figures 4.14 and
4.20. The arrows represent the electrons that are photodetached in each
of the studied transitions throughout this subsection and they follow the
same color-code as in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. The molecular orbitals in each
electronic state are energetically ordered as in the DFT calculations that
have been described in subsection 4.4. The comparison of 4Σ-g with 4∆g in
Figure 4.20 shows that the transition 4Σ-g→4∆g within the anion takes place
by the promotion of an electron from the δg orbital to σ+

g and an energy
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interferometer in the analogy established by Fano. The dashed vertical lines indicate the λe at
which it is observed a turning point in β2 (see text).
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reorganization of the molecular orbitals within the cluster where σ+
g , the

HOMO-1 in 4Σ-g , becomes the HOMO in 4∆g and σ+
u , the HOMO-5 in 4Σ-g ,

is the HOMO-4 in 4∆g.
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Figure 4.20: HF calculated molecular orbitals in the linear Pt-/0
3 for the electronic states 4Σ-

g ,
4∆g and 5Σ-

u . Their energy ordering is based on the DFT calculations described in subsection
4.4 and the energies between the electronic states were deduced in subsection 4.5.3. The
colored arrows indicate the photoelectron detached in 4Σ-

g→5Σ-
u (red), 4Σ-

g→3Σ-
g (blue),

4Σ-
g→5∆u (orange) and 4∆g→5Σ-

u (green). There are two green arrows due to the two possible
detachment pathways in the transition 4∆g→5Σ-

u . The dashed red lines indicate that when
one of the “green electrons” is detached, the other one undergoes a transition to the molecular
orbital δg.
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Furthermore, the 4∆g→5Σ-u transition can proceed via two diferent
correlated 2e- processes that are quantically indistinguishable. As group
theory reveals, the product that corresponds to the irreducible representations
of the involved molecular orbitals in both pathways is σ+

u ⊗ σ+
g ⊗ δg=δu, i.e.,

either one electron is detached from σ+
g with the simultaneous promotion

of a second electron from σ+
u to δg, or the electron is detached from σ+

u
and an electron transition within the cluster occurs from σ+

g to δg. The
photodetached electron in each pathway is indicated by a green arrow in
4∆g in Figure 4.20. The two possible photodetachment processes have, in
principle, diferent quantum mechanical amplitudes that can depend on the
KE of the outgoing photoelectron. Therefore, their resemblance to direct
photodetachment processes according to the orbitals from which the electron is
photodetached, either 4Σ-g→5Σ-u (detachment from σ+

u ) or 4Σ-g→3Σ-g (from
σ+

g ), might be established by similarities in the cross sections or in the PADs
of the transitions. Indeed, we are inclined to think that the resemblances in β2

between 14 and 9 Å in 4Σ-g→5Σ-u and in 4∆g→5Σ-u are due to an important
amplitude for the photodetachment from σ+

g in these energies.
About the resemblance between 4Σ-g→5Σ-u and 4Σ-g→5∆u. It is

observed in Figure 4.20 that one can take as an efective distance between
the two emitting centers in the molecule (the atoms on the sides), twice the
calculated bond distance in 4Σ-g , Reff=4.746 Å. The λe at which both λe

reach their minimum is four times Reff and two origins are proposed. As a
frst hypothesis, the minimum is the imprint of a shape resonance that results
from the confnement of the photoelectron wavefunction in the Pt3 molecule,
i.e., an outgoing electron that is scattered between the two side Pt atoms along
the molecular axis four times (and consequently a constructive interference
appears) before the electron escapes the feld of the cluster [252]. As a second
hypothesis, the minimum is a resonant phenomenon that appears when λe

is small enough to probe the fne nodal structure of the density distribution
in the molecular orbital [253]. The former phenomenon was found in the
photoionization from N2

[252], where the potential barriers of the remaining
cation are high enough to confne the photoelectron and, therefore, we discard
it in our system since the small potential barrier of the remaining neutral
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could hardly confne the outgoing photoelectron. It is rather more convincing
the second hypothesis, in line with the proposition of Lai Sheng Wang et
al. [253]: when λe=2Reff , adjacent slits (the Pt atoms on the sides) lie in
spatial regions where the de Broglie wavelength of the detached electron has
opposite phases, and this matches exactly the nodal structures of σ+

u and
δu in our cluster. As it is observed in Figure 4.19, this matching begins to
occur when λe=4Reff . In addition, the wavelength at which the constructive
interference begins to be observable in β2 is bigger than the distance between
the slits, in our case Reff , which is a signature of the quantum nature in the
“Young's double slit experiment”, contrary to the classical situation [253].

Furthermore, the β2 values at low energies are explained by the very big
de Broglie wavefunctions compared to the molecular dimensions, λe�Reff ,
through which the outgoing photoelectron “sees” the molecular orbitals in
the remaining neutral molecule as if they were atomic orbitals [254]. From
this standpoint, the σ+

u orbital (4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition) is observed by the low
energy photoelectron as an atomic pz orbital, σ+

g (4Σ-g→3Σ-g transition) as
an atomic dz2 orbital and δu (4Σ-g→5∆u transition) as an atomic fzxy orbital.
Therefore, the theoretical β2 values at KE→0 for p, d and f atomic orbitals
should be respectively 0, 0.2 and 0.29. The extrapolated β2 experimental
values at KE→0 for 4Σ-g→5Σ-u , 4Σ-g→3Σ-g and 4Σ-g→5∆u are respectively
≈0.1, ≈0.25 and ≈0.15. The considered approximation at very low KEs is
right since extrapolated and predicted β2 values are in the same range with
a good quantitative estimation for the 4Σ-g→5Σ-u transition. However, the
predicted β2 values for the other two transitions are inverted in relation to
the experimental ones, and more detailed measurements at very low KEs are
needed.

Other possible interferences?

The pioneering work of Fano et al. [50] explained the appearance of oscilla-
tions in the photoionization cross section of linear diatomic molecules as an
interference phenomenon with quantum origin that resembles Young's double
slit experiment. Several theoretical [255] and experimental works [256,257] have
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added new pieces of information to these interesting physical systems as the
angular photoelectron distributions in linearly photoionized and previously
oriented N2 molecules, scattering phenomena during the photoionization
process due to the interaction of the outgoing electron with the columbic
feld of the molecule or, more simple but rather related to our system, the
imprint of interferences in β2 measured on randomly oriented molecules by
the photoionization of gerade and ungerade orbitals [258].

Moreover, several theoretical studies are focused in the mathematical
modelling of interferences in the photodetachment cross sections of polyatomic
linear molecules illuminated with linearly polarized light [259–262]. These
calculations, which are carried out on molecules oriented along the three
main spatial directions (X, Y and Z) with the linearly polarized light fxed
along Z, show that the interference patterns appear when the molecule is
perpendicularly oriented to the direction of the light polarization. Therefore,
the interferences in our randomly oriented molecules might appear when the
axis of the linear Pt-3 is perpendicular to the light polarization axis.

The turning points at ≈13 Å and ≈10.9 Å in the oscillations of 4Σ-g→5Σ-u
are still unexplained. In addition, the turning point at ≈18.9 Å, which was
simply explained by the relation λe=4Reff , might provide deeper insights
into the physics behind the photodetachment process. As it was mentioned in
Section 2.1.3, the radial component of the outgoing wavefunctions in photode-
tachment are well described by Bessel wavefunctions and the wavefunction of
the photoelectron is rather fully characterized by a sum of partial waves than
by a single wavelength.

Only the Bessel wavefunction for l=0 has a wavelength identical to a
sinusoidal wavefunction (see Figure 2.6). Thus, we identify the turning point
at 18.9 Å with this Bessel function, R0(kr)=j0(kr), and the condition it is
fulflled for R0(kr)=4Reff . Furthermore, we propose that the turning points
at ≈13 Å and ≈10.9 Å in the oscillations of 4Σ-g→5Σ-u have their origin in
the appearance of the Bessel wavefunctions with l>0 that contribute to the
total photoelectron wavefunction.

In the transition 4Σ-g→5Σ-u , the wavefunctions of the detached photo-
electron are given by the selection rules σ+

u ⊗ σ+
u = σ+

g (when the molecule is
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parallel to the light polarization axis) and σ+
u ⊗ πu = πg (when the molecule

is perpendicular to the light polarization axis). According to Zare et al. [262],
as the transition takes place between a gerade and an ungerade electronic
state, the allowed angular momenta for the photoelectron are even, i.e., l=0, 2,
4, etc. Given this, we propose that the turning points at ≈13 Å and ≈10.9 Å
in the oscillations of 4Σ-g→5Σ-u are due to constructive interferences between
the wavelengths of the Bessel wavefunctions with l=2, 4, 6... that are derived
from the molecular geometry.

There are still many unknowns in this study as the angular momentum
carried by the outgoing photoelectron in the transition 4∆g→5Σ-u as result
of correlation efects, the possible imprints in β2 due to polarization efects
between electrons of diferent molecular orbitals that have origin in the dense
electronic structure of Pt-3 [263] or the observation of interference efects in
the simultaneous emission from three atomic centers, i.e., from the gerade
orbitals in Pt-3 . Further measurements might be of great interest.
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4.A Complementary information

The Cooper-Zare formula in the Hanstorp approximation for l=4 is:

β = 12 + 30A2
4 - 120A4cosδ3,5

36 + 45A2
4

and A4 = 200
3

1
ξ2

5g
(eV -1) (4.3)

The calculation of A4 is based on the generally defned parameter in the
Hanstorp approximation [93], A2

l ε
2 = χ2

l,l+1
χ2
l,l-1

, and it is calculated as follows:

A2
4ε

2 =
χ2

4,5
χ2

4,3
= (

R∞
0 j5(kr)r3R54(r)dr)2

(
R∞

0 j3(kr)r3R54(r)dr)2 (4.4)

The Bessel wavefunctions in the low KE regime are j5(kr) = k5r5

10395 and
j3(kr) = k3r3

105 . If they are substited in 4.4 we have:

A2
4ε

2 =
(
R∞
0

k5r5

10395r
3R54(r)dr)2

(
R∞
0

k3r3

105 r
3R54(r)dr)2

⇒ A4 = 2
99

R∞
0 r8R54(r)drR∞
0 r6R54(r)dr = 200

3
1
ξ2

5g
(4.5)

where the 5g radial hydrogenic wavefunction is:

R5g(r) = 1
900
√

70
ρ4 Z

a0

3/2
e-ρ/2

where ρ = 2Zr
na0

and Z

a0
= ξ5g with n = 5

(4.6)

Charge Point group BE DEad d (Å) Vibrational Frequency
symmetry (eV/atom) (eV) mode (cm-1)

Anion E1/2(D2
3h) 2.272 2.535 (×3) a0

1 203
e0 80

Neutral E0 (in equilibrium) 2.253 2.021 2.517 (×1) a1 212
(C2v) 2.512 (×2) b1 130

b1 125
Neutral A00

1(D3h) 2.243 2.052 2.512 (×3) a0
1 218

e0 83

Table 4.6: Summary of all the relativistic calculations with the PW91/cc-pVDZ-PP+Stuttgart
pseudopotential. More details are found in subsection 4.4.
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Chapter 5

Photoelectron spectroscopy
on TaN-

5.1 Introduction

This investigation fnds its original motivation as a part of a larger study on
the reactivity of TanN-m clusters. The works on Ta3N-2 [264] and Ta3N-3 [265]

have provided fruitful outputs that are now complemented with this chapter
on TaN-. More specifcally, the motivations to study the diatomic TaN
molecule originate from rather distinct felds, such as physical chemistry (the
use of more efcient catalysts in the Haber-Bosch process), particle physics
(in search of the validity of the Standard Model) and magnetochemistry (in
electron-transfer processes). The activation of N2 in the reduction of N2

to NH3 (the so-called Haber-Bosch process) requires extreme temperature
and pressure conditions to weaken the strong N≡N triple bond [265–269] and
the large number of electrons that transition metals can provide [270] makes
that tantalum nitride containing complexes constitute interesting catalyst
candidates. In addition, electron attachment to neutral complexes leads to
the formation of stable and transient anionic species that may be relevant
in electron-transfer processes. This is why the characterization of resonant
transient states in small, anionic molecules has been an important subject of
study in the last years [271,272].
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The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics cannot explain the matter-
antimatter asymmetry nor the existence of dark matter in the Universe [273,274].
Extended models have been developed that include new interactions and
particles that are asymmetric under time-reversal (T) or (CP) symmetry
operations [274]; T and CP symmetry violations are equivalent since CPT
invariance holds for all physical phenomena. The electron electric dipole
moment (eEDM), an asymmetric charge distribution along the electron spin,
is a plausible candidate and would be a non-negligible and measurable quan-
tity [275,276]. The use of the 3∆1 electronic state in ThO [274] allowed the
determination of an upper limit for the value of an eEDM. The 3∆1 state
in TaN [273] has been proposed as another good system for such fundamental
physics experiments.

The frst study in which the vibrational properties of isolated TaN
molecules in an Ar matrix were experimentally investigated was performed
in 1979 [277]. Zhou et al. [278] reported in 1998 vibrational results on TaN in a
more general study that investigated the products of the reaction of NO with
laser-ablated Ta. The work of Ram et al. [279] ofers the frst spectroscopic
work fully centered on TaN, including a detailed study of its emission spec-
trum accompanied by CASSCF/CMRCI calculations that forms the basis
for this section. In 2016, several laser induced fuorescence (LIF) studies
on TaN, reporting on the detection of the dispersed fuorescence, enriched
the knowledge about this diatomic molecule through a detailed observation,
although still not complete, of the 3∆ and the 1∆ states [280]. In these studies,
branching ratios of diferent rotational states and transition dipole moments
were reported [281,282], high lying excited states above 23500 cm-1 were dis-
covered [283] and the 3∆1 state of TaN was further characterized [284]. Up to
now, no anion photoelectron spectrum of TaN has been reported.

There is a comprehensive theoretical work on 4d and 5d transition metal
mononitrides, in which apart from the ground electronic state of the neutral
TaN molecule also the cationic and anionic species have been studied using
DFT (B3LYP) [285]. The proposal to use TaN as a candidate molecule to
measure an eEDM has been brought forward by Flambaum et al. [273] and
Skripnikov et al. [286], substantiated by accurate calculations. Fleig et al. [287]
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included calculations on the spin-orbit interaction in the frst electronically
excited states of TaN, whereas calculations on the triple bond of TaN are
found in the large body of work of Pyykkö et al. [288].

5.2 Analysis of the photoelectron spectra

All the measurements were done with the experimental setup whose details
are described in Section 2.1.4. The production of the TaN- molecules was
done at room temperature by laser ablation of a Ta rod and the addition
(through the reaction valve) of a mixture of He gas at 5 bar with 0.025%
of NH3. After the mass selection of the negatively charged species in the
Linear-ToF, the photoelectron spectra of the TaN- species were obtained with
the VMI spectrometer by fxing the output OPO wavelength at, nominally,
the values: 650, 610, 600, 570, 525, 460 and 410 nm. Additionally, an overall
spectrum of TaN- was measured at 355 nm using the third harmonic of the
Nd-YAG laser. In all the measurements of the photoelectron spectra the
laser energy was fxed at a maximum of ≈1 mJ per pulse in order to avoid
two-electron photodetachment processes or saturation on the CCD camera
due to a too high rate of single electron photodetachment events that would
obscure the fnal spectrum.

THEO(nm) 650 610 600 570
EXP(nm) 650.024 609.957 599.58 569.236

EXP(eV) hν ± σhν 1.907±0.002 2.034 2.068 2.1781±0.0003
Applied ofset cm-1 - - - +13

THEO(nm) 525 460 410 355
EXP(nm) 524.113 459.163 408.723 354.67

EXP(eV) hν ± σhν 2.366±0.003 2.700±0.003 3.033±0.001 3.496
Applied ofset cm-1 +60 +56 -3 +191

Table 5.1: Comparison of the nominal (pre-set) and the experimentally deduced photodetach-
ment laser wavelengths (second and third rows) used in the diferent measured photoelectron
spectra of Figures 5.1a and 5.1b. The deduction of the experimental values was calculated from
the photoelectron spectra on Ir- and Rh- used to calibrate each TaN- spectrum. The ofsets
applied to each TaN- spectrum are given in the last row.

The TaN- photoelectron spectra in Figures 5.1a and 5.1b were individ-
ually calibrated with Ir-, except for the spectrum recorded with 650 nm
radiation, which was calibrated with Rh-. The experimental detachment
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Chapter 5. Photoelectron spectroscopy on TaN-

OPO frequency was originally measured with a CCS100-Compact Spectrome-
ter with a FWMH spectral accuracy <0.5 nm (≈26 cm-1) at 435 nm, four
times bigger than the linewidth of the laser (<6 cm-1). Furthermore, the
BEs of the electronic states in the neutral Ir and Rh atoms and the EAs of
their anions have been experimentally determined with an accuracy better
than 10-6 eV. Therefore, the laser wavelength is rather inferred from the
calibrations due to their clearly higher accuracy. The presence of more than
two peaks in each calibration allows their linear ft (y = px+c) to the equation
BE = -KE+hν, where the BE values are very well known from the literature,
hν is the extracted laser wavelenght and p the calibration factor of the VMI
spectrometer within KE = p · r2. The values of the nominal photodetachment
wavelengths and the experimentally inferred ones are included in Table 5.1
for a better comparison. The errors of each wavelength in Table 5.1 are those
extracted from the linear ft, and as these values are in all cases higher than
the linewidth of the OPO laser in the visible (between 410 and 700 nm it
is <6 cm-1), the efective error bar that will be used in the analysis of the
TaN photoelectron spectra is the latter. Since the peaks of the TaN spectra,
calibrated by the aforementioned procedure, did not fully coincide, a small
correction has been applied, consisting of individual ofsets, i.e. a small overall
shift of the experimental spectra. As shown in Table 5.1, the TaN spectra
recorded at 650, 610 and 600 nm were taken as benchmarks when applying
the ofsets to the other spectra, as these have been recorded with the highest
accuracy.

In total, ten peaks are identifed in the measured spectra on TaN-→TaN
that are included in Figures 5.1a and 5.1b. These peaks are labelled by
the letters X to I and, as it is explained in the following paragraphs, they
resolve the vibronic structure of TaN- and TaN. No further substructure is
observed nor expected; the experimental resolution does not permit to resolve
the rotational structure of the complex. The BE of each peak is extracted
in each individual photoelectron spectrum by checking visually the position
of its maximum in the plot. Their respective errors are calculated by error
propagation via the formula BE = -KE+hν. The summary of all these data
appears in Table 5.4 in the supplementary material of this chapter (Appendix
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5.2. Analysis of the photoelectron spectra

5.A). The assignment of the transitions observed in Figures 5.1a and 5.1b
is given in the energy level scheme shown in Figure 5.2. The experimental
values of the observed transitions with their errors are given in that fgure as
well.

The assignment was actually preceded by DFT B3-LYP/def2-QZVP ab
initio calculations (with scalar relativistic corrections) that we carried out
with the aim to aid in our initial assignment and to corroborate the theoretical
results on the neutral species by Ram et al. [279] and on the anion by Hong et
al. [285]. However and in light of the photoelectron spectra, the lower accuracy
of our theoretical predictions compared to the previous theoretical studies [287]

deterred us from including them here.
In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the proposed electronic confguration

for the electronic ground state of the anion is 1δ16σ25σ2 (2∆). The electronic
confguration of the ground state of the neutral species is 6σ25σ2 (1Σ+) [279].
Detachment of the α-spin electron from the 6σ molecular orbital leads to the
confguration 1δ16σ15σ2 (3∆) while, at yet higher energy, the detachment of
the β-spin leads to a 1δ16σ15σ2 (1∆) electronic state. The presence of a Ta
atom leads to strong spin-orbit coupling [277,279–281,283,284]. The qualitative
energy order of the spin-orbit components of the aforementioned electronic
states in neutral TaN is, from lower to higher energies, 1Σ+

0 , 3∆1, 3∆2, 3∆3

and 1∆2. More specifcally, Ram et al. [279] identifed the 1Σ+
0 state as the

electronic ground state of neutral TaN and found the 3∆1 state some 2827
cm-1 higher in energy (diference between the ν=0 levels, i.e. the T0 values,
of both states). They also observed what they identifed as the ν=0 level in
the 3∆2 state but they did not report its energy relative to the 1Σ+

0 state.
In a later study, Mukund et al. [280] found the ν=1 level in the 1Σ+

0 state at
1064.3 cm-1 and they deduced from it the term-value for the ν=1 level in
the 3∆1 state. They also experimentally observed the ν=0 and ν=1 levels of
the 3∆2 state and the ν=0 level of the 1∆2 state.

We are not aware of any theoretical study that has considered the infuence
of spin-orbit coupling in the anionic TaN species. Neutral TaO, a similar
diatomic molecule whose electronic ground state shows the same valence
electronic confguration as TaN- (δ1σ2) [289], has been proven to have a 2∆3/2
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Figure 5.1: Photoelectron spectra of TaN-. Next to each spectrum, the nominal wavelength at
which the detachment laser was positioned is indicated; the more precise detachment frequencies
are given in Table 5.1. The positions of the peaks in each spectrum are compiled in the Appendix
5.A, Table 5.4. While the spectra in Figure 5.1a are intended for the general overview, those of
Figure 5.1b have a better resolution and are used to determine the transition frequencies.

electronic ground state with the 2∆5/2 spin-orbit component 0.43 eV higher in
energy [290,291]. In addition, PES on TaC- has localized an excited electronic
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5.2. Analysis of the photoelectron spectra

state in the anionic molecule at 0.83 eV [292]. Based on this and following
Hund’s rules, we also assign the lowest energy spin-orbit component in TaN-

as the 2∆3/2 state. The 2∆5/2 component is expected to be signifcantly
higher in energy, such that its traces in the photoelectron spectrum, if visible
at all, would be very weak due to a very low Boltzmann population.

The peak indicated by X is assigned as the origin peak, i.e. it is assigned
to the 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→1Σ+

0 (ν’=0) transition and, therefore, it yields the adia-
batic electron afnity of TaN as EAad=12698±4 cm-1. In the following, EAad

is taken as the reference energy to assign peaks A to I. The similar intensities
of peaks C and E in the 355, 410 and 460 nm spectra and their energies with
respect to X (2836 and 4067 cm-1) lead us to assign them, respectively, to
the 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→3∆1(ν’=0) and the 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→3∆2(ν’=0) transitions.
Peaks H and I only appear in the 355 nm spectrum at 12077 and 13166 cm-1

above the peak X. The only experimental value reported for T0 of the 1∆2 state
is 11925(5) cm-1 [280]. Moreover, CASSCF/CMRCI calculations predicted 1∆
with T0=11727 cm-1 [279] and relativistic calculations [280] have obtained for
1∆2 a term value of Te=11729 cm-1; the vibrational frequencies were found
as ωe=1053 and 1123 cm-1, respectively. We therefore assign peak H to the
2∆3/2(ν”=0)→1∆2(ν’=0) transition. To date the vibrational frequency of the
1∆2 state has not been experimentally determined and no new electronic states
have been found in the region between ≈11000 and ≈18000 cm-1 [280,281]. As
the only theoretical study that covers energies from 0 to above 25000 cm-1 [279]

predicts the next electronically excited state at energies ≈19000 cm-1 above
1Σ+

0 , we assign peak I to the 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→1∆2(ν’=1) transition. Peaks A, D
and F are assigned, respectively, to the transitions 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→1Σ+

0 (ν’=1),
2∆3/2(ν”=0)→3∆1(ν’=1) and 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→3∆2(ν’=1). All our experimen-
tal frequencies are slightly larger than the experimental values in the work of
Mukund et al. [280] (between 5 and 20 cm-1) indicating that the calibration
of our photoelectron spectra might have been slightly of.

The most intriguing assignments are those of peaks B and G. Peak B
is localized 1014 cm-1 below peak C and two possible assignments were
initially considered: either it is the 2∆3/2 (ν”=1)→3∆1 (ν’=0) transition
or the 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→1Σ+

0 (ν’=2) transition. Peak B has a rather strong
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Figure 5.2: Level scheme with the vibrational transitions (labelled by X to G) observed in
Figures 5.1a and 5.1b. Vibrational transitions that have been assigned in earlier works are
represented by solid lines. Newly identifed transitions are represented by dashed lines. The
averaged experimental energies of each transition are included below their labels, all in cm-1.
On the right side, the vibrational levels involved in each transition are given together with
their respective electronic terms and electronic confgurations. The four vibronic levels that
are observed in this work for the frst time are shown in red. The energies that characterize
the splitting due to spin-orbit interaction are explicitly indicated. A summary with the vibronic
data shown in Figure 5.2 is included in Table 5.5, in Appendix 5.A. Table 5.5 is followed by
Tables 5.6 and 5.7, where the experimental and theoretical data on TaN from previous studies
are added for completeness.

intensity compared to peak A in the spectrum measured at 650 nm, even
though B is closer to the threshold energy. According to the Wigner threshold
law, diferent cross sections at low kinetic energies are imprints of transitions
that occur by the detachment of electrons from diferent molecular orbitals,
and this is the frst reason that peak B is identifed as being due to a hot band
of the 2∆3/2→3∆1 transition rather than to the 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 transition. A
second reason is that an assignment of peak B to the 2∆3/2(ν”=0)→1Σ+

0 (ν’=2)
transition would imply a very large, unrealistic anharmonicity in the neutral
molecule. Last but not least, a T1 value of 1014 cm-1 agrees quite well with
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5.2. Analysis of the photoelectron spectra

the calculated value of ωe=1026 cm-1 for the 2∆ state by Hong et al. [285],
corroborating further this assignment.

The assignment of peak G is based on the work of Fleig et al. [287], in
which the most accurate theoretical results on TaN are reported. The MR12-
CISD(18) calculation predicts the 3∆1 state at Te=2879 cm-1. The 3∆2

and 3∆3 states have only been calculated at the lower MR12-CISD(10) level,
which for the 3∆1 and 3∆2 states underestimates the equilibrium term values
by ≈240 and ≈440 cm-1, respectively. It appears therefore reasonable that
3∆3 is some ≈600–700 cm-1 higher than at its calculated Te value of 5276
cm-1. Peak G is measured at 5998 cm-1 above the ν=0 level in the electronic
ground state of the neutral TaN molecule, and we therefore assign it to the
2∆3/2(ν”=0)→3∆3(ν’=0) transition.

The spin-orbit coupling constant (ASO) and the spin-spin interaction term
(λSS) in the 3∆ state of neutral TaN can be calculated with the information
given in Figure 5.2. The splitting between the diferent spin-orbit components
of the 3∆ state is determined by the Hamiltonian [293,294]:

H = ASO~L · ~S = 2λSS(S2
Z -

1
3S

2) (5.1)

from which it is seen that the energy separation between the 3∆3 and the 3∆1

multiplet is given by 2ΛASO=4ASO whereas the energy separation between
the 3∆2 and the 3∆1 multiplet is given by ΛASO-2λSS=2(ASO-λSS). Con-
sequently, the spin-orbit coupling constant of the 3∆ state of TaN is found
as ASO=791 cm-1 whereas λSS is about 175 cm-1. This new information
on the spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction of the 3∆ state together with the
observed vibrational frequency of the anionic ground state is expected to be
useful in further studies on TaN.
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5.3 Analysis of β2

The extraction of the anisotropy parameter, β2, was done with the self-designed
program described in subsection 2.1.4 by measuring β2 over approximately
the full area of each peak. All the experimental information about β2 as a
function of the photodetached electron KE (for peaks X, A, C, E, F and G)
is included in Figure 5.3a. The anisotropies of peaks B, D, H and I are not
included because either their intensity in the photoelectron spectra is too
small to give reliable β2 values or because the KE range at which their β2

values were extracted is too small to establish any kind of conclusion.
Additionally, the plot of β2 as a function of the photodetachment photon

energy, hν, is shown in Figure 5.3b and it enables a more straightforward
evaluation and interpretation of the β2 behavior than Figure 5.3a. We
observe two distinct anisotropy trends, one is followed by X and A and
the other by C, E, F and G. This observation further corroborates the
assignment of the photoelectron spectrum as X and A have been assigned to
the electronic transition 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 , i.e. to the detachment of an electron
from a δ molecular orbital, and C, E, F and G to the 2∆3/2→3∆1,2 transitions,
i.e. to the detachment from a σ orbital.

The evolution of β2 at low KEs (until ≈0.5 eV) in peaks C, E, F and G is
nearly identical with an increase in β2 from a value close to 0 to a maximum at
around 1.8 which, in principle, is a signature of a σ orbital that in the central
atom approximation has an important “s atomic-like” component (since its
maximum value is close to 2) with a smaller contribution of a “p atomic-like”
wave (because β2 tends to 0 at 0 eV). Between KE=0.5 and 1 eV β2 shows
in all the cases a sudden decrease with a minimum of β2=0.5 at a diferent
KE for each peak. The observation of a common minimum at hν=2.82 eV in
Figure 5.3b that corresponds to the measurement at 440 nm evidences the
presence of a resonance, marked by a red arrow, that will be called “Resonant
state 1”. At KEs higher than 1 eV β2 does not behave identically in C and F.
After the resonance, C reaches β2=1.73 at KE=1.10 eV and then it decreases
to β2=1.36 at KE=1.57 eV, very similar to the nearly constant value reached
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Figure 5.3: Anisotropy parameter dependence on the outgoing photoelectron KE (upper plot,
Figure 5.3a) and on the photodetachment photon energy (lower plot Figure 5.3b) for vibronic
transitions X, A, C, E, F and G. The two arrows in Figure 5.3b mark the positions of the two
identifed resonances; red for the “Resonant state 1” and green for the “Resonant state 2”.
Further details are discussed in the text.

by F, β2≈1.40, after the resonance. The lack of more data in this energy
range does not allow to draw any further conclusion.
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In spite of showing a similar trend at low KEs, the β2 evolutions of X
and A are far from identical. While the evolution of β2 for peak A shows
ups and downs, we observe in X a monotonic decrease from a value that in a
linear extrapolation would reach β2≈0.3 at 0 eV until a minimum, β2≈0.06,
at KE=0.49 eV. After that, it monotonically increases again. One reason
could be the presence of vibronic coupling efects that modify the value of
β2 for diferent vibrational transitions inside the same electronic transition
as was already shown in a previous work on O-2 [81]. We cannot exclude
that the low intensity of most of A peaks in the photoelectron spectra from
which their β2 was extracted is the reason for this disagreement due to the
introduction of experimental artifacts. We will not speculate on this further.
Figure 5.3b reveals the presence of another resonance that is marked with
a green arrow, “Resonant state 2”, since the sudden β2 minima in X and A
coincide at hν=2.86 eV (435 nm).

In order to gain a deeper understanding in the observed direct (one-
photon, one-electron) and resonant photodetachment, we have carried out
extra calculations that include the Hartree-Fock (HF) determination of the
molecular orbitals in TaN- (shown in Figure 5.4), the Mulliken population
analysis of the anionic HOMO, HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 and TDDFT calcula-
tions on TaN-. Firstly, we are going to discuss more in detail the observed
resonances with the support of our calculations to model, in a second step,
the contribution of the direct photodetachment to β2 following the generalized
sp model of Sanov [36,37,88,89].

5.3.1 Resonances

On the left side of Figure 5.4 the molecular orbitals in the ground state
of TaN-, 2∆3/2, are depicted as obtained from our HF calculations in the
absence of SO coupling. These plots are in agreement with those in the work
of Ram et al. [279]. The central diagrams in Figure 5.4 visualize the information
on the obtained resonant states via TDDFT/B3-LYP calculations and their
numerical data are included in Table 5.2. Among all the calculated anionic
virtual states, only those that are allowed and approximately isoenergetic
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Figure 5.4: Molecular orbital diagrams of anionic and neutral TaN to visualize how the
autodetachment processes and further decays to a neutral state take place. The molecular
diagram of the anionic TaN is plotted on the left side as it was obtained via HF calculations.
In the center of the fgure are included the molecular orbital diagrams of the resonant states
associated with the resonances observed in Figure 5.3b that have been calculated via TDDFT.
A resume of these calculations is shown in Table 5.2. The red arrows identify the electron that
is autodetached from the “Resonant state 1” in the decay to the neutral states 3∆1,2, while the
green ones represent the electron that is autodetached from the “Resonant state 2” to reach
1Σ+

0 . This autodetachment, as it is explained further in the text, occurs by the simultaneous
transition of an electron in the 1δ molecular orbital to the 6σ.

with the resonances observed in Figure 5.3b are shown in Table 5.2. The
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same color code that was established in the study of the resonances (red for
the “Resonant state 1” in the 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transitions and green for the
“Resonant state 2” in 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 ) is used to identify the theoretical data
shown in Table 5.2.

According to this assignment, only minor disagreements coming from
the calculated energies of the resonant states deserve further comments. The
“Resonant state 1” is predicted at 3.09 eV but it is observed at 2.82 eV
(0.27 eV lower) and the “Resonant state 2” has its center at 2.86 eV but
it is calculated at 2.60 eV. This means that while “Resonant state 1” is
observed experimentally 0.04 eV lower than “Resonant state 2”, it is predicted
theoretically 0.49 eV higher than the latter. Despite this disagreement, we
are tempted to think that our assignment is correct because the stronger beta
parameter change observed in the 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transition may correspond
to a stronger electronic transition dipole moment (µ=5.53 D). Furthermore,
the molecular orientation determines a spatial selectivity in the excitation of
the resonant states due to the use of linearly polarized light, and this efect
must be considered to corroborate the calculated shapes of the molecular
orbitals involved in the autodetachment process. This last point will be
discussed further in the last part of this section.

It is also useful to quantify the lifetimes of the resonant states on the basis
of the widths of the resonances in Figure 5.3b. The observed FWHMs for the
“Resonant states 1 and 2” are respectively 0.1 and 0.07 eV and their estimated
lifetimes would be, according to the equation τ = ~

Γ , on the order of 5–10 fs.
Since these values are orders of magnitude below the vibrational or rotational
periods, we consider that we are in the axial recoil approximation [252] and,
therefore, we can assume that the position of the molecule in the LFR does
not change in the lapse of time during which the photon is absorbed, the
resonant state is excited and the autodetachment occurs.

According to this assignment, the “Resonant state 1” in the 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2)

transitions is reached by the promotion of an electron from the 6σ to the 3π
molecular orbital followed by a decay to the 3∆(1,2) state by autodetachment
from the 3π orbital. The “Resonant state 2” participates in the 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0
transition by the promotion of an electron from 6σ to 7σ followed by the
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Active µ Ψi → Ψf ∆E from 1Σ+
0 ∆E from 2∆3/2 hΨf |µ |Ψii

component (eV)/(cm-1) (eV)/(cm-1) (Debye)
Σ+ 6σ(α)→ 7σ(α) 29.8 % 0.09563/771 2.60237/20990 1.122305

6σ(β)→ 7σ(β) 68.6 %
Π 6σ(α)→ 3π(α) 56 % 0.11361/916 3.09153/24935 5.534522

6σ(β)→ 3π(β) 35.2 %
Π 2π(α)→ 1δ(α) 79.3 % 0.11624/938 3.16298/25511 0.100210

2π(β)→ 1δ(β) 19.1 %

Table 5.2: TDDFT calculations carried out to interpret the observed resonances in Figure 5.3b.
The theoretical data are colored in red and green as they are assigned to the experimentally
observed resonances. The data in bold black are shown here, despite their low calculated electric
transition dipole moment, since they are proposed as a benchmark to explain the sudden change
in the β2 evolution of X in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b.

Ψi Photodetachment Anion orientation Active µ Ψi
laser polarization (in LFR) component
←→ (in LFR)

6σ ε||ZLFR ←→ Σ+ 7σ
6σ ε||ZLFR

xy Π 3π

Table 5.3: Scheme to visualize the spatial selectivity in the LFR, perpendicular or parallel to
the light polarization axis, that the excitations to the diferent resonant states exhibit depending
on the molecular orientation and, therefore, on which component of the electric dipole moment
is active.

decay to the neutral ground state (1Σ+
0 ) that could, in principle, open two

autodetachment channels that involve a 2-electron process: either autodetach-
ment from 7σ with a 1δ→6σ transition or, oppositely, autodetachment from
1δ accompanied by a 7σ→6σ transition. This is all visualized in Figure 5.4.

The linearly polarized light of the detachment laser allows an even more
complete understanding of the resonant phenomena. Linearly polarized light
causes a selective excitation of the molecules depending on their spatial
orientation in the LFR with respect to the laser polarization axis. As it is
predicted by Table 5.2 and further explained in Table 5.3, the excitation to
the “Resonant state 1” only happens if the active electric dipole moment
has the Π irreducible representation in the Molecular Frame of Reference
(MFR) and the excitation to the “Resonant state 2” can only take place
if the irreducible representation of the electric dipole moment is Σ+. This
is normally visualized through a simplifed spatial plot with 3 main spatial
directions along the principal axis (X, Y and Z) in MFR and LFR. In this
plot, the internuclear axis coincides with the Z axis of the MFR, ZMFR, and
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Chapter 5. Photoelectron spectroscopy on TaN-

the light polarization axis is coincident with the Z axis of the LFR, ZLFR.
As the point group of the TaN molecule is C∞v, the excitation to “Resonant
state 1” will take place when ZMFR is perpendicular to ZLFR and the one to
“Resonant state 2” when ZMFR is parallel to ZLFR.
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Figure 5.5: Representation of the calculated intensity distributions for the two identifed
resonances at their corresponding β2 experimental minimum values (see Figure 5.3b) and as
function of θ. Colors red and green correspond to the established assignment. See text for
further discussion.

Under these geometrical considerations and the axial recoil approxi-
mation, we can calculate with the relation I(θ) = 1 + β2[3

2 cos2(θ)- 1
2 ] an

approximate reconstruction of the I(θ) distribution for both autodetachment
processes. This information provides a spatial printout of the electronic
distribution in the molecular orbital from which autodetachment happens.
Using the β2 minima observed in the transitions 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) (β2=0.5/red)
and 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 (β2=-0.12/green) we calculate the angular distributions that
appear in Figure 5.5. These distributions show a nice agreement only if the
autodetachment in the resonance in the transitions 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) occurs
when ZMFR is perpendicular to ZLFR and takes place from the 3π orbital.
As well, the resonance in the transition 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 happens when ZMFR is
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5.3. Analysis of β2

parallel to ZLFR and an electron is autodetached from the 7σ orbital rather
than from δ, as it is shown in Figure 5.4.

We can conclude that “Resonant state 1” is a core excited shape-resonance
because it decays in an excited electronic state of the neutral molecule and
it is energetically above it. In the case of “Resonant state 2”, we have a
Feshbach resonance whose parent neutral state is 1∆2. The decay to 1∆2

could hypothetically be induced through vibronic coupling or, as it is here
the case, “Resonant state 2” decays electronically by a two-electron process
to an electronic state lower in energy.

As a fnal remark, we want to justify the presence in Table 5.2 of a
calculated resonant state in bold black that has not been further discussed,
since it is proposed as a benchmark for future studies on TaN to explain the
sudden change observed in the β2 evolution of X in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b at,
respectively, KE=1.45 eV and hν=3 eV.

5.3.2 Direct photodetachment

The study of β2 is completed by the modelling of the direct photodetachment
processes in the 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) and 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 transitions via Sanov's “wave-
mixing” model. The spatial visualization of the bound parent molecular
orbitals in both transitions, orbitals 6σ and 1δ in Figure 5.4, shows that both
are fully centered on the Ta atom and, therefore, we can admit the central
atom approximation to model the PADs via the Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-Zare
formula (equation 2.16) by choosing the Ta atom as the center of the MFR.
Moreover, the photoelectron spectra in Figures 5.1a and b show that SOC in
TaN is described by the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme.

2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transition

Despite of illustrating 6σ in a very similar manner to our HF calculations, the
pioneering work of Ram et al. [279] proposes that the orbital is formed by the
hybridization of atomic s and d orbitals. However, our Mulliken population
analysis reveals a non-negligible p component (76% Ta(s); 10% Ta(p); 13%
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Ta(d)) in agreement with the relativistic calculations of Fleig et al. [287] (79%
Ta(s); 10% Ta (pσ); 8% Ta (dσ)). Both populations in the predicted spd

hybridizations do not add up to 100% since a small contribution from the N
atom (3% in both cases) is neglected. In the study of Fleig et al. [287] it is not
even mentioned and in our case we calculate it as 2% N(s)+1% N(p).

The introduction to the Cooper-Zare formula, its use in the approxi-
mation of Hanstorp [93] and its further adaptation to hybridized molecular
orbitals (that was carried out by Sanov’s group [37,88–90]) were explained in
the subsection 2.1.3. On one hand, the study of the spd hybridization follows
the same lines that Neumark et al. [92] applied in the study of ortho-pyridine,
and that were calculated as a generalization of the “sequential mixing” hy-
bridizations (sp, pd or df) developed by Sanov [37,88–90,92]. On the other hand,
the determination of β2 for a “non-sequential mixing” case (such as the sd
hybridization) has not yet been reported, but its calculation is straightforward
through the general mixing formula [37] by aggregating the contributions of
l=0 and l=2 in the numerator and the denominator of equation 2.25. The
complementary details about the calculations of the anisotropy parameters
for both hybridizations, βspd and βsd, the mathematical derivations of each
Hanstorp parameter as a function of the theoretical and empirically deduced
efective nuclear charges in Ta (ξ5p, ξ5d and ξ6s) as well as their quantita-
tive relations are included in the Appendix 5.B. The diferent fttings of the
2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transitions to the spd and sd models are shown in Figures
5.6a and 5.6b. Figure 5.6a shows all the fttings based on the Mulliken
population calculated by Fleig et al. [287] and fgure 5.6b shows those based
on our calculated Mulliken population. The short-dashed curves in Figures
5.6a and 5.6b are obtained by ftting the spd model (equation 5.3) with the
efective nuclear charges theoretically calculated by Clementi et al. [295] and
the long-dashed curves correspond to the best ft of the spd model. The
parameters A1, A2, B1 and B2 that are obtained in this ftting are then used
to calculate C and D (equations 5.9) in order to plot trough equation 5.8 the
predictions obtained by the sd hybridization. As in the work of Ram et al. [279]

there is no comment on the exact populations in the sd hybridization, we
have considered two possibilities based on our knowledge about the calculated
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Figure 5.6: Diferent fttings of the experimental PADs for the 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transition. The
fttings in Figure 5.6a are done on the basis of the Mulliken analysis of Fleig et al. [287] and those
in Figure 5.6b are based on our own calculations. In both Figures blue and pink curves are
the fts to the sd model (equation 5.8) and dashed lines the fts to the spd model (equation
5.3). Short-dashed curves are obtained by using the efective nuclear charges as calculated by
Clementi et al. [295] and long-dashed curves are the best fttings to the experimental data.

Mulliken populations on 6σ. Firstly, we have added the calculated percentage
of the “p-like” component to the “d-like” one (pink curves) and, secondly, we
have added the “p-like” percentage to the “s-like” one (blue curves). Table
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5.8 in Appendix 5.B includes a compilation with all the Hanstorp parameters
obtained in the spd fttings and the deduced efective nuclear charges.

We can conclude from fgures 5.6a and 5.6b that the spd hybridization
reproduces the β2 energy dependence of the 6σ orbital and, therefore, the
sd hybridization can be discarded. This conclusion can be qualitatively
understood when considering the possible photodetachment channels in each
hybridization: s→p, p→s, p→d, d→p and d→f for spd, and s→p, d→p and
d→f for sd. sd hybridization does not include the “intercrossing channels”
s→p vs. p→s and p→d vs. d→p. Moreover, the pure s→p photodetachment
channel shows a pure constant value β2=2 and, as Sanov mentions in his
studies on the sp hybridization [88–90], it is the existence of the additional
p→s channel and, consequently, the intercrossing between s→p and p→s the
reason why it is observed and increase from β2=0 at 0 eV to positive values
at higher KEs. The photodetachment from the 6σ shows the same behavior
and, therefore, the sd hybridization can be directly discarded.

Among the plotted curves based on the spd hybridization, those that
were obtained by taking the calculated efective nuclear charges in the work
of Clementi et al. [295] do not ft with our experimental results. Despite of
roughly reproducing the trend of the anisotropy parameter at low KEs (β2=0
at KE=0 eV, with a monotonic increase towards positive β2 values the higher
the KE is), such increase is too sudden and its maximum value is too high.
Furthermore, the efective nuclear charges that are deduced from the two best
fttings correspond respectively to our Mulliken population analysis and to
the one of Fleig et al. [287], and both have much more realistic values according
to the physics behind the valence electrons in the Ta atom. Both fttings
corroborate the general “sequential-mixing” model for the spd hybridization
and predict the behavior of the β2 parameter very well for KEs below 0.4
eV and correctly for KEs between 0.4 and 1 eV. As the discussion about the
slight diferences and/or similarities between the two best fttings is beyond
the scope of this chapter, these extra details are included in the Appendix
5.B.
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2∆3/2→1Σ+
0 transition

As it is shown in Figure 5.4, the Mulliken population analysis that was
carried out on the 1δ orbital reveals its non-bonding nature and its exact
correspondence with a hybridization of the 5dxy and 5dx2-y2 atomic orbitals in
the Ta atom without any further contribution. As the detachment takes place
from an orbital with l=2 that fulflls the central atom approximation, the
modeling of the beta parameter for the 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 transition is calculated via
the Cooper-Zare formula in the Hanstorp approximation for l=2 (see Appendix
5.B for more details). As it shown in Figure 5.7, the most reasonable ftting
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Figure 5.7: Diferent fttings of the experimental PADs in the 2∆3/2→1Σ+
0 transition by using

equation 5.16. The red curve implies no phase-diference between the outgoing waves (physically
realistic), but the best ft is obtained by including a phase of δ3,1 ≈ π/3. More details appear in
the text.

to equation 5.16 is given by the blue curve for a phase factor of cos δ3,1=0.42
between the two outgoing waves. Independently of the A2 value, this phase
factor is rather unrealistic because for a photodetachment process, where the
interaction between the outgoing electron and remaining neutral cluster is
small, it is expected to be between 1 and 0.9 [37].
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However, we have previously mentioned in our study on the resonances
that the decay of the Resonant State 2 in the neutral ground state, 1Σ+

0 , most
probably takes place by the detachment of an electron from the 7σ orbital
and the simultaneous 1δ→6σ electronic transition. This autodetachment
manifests a strong electronic correlation between the electrons in the orbitals
7σ, 1δ and 6σ, which could give clues to explain β2. To date, the infuence of
electron correlation efects in β2 has not been studied in detail.

5.4 Conclusion

The anion photoelectron spectrum of the TaN molecule has been studied via
VMI. The measured photoelectron spectra have enabled to obtain an accurate
value for EAad and the identifcation of new vibronic states. The PADs
of several vibronic transitions have been analyzed. Together with TDDFT
calculations, two resonant states have been found and the autodetachment
processes have been characterized. The PADs of the direct photodetachment
processes have been interpreted via the spd “sequential-mixing” model.
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5.A Complementary information I

Peak 650nm 610nm 600nm 570nm 525nm 460nm 410nm 355nm
X 12688 12698 12698 12707 12698 12698

±30 ±36 ±38 ±31 ±46 ±70
A 13779 13776 13768 13777 13776

±21 ±28 ±31 ±28 ±65
B 14523 14519 14510 14519 14528

±14 ±23 ±25 ±25 ±37
C 15529 15529 15532 15540 15540

±15 ±17 ±20 ±31 ±56
D 16563 16563 16572

±6 ±14 ±25
E 16766 16772 16762 16760

±13 ±24 ±50 ±71
F 17826 17772 17776

±17 ±50 ±66
G 18698 18694

±38 ±61
H 24775

±62
I 25864

±51

Table 5.4: Position of all peak maxima extracted from each measured photoelectron spectrum.
As explained in the text, the errors are calculated by propagation considering the photodetachment
laser linewidth <6 cm-1.

ν (cm-1) 2∆3/2
1Σ+

0
3∆1

2∆2
2∆3

1∆2
T0 EAad=(-)12698 0 2836 4067 5998 12077
T0 -T1 1014 1077 1032 1026 1089

Table 5.5: Summary on the identifed electronic states and vibrational frequencies in TaN and
TaN- as extracted from the values included in Figure 5.2, where the defnitive assignment of our
experimental spectra is done. This summary allows a better comparison with the compilation of
experimental data from previous investigations included in Table 5.6 in this appendix.
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ν (cm-1) 2∆3/2
1Σ+

0
3∆1

2∆2
2∆3

1∆2
T0 0 2830(4) [279] 4051 11925

2827.2917(24) [283]

T0 -T1 1064.3(1) [279,283] 1014 1021

Table 5.6: Measured electronic states and vibrational frequencies on TaN included in previous
experimental works. The selected data have been compiled for a better comparison with our
data in Table 5.5. This information is extracted from the references [279] and [283].

ν (cm-1) [287] Model 1Σ+
0

3∆1
2∆2

2∆3
1∆2

Te MR12- 0 2526 3618 5276 11729
ωe CISD(10) 1061 1116 1117 1119 1123
Te MR12- 0 2598
ωe CISD(10)+T 1122 1088
Te MR12- 0 2879
ωe CISD(18) 1084 1136
Te MR12- 0 2967
ωe CISD(18)+T 1134 1095
ν (cm-1) [285] Model 2∆ 1Σ+

0
ωe B3LYP/SSD/ 1026 1098
EA /Stuttgart/ 13712

/Dresden ECD

Table 5.7: Calculations on electronic states and vibrational frequencies in TaN0/- included in
previous theoretical works. The selected data have been compiled for better comparison with
our data in Table 5.5. These data are extracted from the references [287] (upper part) and [285]

(lower part).

5.B Complementary information II

2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transition

The application of equation 2.22 to a molecular orbital with spd hybridization
gives:

|ψMOi = √γs |0i+√γp |1i+√γd |2i (5.2)
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The determination of β2 for the spd hybridization as appears in the work
of Neumark et al. [92] is:

βspd =
P
l γlvlP
l γlwl

= γsvs + γpvp + γdvd
γsws + γpwp + γdwd

=

=
(γs B1

A1
- γp2 + γd

1
5
A1
B2

)2A2ε+ (γp - γd 18
5
A2
B2

)2A1A2ε
2 + (γd 12

5
A1
B2

)A3
2ε

3

γp
A2
A1

+ (γs B1
A1

+ γd
A1
B2

)2A2ε+ γp2A1A2ε2 + (γd3A1
B2

)A3
2ε

3

(5.3)

The election of the parameters is based on the generally defned A2
l ε

2 =
χ2
l,l+1
χ2
l,l-1

and Blε = χ2
l-1,l
χl,l-1

parameters in the “sequential mixing” cases [37,82,88–90]

(for sp and pd hybridizations) and they are given by:

A2
1ε

2 =
χ2

1,2
χ2

1,0
A2

2ε
2 =

χ2
2,3
χ2

2,1
B1ε =

χ2
0,1
χ2

1,0
B1ε =

χ2
1,2
χ2

2,1
(5.4)

In the case of sd hybridization the equation 2.22 is:

|ψMOi = √γs |0i+√γd |2i (5.5)

The determination of β2 for a “non-sequential” mixing has not been
yet reported, but its calculation for the sd hybridization is straightforward
through the general mixing formula [37] (see equation 2.25) by adding up l=0
and l=2 in the numerator and the denominator:

βsd =
P
l γlvlP
l γlwl

= γsvs + γdvd
γsws + γdwd

=

=
γs2χ2

0,1 + γd(2χ2
2,1 + 12χ2

2,3 - 36χ2,1χ2,3 cos δ1, 3)/5
γsχ2

0,1 + γd(2χ2
2,1 + 3χ2

2,3) (5.6)

The equation 5.6 is rearranged by the division of the numerator and the
denominator by χ2

0,1 and the introduction of the Hanstorp parameters:

C2 =
χ2

2,1
χ2

0,1
D2ε2 =

χ2
2,3
χ2

0,1
(5.7)
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C and D are introduced for the frst time and, therefore, they are
diferently named in order to distinguish them from Al and Bl, which are used
in the “sequential mixing” cases. As it was mentioned in subsection 2.1.3,
the general defnition of any parameter is based on the Wigner threshold
law [48] and on the proportionality between the partial cross sections and
their corresponding radial transition dipole matrix elements. Consequently,
the introduction of any new parameter that is expressed as the ratio of the
squares of two radial transition dipole matrices has to be multiplied by ε
with ε, the energy, powered to the diference between the quantum angular
momentum of the outgoing wavefunction that appears in the subindex of
the radial transition dipole matrix in the numerator minus the one in the
denominator. The equation 5.6 is expressed as:

βsd = γs2 + γd(2C2 + 12D2ε2 - 36CDε cos δ1, 3)/5
γs + γd(2C2 + 3D2) (5.8)

The Hanstorp coefcients C and D can be expressed as a function of A1,
A2, B1 and B2 in order to compare the results predicted by equations 5.3 and
5.8. The obtained relations are:

C2 = A2
1

B1B2
D2 = A2

1A
2
2

B1B2
(5.9)

The modelling of β2 is completed with the calculation of the theoretical
expressions of A1, A2, B1 and B2 (see equations in 5.10). The atomic orbitals
that hybridize in our system to form the 6σ orbital in TaN- are fully centered
in the atom of Ta, whose electronic confguration in the ground state is [Xe]
4f145d36s2. Therefore, the bound electronic states that are considered in this
calculation are the radial parts of the 5p, 5d and 6s hydrogenic wavefunctions
-R5p(r), R5d(r) and R6s(r)-. Additionally, the radial parts of the outgoing
electron wavefunctions are Bessel functions of the frst kind, which are reduced
in the Hanstorp approximation to the frst term of their McLaurin expansion,
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jl(kr). The mathematical expressions and the results for the four parameters
in Hartree-1 (as they are calculated) and in eV-1 (as they are evaluated) are:

A2
1ε

2 =
χ2

1,2
χ2

1,0
= (

R∞
0 j2(kr)r3R51(r)dr)2

(
R∞

0 j0(kr)r3R51(r)dr)2 ⇒

⇒ A1 = 380 1
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5p
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(
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⇒ B1 = 6899
ξ5
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ξ7
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(Hartree-1) = 253.53

ξ5
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(eV -1)

B2ε =
χ2

1,2
χ2

2,1
= (

R∞
0 j2(kr)r3R5p(r)dr)2

(
R∞

0 j1(kr)r3R52(r)dr)2 ⇒

⇒ B2 = 309.4ξ
7
5d
ξ9

5p
(Hartree-1) = 11.37ξ

7
5d
ξ9

5p
(eV -1)

(5.10)

where ξ5p, ξ5d and ξ6s are the efective nuclear charges of the orbitals involved
in the hybridization. Each numerator and denominator is an integral that
was calculated by Sanov et al. [88]. Only the integrals

R∞
0 j3(kr)r3R52(r)dr

and
R∞
0 j1(kr)r3R52(r)dr have not yet been calculated (see equation 5.11)

The Bessel wavefunctions in the low KE regime are j1 ∼= kr
3 and j3 ∼= (kr)3

105 . If
they are substituted in the equation 5.10 that determines A2, we have:

A2
2ε

2 = (
R∞

0 j3(kr)r3R52(r)dr)2

(
R∞

0 j1(kr)r3R52(r)dr)2 ⇒

⇒ A2 = 2
99

R∞
0

r8

105r
3R52(r)drR∞

0
kr
3 r

3R52(r)dr
= k2

35

R∞
0 r6R52(r)drR∞
0 r4R52(r)dr

(5.11)
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and in atomic units ε = k2

2 :

A2ε = k2

2
2
35

R∞
0 r6R52(r)drR∞
0 r4R52(r)dr ⇒ A2 = 2

35

R∞
0 r6R52(r)drR∞
0 r4R52(r)dr (5.12)

where the 5d radial hydrogenic wavefunction is:

R5d(r) = 1
150
√

70
(42- 14ρ+ ρ2)ρ2 Z

a0

3/2
e-ρ/2

where ρ = 2Zr
na0

and Z

a0
= ξ5d with n = 5

(5.13)

and when it is introduced in each integral their values are:
Z ∞

0
r6R52(r)dr = 554032000√

70
1

ξ
11/2
5d

and
Z ∞

0
r4R52(r)dr = 5333600√

70
1
ξ

7/2
5d

(5.14)
so:

A2 = 171.4 1
ξ2

5d
(5.15)

Theoretical considerations on the four equations 5.10

Similarly to what Sanov commented on the sp hybridization [88–90], it would
be interesting to do few theoretical remarks on the calculated parameters
and, specially, in the pd hybridization within the spd hybridization to gain
some extra insights in the model. An interesting quantity established in
the sp hybridization is the ratio B1

A1
= K(n)( ξnpξns

)7, which in the case of
the same principal quantum numbers in numerator and denominator allows
the assumption of equal efective nuclear charges, ξnp = ξns. Under this
assumption the ratio is identical to K(n), B1

A1
= K(n), where K(n) is a

numerical value that decreases monotonically from K(2) = 8
3 to an asymptotic

value of 5
3 when n→∞ (for more information check Figure 4 and Section E

in [88]).
This assumption cannot be done in our case since in the sp hybridization

within the spd model the ratio between the equations of B1 and A1 contains
efective nuclear charges with diferent n,
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B1
A1

= 6899
380 ( ξ5pξ6s )7. Nevertheless, the corresponding ratio for the pd hybridization

part in the general spd model fulflls such assumption because the ratio
between equations B2 and A2 gives B2

A2
= 309.4

171.4( ξ5dξ5p )7 = 1.81( ξ5dξ5p )7. Therefore,
we have B2

A2
≈ 1.805 for ξ5d = ξ5p, very similar to the calculated ratio in the

sp hybridization for n=5, i.e. B1
A1

= 135
76 ≈ 1.776. The similarity between both

values constitutes a test to evaluate the validity of the calculations of A2 and
B2 and, moreover, it can be the benchmark for an easy and a more complete
study on the pd hybridization for the diferent B2

A2
ratios as n changes, as it

was done for the sp hybridization [88].

Experimental deductions from the equations 5.3 and
5.10

The data shown in Table 5.8 summarize the calculated Hanstorp parameters
(A1, B1, A2, and B2) and the efective nuclear charges (ξ5p, ξ5d and ξ6s) in
three diferent scenarios whose outputs correspond to its second, third and
fourth row.

SPD MODEL ξ5p ξ5d ξ6s A1 B1 A2 B2
Clementi-Raimondi [295] 20.47 16.37 9.53 0.033 128.488 0.006 0.023
efective nuclear charges

Fleig et al. [287] 4.47 5.52 5.82 0.7 2 0.21 2.5
γs=0.79; γp=0.10; γd=0.08

This work 7.47 10.36 8.40 0.25 2 0.06 2
γs=0.76; γp=0.11; γd=0.13

Table 5.8: Summary of the Hanstorp parameters and the efective nuclear charges used in the
ft of the experimental data through the spd model (equation 5.3). The second row in the
table includes the efective nuclear charges calculated by Clementi et al. for Ta [295] and the
Hanstorp parameters that are deduced from them. The curve using these data corresponds to
the short-dashed line in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b. The third row includes the best ftting parameters
to our experimental data on the basis of the Mulliken analysis carried by Fleig et al. [287] and
they correspond to the long-dashed curve in Figure 5.6a. The fourth row show the best ftting
data on the basis of our Mulliken analysis and it corresponds to the long-dashed curve in 5.6b.

The second row in Table 5.8 shows the efective nuclear charges calculated
by Clementi et al. [295] for Ta and the Hanstorp parameters that are obtained
from these charges with the equations in 5.10. The third and the fourth row
include the deduced Hanstorp parameters from the fttings of the equation
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5.3 to the measured PADs for the 2∆3/2→3∆(1,2) transition. As it is shown
in the frst column of the third and the fourth row, these fttings were done,
respectively, with the Mulliken populations that were calculated for the orbital
6σ by Fleig et al. [287] and by us. The efective nuclear charges shown in the
third and fourth rows were calculated in a second stage from the corresponding
deduced Hanstorp parameters with the equations in 5.10.

These three scenarios are visualized in Figures 5.6a and b and were
introduced in subsection 5.3.2. The short-dashed curves in both fgures
correspond to the ft of the spd model (equation 5.3) with the Hanstorp
parameters from the second row in Table 5.8. The Hanstorp parameters in
the third row on the basis of the Mulliken populations analysis carried by
Fleig et al. [287] and the equation 5.3 lead to the long-dashed curve in Figure
5.6a, whereas the Hanstorp parameters in the fourth row on the basis of
our Mulliken population analysis and the equation 5.3 are plotted by the
long-dashed curve in Figure 5.6b.

About the Clementi and Raimondi [295] efective nuclear charges:
In light of Figures 5.6a and b, the comparison of Table 5.8 and the equation 5.10
that determines B1 from the Clementi-Raimondi efective nuclear charges [295]

concludes that the parameter B1 (and, therefore, the radial transition dipole
matrix χ2

0,1 that corresponds to the s→p photodetachment channel) is overes-
timated because the value calculated for the nuclear efective charge ξ5p is
too high. As well, one can argue that the parameters A2 and B2 calculated
from the Clementi-Raimondi efective nuclear charges [295] are underestimated
but, as we will see in the following paragraphs, their unrealistic values do not
have a drastic infuence in the β2 values because the contributions of γp and
γd are small in 6σ.

About the efective nuclear charges calculated from our Mul-
liken populations and those of Fleig et al. [287]: the parameters B1 and
B2 (those that describe the “intercrossing” detachment channels) show in
both cases very similar values, but A1 and A2 are deduced with nearly three
times bigger values from the Mulliken populations of Fleig compared to ours.
Unluckily, this model is not developed enough to give answer to these discrep-
ancies, which are not so substantial and do not change the basic insights we
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gain into TaN. Moreover, the contributions of γp and γd are, compared to the
one of γs, so small that the sensitivity to numerical changes in A2 and B2 in
the ft of β2 is lower than the sensitivity to changes in A1 and B1. Indeed, the
changes in B2 have a clear imprint in the β2 curves for a certain numerical
range of that parameter, being unobservable out of it. In the fttings of fgures
in 5.6a and b, β2 changes asymptotically to a stationary value that is reached
when B2≥4 eV-1 (the closer to this stationary value we are, the smaller the
observed changes in β2 will be).

The relations between the numerical values of the efective nuclear charges
that are obtained in both fttings reveal bigger pieces of information. In both
cases ξ5p is smaller than ξ5d and ξ6s, opposite to the calculations of Clementi
et al. [295] where ξ5p is the biggest one. Additionally, ξ5d and ξ6s have similar
values or even, as in the ft to the Mulliken population analysis of Fleig, ξ6s is
bigger than ξ5d. We can rationalize these changes in terms of the presence of
relativistic efects in the Ta atom. The small value of ξ5p is an indication of a
more difuse 5p atomic orbital which does not sufer so strong contractions
product of the relativistic efects as the 6s orbital. Therefore, a bigger efective
nuclear charge for 6s than for 5p indicates a more localized atomic orbital.
This idea is further supported by the similar efective nuclear charges of 5d
and 6s orbitals. 5d orbitals should theoretically “see” a higher efective nuclear
charge than 6s orbitals, but as 5d orbitals are barely afected by relativistic
efects compared to the 6s ones, they do not sufer any radial contraction and,
consequently, the nuclear efective charge that is seen by the 6s orbitals is
similar or bigger than the one of the 5d orbital.

2∆3/2→1Σ+
0 transition

The Cooper-Zare formula in the Hanstorp approximation [93] for l=2 is:

βd = 2 + 12A2
2ε

2 - 36A2ε cos δ1,3
10 + 15A2ε2 and A2 = 6.30 1

ξ2
5d

(eV -1) (5.16)

Problems derived from the ftting of β2 with a minimum value distinct
from -1 (blue curve in Figure 5.7) when the detachment occurs from a purely
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atomic orbital with l ≥1 or a hybridized orbital that does not contain s “wave-
like” contributions were discussed in more detail by Khuseynov et al. [37] in his
study about the hybridized pd model. There, the lack of a mathematical tool
diferent from the introduction of an unphysical phase factor to simulate these
observations was considered a limitation of the “sequential-mixing” model
that should be solved in the future. So far, with the exception of the work
of Hanstorp et al. [251] where a non-zero phase has been proposed, no new
advance has been published, so we just mention the physically unrealistic
solution proposed here by introducing cos δ1,3=0.42 and A2=1.35 eV-1.

Final remarks

The presence of a transition metal atom in a molecule constitutes an interesting
novelty that allowed to check successfully the application of the “sequential-
mixing” model developed by Sanov to systems with a big number of valence
electrons. As well, some limitations were found (as a not solid explanation for
the changes in the Hanstorp parameters A1 and A2 in the detachment from 6σ
or the most likely presence of electronic correlation efects in the 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0
transition) that can trigger through deeper theoretical studies a more precise
knowledge about PADs. Most DFT methods (also the one we used here) have
been developed in order to provide the best possible estimates for energy
eigenstates or electron density, but not so much for the wavefunctions of the
initial and fnal states, crucial to interpret PADs. For anions in particular,
the PADs are very sensitive to the long-range tails of the wavefunctions in
the molecular orbitals, but one cannot account for electron correlation efects
in the wavefunctions using a density approximation. Only wavefunction-
based methods can consider in detail correlation, confguration interaction,
or relaxation efects on PADs that DFT barely takes in account. Very little
attention has been paid so far to PADs and how they depend on various
correlation/relativistic efects. This is the reason why photodetachment
studies on transition metals is so interesting.
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Far-IRMPD on CoAr+
6

6.1 Introduction

Complexes between metal ions and weakly bound ligands are useful as simple
models, e.g., for studying metal-ligand interactions or solvation processes.
Such complexes can be formed isolated in the gas phase and characterized
as a function of the number of ligands or solvent species. Thereby one can
obtain detailed insight into the binding between metal ion and solvent, the
efect of coordination of the central ion, or the occurrence of solvation shells.
The binding interaction with the solvent can signifcantly change the ion’s
initial properties and its interaction with the environment. Recently, mass
spectrometry in combination with size-selective infrared spectrometry has
been shown to be a very useful tool to characterize such complexes between
metal ions and solvent molecules in the gas phase [296].

Already in the seemingly simple model case of complexes with noble
gas (Ng) atoms a number of diferent contributing factors for the bonding
are of competing magnitude, such as covalent bonding as well as induced
dipole and dispersion efects. The essential role of non-covalent interactions
for the bonding in such complexes has made their description a challenge
to quantum chemical methods [297]. On the other side, experimental data
sensitive to the properties of the metal-Ng bond is relatively scarce, apart from
a few compounds containing metal-xenon bonds that have been synthesized
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in macroscopic quantities [298]. Further, there have been several, mostly mass
spectrometric, studies showing the formation of rare gas solvation shells by
metal ions [298–305]. Here we report on an example where infrared spectroscopy
is used to directly probe the interaction between noble gas atoms and a
transition metal cation.

In the past, potential energy surfaces for the interaction between tran-
sition metal ions and rare gas atoms have been reconstructed based on ion
mobility measurements [155,306]. Additionally, ground and excited states of
the diatomic CoAr+ have been thoroughly investigated using optical pho-
todissociation spectroscopy [156] and by theory [307,308]. Experimentally, Lessen
and Brucat found that cobalt cations can be readily solvated by multiple Ar
atoms, but that the CoAr+

6 complex appears to be uniquely stable, something
they attribute to a ‘covalent interaction between an octahedral array of Ar
atoms about the central d8 ion’ [309]. Later, similarly stable and saturated Ng
complexes have been found for several other transition metals [301–303]. Such
complexes provide the possibility for ion-molecule reactions at low temper-
atures [301] and, specifcally the CoAr+

6 complex has been used to measure
absolute pressures in mass spectrometric applications [310,311]. More recently
such Ar complexes of the cationic cobalt atom and dimer have been prepared
by pickup of the ions into Ar clusters [305].

Based on the previous works one would expect there is little doubt about
the octahedral structure of CoAr+

6 , but there has not been any spectroscopic
characterization of such fully Ng solvated metal ion. A recently published study
on the IR spectra of MAr+

n (n=3–5; M=Au, Ag, Pd) [312] has been directed at
this aim. Infrared spectroscopy is, due to its selection rules, well suited to probe
the symmetry of these solvation complexes and it directly probes the bonding
via the force constants. Obviously, the comparatively low binding strengths
result in a rather low frequency of the metal-Ng stretching fundamentals,
which are found in the far-infrared, making them experimentally challenging
to detect. Despite this challenge, such spectra are of great interest, as their
sensitivity can provide valuable information on the metal-Ng interaction,
which may also be useful as reference for detailed theoretical analysis of the
binding.
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6.2 Experiment

IR spectra of CoAr+
n complexes are obtained using infrared multiple pho-

ton dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy. The complexes are formed in the
gas phase through laser ablation, thermalization in a He/Ar mixture at 90
K [100,313] and mass analyzed by time-of-fight mass spectrometry. When irradi-
ated with intense monochromatic far-IR light, a complex can absorb multiple
photons when the light is in resonance with an IR-active mode of the complex.
This fnally leads to a heating and the subsequent dissociation of the complex
is observed as depletion in the mass spectrum. These intensity changes in the
mass spectra are evaluated mass-selectively as a function of IR frequency. As
this method does not apply explicit mass selection, fragmentation of larger
complexes may disturb the spectra of the resulting fragments, as seen here
for CoAr+

5 and smaller. It should be noted that such far-IRMPD experiments
require an intense and tunable far-IR source, in this case the FELIX Free
Electron Laser at Radboud University, the Netherlands, that is here scanned
through the range of 85–250 cm-1. In that range a macropulse of about 10
µs duration contains an energy of 20–50 mJ. Details on the experimental
and data analysis procedures can be found in subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.
This study is encompassed within the investigation on bimetallic Con-mMn+

m
clusters that constitutes chapter 7 and the same CoMn target was used for
the production of clusters. Consequently, small traces of MnAr+

n complexes
can appear in the mass spectrum in Figure 6.1, as it is discussed in subsection
6.3.

6.3 Results and discussion

The experimental mass spectra without and with IR light are shown in Figure
6.1 and the CoAr+

n peaks (n=0 to 7) are marked by red lines. The intensity
for the CoAr+

n complexes in the non IR-illuminated spectrum is clearly higher
for n=4, 5 and 6. This trend can be explained by a higher stabilization
energy in the cluster upon adding Ar atoms that breaks down at n=7, as
this peak is absent in both spectra. The spectrum of the IR-illuminated
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Figure 6.1: Experimental mass spectrum without (upper) and with (lower) IR light obtained by
laser ablation of a CoMn bimetallic target rod. The complexes are formed by thermalization
in a He/Ar mixture at 90 K. The CoAr+

n (n=0–7) species investigated here are marked with
read lines. The CoAr+

7 complex is absent in both spectra due to, presumably, its very low
stabilization energy. More details in the text.

ions has a diferent intensity distribution as a result of the fragmentation
processes occurring between the CoAr+

n complexes, that will be discussed
in more detail in Figure 6.2. This spectrum is further in detail commented:
Complexes assigned to the formula MnAr+

n have a negligible intensity. Their
absence is explained by the comparison of the electronic confgurations of
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Mn+, [Ar]3d54s1, and Co+, [Ar]3d8. The half-flled Mn 3d shell is more stable
than the Co 3d8 confguration, leading to a smaller polarization toward the
3p AOs of Ar [314]. In addition, a screening efect appears in Mn due to the
half-flled Mn 4s orbital that hinders the polarization of the 3d orbitals in
Mn+ towards the orbitals of Ar [314].

While metal-Ng vibrations have been detected before through infrared
spectroscopy, e.g. in Ng complexes of metal clusters [315,316], here we report the
frst IR spectra of a single Co ion solvated by an Ar shell. The experimental
far-infrared multiple photon dissociation (far-IRMPD) spectra for CoAr+

3 ,
CoAr+

4 , CoAr+
5 , and CoAr+

6 are shown in Figure 6.2. For CoAr+
6 a sharp

and comparably narrow band at 125±1 cm-1 is identifed. Weaker features
are seen for CoAr+

5 , shifted to a higher frequency at 142±6 cm-1, and for
CoAr+

4 , even further shifted at 163±2 cm-1. No clear peak is observed in
CoAr+

3 . Additionally, the features with negative intensity in CoAr+
5 , CoAr+

4
and CoAr+

3 are interpreted as depletion paths from the fragmentation of the
larger complexes into this species. In CoAr+

5 , the small dip between 114
and 126 cm-1 with minimum at 121 cm-1 comes from the fragmentation
of CoAr+

6 to yield CoAr+
5 . In CoAr+

4 the region between 104 cm-1 and 149
cm-1 is a kind of continuum slope with no clear gaussian profle where the
fragmentations from CoAr+

6 and CoAr+
5 are difcult to distinguish. Still it

is possible to tentatively assign the minimum at 127 cm-1 as coming from
CoAr+

6 while the minima near 140 cm-1 correspond almost exactly with the
peak observed in the CoAr+

5 spectrum. In CoAr+
3 there are two clear negative

signal regions: one between 108 and 142 cm-1 where, as for CoAr+
4 , the

minima at 121 and 139 cm-1 are assigned to depletions from CoAr+
6 and

CoAr+
5 respectively, and another between 152 and 188 cm-1 clearly coming

from CoAr+
4 . The depletion cascades from CoAr+

6 , CoAr+
5 and CoAr+

4 are
marked in Figure 6.2 by black, red and blue arrows.

To assign structures for these complexes, their geometries are optimized
using density functional theory calculations (Turbomole V6.6; TPSS-D3/def2-
TZVP) [317–319] and harmonic infrared spectra are calculated. It appears that
the calculated frequencies of the intense bands are signifcantly higher than
for the observed bands, however, applying a scaling factor of 0.895 gives good
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Figure 6.2: Experimental far-IRMPD spectra of CoAr+
3 , CoAr+

4 , CoAr+
5 , and CoAr+

6 compared
to the calculated spectra at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. The black, blue and red
arrows mark respectively the fragmentations from CoAr+

6 , CoAr+
5 and CoAr+

4 down to lower
solvated complexes. In the experimental data the gap of ∼2 cm-1 at 170 cm-1 is due to a
small uncovered spectral region between two diferent measured spectral ranges. The calculated
IR spectra are shown by sticks without any Gaussian broadening. A horizontal dashed line marks
the baseline in each spectrum.

agreement with the positions of the experimentally observed bands (Figure
6.2).

For completeness, the full row of complexes CoAr+
n (n=1–7) has been

investigated theoretically. All of them possess a triplet ground state, analogous
to the d8s0 confguration of the isolated cobalt cation leading to a 3F electronic
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state. Their structures are shown in Figure 6.3 and the binding energies for
successively added Ar atoms are plotted in Figure 6.5.

The good agreement that we found in CoAr+ with the results of high-level
calculations [308] as well as with the experimental values [156] (bond length:
exp 238.6 pm; calc. 235.0 pm. Binding energy: exp. 0.508 eV; calc. 0.559
eV) it is used as benchmark for the following calculations. In addition, the
signifcant stronger Ar bonding (0.562 eV) in the linear CoAr+

2 compared to
the larger complexes explains the much shorter Co-Ar distances in CoAr+

and CoAr+
2 . This can be understood in terms of absence of repulsive steric

efects due to small coordination numbers. Successive addition of Ar atoms
leads via the T-shaped CoAr+

3 to the distorted square planar CoAr+
4 , the

square pyramidal CoAr+
5 and, further, the octahedral CoAr+

6 . The third Ar
atom is relatively weakly bound by about 0.2 eV, suggesting a high stability
of the CoAr+

2 entity, while the binding energies for the addition of the 4th to
6th Ar atom are nearly constant at 0.3 eV. With the 6th Ar atom the frst
solvation shell is closed and further Ar atoms can not directly attach anymore
to the central Co cation. This is seen for CoAr+

7 , where the binding energy
drops to only 0.05 eV. A D5h symmetric pentagonal bipyramidal arrangement
is signifcantly higher in energy (+0.72 eV). Presumably due to this lower
stability, the CoAr+

7 complex is not detected in our experiments.
The calculated IR spectra for the larger clusters give, after frequency

scaling, good agreement to the experimental data. The Oh symmetric CoAr+
6

has only two (triply degenerate) IR active modes at 66.6 and 125.3 cm-1 (both
F1u). While the frst is outside the investigated spectral range it also has very
low IR intensity and would probably not be observable under the experimental
conditions. The second predicted band coincides with the experimental band
at 125 cm-1.

For CoAr+
5 the predicted most intense peak at 141.6 cm-1 (E) is seen

in the experiment (141 cm-1) with an excellent agreement. There is as
well a certain agreement between the predicted band at 112.4 cm-1 and the
experimental feature at 113 cm-1, although this peak is not so evident as the
former. Additionally, the predicted band at 120.6 cm-1 is not observed. One
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Figure 6.3: Ground state structures of the CoAr+
n (n=1–7) complexes calculated at the TPSS-

D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. For these structures symmetries and bond lengths (in pm) are
given. All complexes are triplet states, i.e., the electronic state of the isolated cobalt cation
(3F) is retained.

possible reason is its coincidence with a depletion path coming from CoAr+
6 ,

which obscures its presence in the spectrum.
For the nearly square planar CoAr+

4 the predicted most intense band is
at 164.8 cm-1 (E), and it agrees very well with the experimental one at 163
cm-1. Another small peak seems to exist at 90 cm-1 for which there is no
satisfactory theoretical explanation, despite the three tiny bands predicted
at lower frequencies (85.7, 74.5 and 70.7 cm-1). Finally, there is no evident
agreement between theory and experiment for CoAr+

3 .
The experimental band intensities are less intense the smaller is their

solvation shell, while the theoretical intensities are predicted to be in same
range, even slightly higher in CoAr+

4 and CoAr+
3 . This may be related to

a slower intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution the smaller the
molecule is.

The data shown in Figure 6.2 and, for the smaller complexes, simply
given by the calculations indicate that the most intense and highest frequency
vibration of the complexes sufers a red-shift with increasing number of Ar
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atoms. Only CoAr+ has a slightly lowered vibrational frequency compared to
CoAr+

2 .
To relate this behavior to the properties of the Co-Ar bonds a vibrational

analysis in non-redundant internal coordinates has been performed resulting
in the Co-Ar stretching force constants ke (Figure 6.4). With the exception
of CoAr+, ke monotonously decreases with increasing number of Ar atoms
in the complex, while CoAr+

3 and CoAr+
5 contain, due to their symmetry, a

secondary type of Co-Ar bonds with a signifcantly lowered ke. Interestingly,
there appears to be an inverse proportionality between ke and the Co-Ar
distances re, following the empirical relationship ke · (re- a)b = const, similar
to those intensively discussed in the past [320,321]. Although these relations
have some relevance even today they are sometimes criticized for not giving
much direct physical insight [322,323]. Without speculating further on the
reason of the relation observed here it shall be noted that, in principle, it
contains information on the interaction potential. However, we could not
obtain yet a conclusive explanation based, e.g., on the charge induced dipole
interaction potential.
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Figure 6.4: Force constants for the Co-Ar stretches obtained from the calculated and scaled
vibrational frequencies, plotted as function of Ar coverage (left) and Co-Ar bond length (right).
The data for the weaker bound, second type of Co-Ar bonds in CoAr+

3 and CoAr+
5 , is indicated

by hollow circles.

A natural population analysis shows that with increasing number of Ar
ligands the formal charge at the metal ion decreases by a similar amount of 0.05-
0.09 e per Ar, which is transferred to the Ar ligands (Figure 6.5). After flling of
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Figure 6.5: Diferential binding energies for the CoAr+
n (n=1–7) complexes and charges at the

Co atom from natural population analyses. Especially striking is the high stability of CoAr+

and the di-argon complex as well as the drop in the binding energy after completion of the inner
solvation shell at n=6.

the inner solvation shell for n=6 this charge transfer stops. The formal charge
transfer may be an expression of a strong charge induced dipole interaction
and indeed the here calculated binding energies are overall consistent with
values from a pairwise additive model potential, describing the interaction via
induced dipoles and the Ar-Ar Lennard-Jones potential [301,303,309,324]. From
a detailed study of the Co-Ng dimers (Ng=Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn), comparing static
dipole polarizability of the noble gas atoms with the Co+-Ng interaction
energies, it had been concluded that also for these complexes the bonding may
be essentially electrostatic [308]. From a Mulliken population analysis of the
atomic-like Co orbitals in CoAr+

6 one can deduce a Crystal Field Stabilization
Energy (CFSE) of ∆0≈0.8 eV for this octahedral complex. This splitting
between t2g and eg states is remarkably large despite the weak nature of
the interaction between the central cation and the rare gas atoms and close
to the splittings for isovalent d8 complexes, e.g. [Ni(NH3)6]2+, for which
∆0≈1.2 eV [325]. The structures expected for just electrostatic interactions
should be highly symmetric and do not agree, e.g., with the predictions
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from quantum chemistry for CoAr+
3 and CoAr+

4 (Figure 6.3), where a purely
electrostatic model would result in equilateral triangular or tetrahedral Ar
atom arrangements. Here the structures suggest a relevant contribution of
covalent interactions and all geometries can be explained within the model of
an octahedral crystal feld splitting, i.e., interactions of the only half-flled
dz2 and dx2-y2 orbitals of the Co+ with flled orbitals of the Ar atoms. For
comparison, the Ar complexes of Li+, which has an ion radius similar to Co+

and where one would not expect involvement of d orbitals to the binding,
show indeed the structures consistent with the electrostatic interaction model.
While for the total interaction strength the electrostatics might be still
the most important term [314,315], it appears that covalent contributions are
relevant for the structural arrangement. This can be compared to the case of
Ar bound to mixed Ag/Au trimers where relativistic efects lead to a higher
covalency of the Ar Au bond and thus a stronger binding [316]. Also for the
chemically synthesized M-Xe complexes the bonding is explained as σ-donor
interaction [326].

6.4 Conclusion

Far-infrared multiple photodissociation spectra are obtained for cationic cobalt-
Ar complexes via direct excitation of Co-Ar vibrational fundamentals. The
agreement between the calculated and the experimental spectra suggests the
presence of an octahedral complex for CoAr+

6 , a square pyramidal structure for
CoAr+

5 , and a distorted square planar one for CoAr+
4 , but further studies must

be done in order to corroborate such structures. As these structures cannot
be entirely explained by barely electrostatic Co+-Ar interactions, it is as well
considered a covalent contribution to the binding. This may be a peculiarity
of the Ng binding to transition metal ions, but a more detailed theoretical
analysis of this binding may give further insights into the contributions of
the diferent type of interactions and their mutual importance for binding
energies and complex geometries.
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Chapter 7

Far-IRMPD on cationic
Con-mMnmArx clusters

7.1 Introduction

A frequent motivation for the study of atomic or molecular clusters is the
appearance of novel properties compared to the bulk state that are frequently
associated to surface and quantum efects. In heterogeneous catalysis, active
sites determine the reaction properties of the material and further, the proper-
ties of metal clusters as catalyzers has been proven to be very much dependent
on cluster size. Among the transition metals, Co is one of the most important
in heterogeneous catalysis, as it is used in the conversion of H2 and CO to
longer hydrocarbons [327,328]. The evolution of the magnetic properties in
small Co clusters has been subject of theoretical [329] and experimental study
via Stern-Gerlach experiments [330,331] and it has been shown that the changes
in the magnetic properties of small Co clusters depend on their geometric
and electronic structures [332–336] until the bulk regime is reached, where Co is
ferromagnetic. Several studies have gained insights into their electronic struc-
ture via photoionization efciency [337], photoelectron spectroscopy [338,339] and
photodissociation spectra [340]. The elucidation of their geometries has been
the goal of collision-induced dissociation studies [341] and of chemical-probe
reaction studies with ammonia [342–345]. All these studies point to big changes
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in magnetic and structural properties, with the beginning of a “bulk-like”
regime around 19 atoms.

Furthermore, bimetallic clusters of transition metals are highly interesting
since their chemical and physical properties can be “ad hoc” tailored to induce
reactivity, stability or (specially in Co clusters) magnetic changes. There
exists a plethora of studies on doped Co-based clusters using as dopant many
diferent transition metals: Au [346], Rh [347], Cu [348], Cr [349], Pd [350] or Pt [351].
Bimetallic Co-based clusters with 3d transition metals as dopants have been
intensely studied as well. Photoelectron experiments have been done on
ConMnm

[352] and on ConVm clusters [353,354] and also reactivity experiments
were done on the latter [355–357]. Magnetism has been as well the cornerstone
of diferent theoretical studies on both systems [358–360], concluding that V
as dopant in Co-based clusters decreases their average magnetic moments,
opposite to Mn, where magnetic moments are enhanced. Stern-Gerlach
experiments on bimetallic ConMnm clusters (with n+m=11–29) [361] showed
that each substitution of a Co atom by a Mn atom increases the average
magnetic moment of the cluster by 1.7 µB

[362], contrary to the bulk state,
where each substitution decreases the average magnetic moment by 6 µB.
A comprehensive study was done on ConTM+ (TM = Ti, V, Cr and Mn)
clusters [363] showing an enhancement in the stability of the doped cobalt
clusters compared to the bare ones by singly doping them with Ti and V.
The opposite was observed for Cr and Mn as dopants, with the exception
of Co12Cr+, which is more stable than Co+

13. An interesting IRMPD study
gives also a broad insight into singly Cr-doped small cationic Con-based
clusters (n=3–5) [349]. The same experimental method is chosen here to study
bimetallic ConMnmAr+

x clusters in order to reach a better understanding
about their geometrical structures through their vibrational fngerprints.

This section contains the far-IRMPD spectra on the ConMnmAr+
x clusters

measured at the Free Electron Laser FELIX in Nijmegen (The Netherlands).
Some DFT theoretical calculations were carried out on the smallest measured
complexes using the Gaussian16 package [364] with the PBE0 hybrid functional
and the def2-TZVP basis set. Dispersion interaction was taken into account
by using the Grimme-D3(BJ) method. However, the impact was observed to
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be small. Additionally, the spectra of pure ConAr+
x clusters are described and

further analyzed to address two issues that are a qualitative understanding
of the possible perturbations in the vibrational spectra introduced by the
Ar tagging and, furthermore, a comparison with previous results obtained
on these systems, mainly with those of Gehrke et al. [315]. This is going
to allow us to corroborate our experimental outputs and to deduce further
possible structures that have been proposed in other theoretical [329,335,336]

and theory-supported studies [338–344] done on Co clusters. Secondly, we will
try to rationalize the changes induced in the spectra of the Ar-tagged clusters
after the substitution of Co by Mn atoms with the help of the aforementioned
calculations.

7.1.1 About the magnetic properties of bare Co(+/0/-)
n clusters

According to Hund’s rules, the electronic confguration of atomic Co is [Ar]
3d74s2 and, therefore, its magnetic moment is 3 µB. In the bulk regime each
atom contributes with one electron to the conduction band that is formed
by the delocalized 4s orbitals. The 3d orbitals remain basically localized [29]

forming the valence bands. The experimental magnetic moment per Co atom
in the bulk regime is 2.2 µB.

Theoretical studies have concluded that the average magnetic moment
shows a continuous decrease in neutral Con clusters towards bigger sizes with
alternations superimposed [365,366], with the strong 3d charge localization [329]

being responsible for their spin polarization. Interesting comments were done
on the relevance of the 4s electrons in Co5 due to appearance of single bonds
rather than multiple ones [329].

Small Con cluster cations (n=3 to 5) have been studied via photodis-
sociation spectroscopy [340] and anions via photoelectron spectroscopy [338],
revealing ferromagnetic behavior in all the cases (the 3d band with α spins is
totally flled, while the 3d band with β spins is partially flled). Moreover, the
experimental results for Co-n with n≥7 suggested a transition in the electronic
structure which implies the presence of mobile electrons (the beginning of a
conduction band) [353]. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism studies have given
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also insights into Co+
n clusters (n=8 to 22) [332,367,368] disentangling the orbital

and spin contributions to the magnetic moments, and concluding a weak
spin-orbit coupling (Russel-Saunders) for the inner 3d electrons. Moreover,
the average number of unoccupied 3d states is nearly constant and close to
the bulk value [367], and a local minimum in the orbital magnetic moment of
Co+

13 can be a sign of a high-symmetry structure (Ih).
The calculated magnetic moment per atom in Co+

3 is 2 µB and those
calculated by Gehrke et al. [315] are, in order from Co+

4 to Co+
8 , 1.75 µB, 2 µB,

2.5 µB, 2.29 µB and 2.19 µB. They clearly converge towards 2.2 µB, the bulk
value, in agreement with all previous studies.

7.1.2 About the magnetic properties of ConMn(+/0/-)
m clusters

Prior to a scientifc chronology on the magnetism of ConMn(+/-)
m bimetallic

clusters, it is worth to briefy mention the magnetic behavior of Mn. According
to Hund’s rules, the electronic confguration of atomic Mn is [Ar] 3d54s2 and,
therefore, its magnetic moment is 5 µB. As it was mentioned above, Mn in
the bulk regime is antiferromagnetic while Mnn clusters (with n=5 to 99)
show a ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic behavior [369,370]. CoMn alloys rich in
Co are antiferromagnetic with a decrease of 6 µB per Mn atom.

Theoretical studies [358,359] on bimetallic ConMnm clusters with less than
6 atoms have calculated magnetic moments of ∼2 µB and ∼4 µB for Co and
Mn respectively. This is translated in the aforementioned enhancement of 1.7
µB/atom for each Co substituted by Mn within the cluster in percentages not
bigger than 40%. These results were experimentally observed [361,362] at 90
K (around our experimental temperature), 160 and 295 K. Such magnetic
behavior is understood as a ferromagnetic ordering (in Con and Con-1Mn1

clusters) due to the well localized 3d functions. In order to understand the
calculated trend Eb(Con-1V)>Eb(Con)> Eb(Con-1Mn), it is established for
these bimetallic clusters a relation between a stronger atomic interaction
inducing antiferromagnetic coupling and a weaker interaction that induces
ferromagnetic coupling [358]. This is contradicted by the work of Jia et al. [349],
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where the calculated Cr-Co bond lengths of Co3Cr+ and of Co4Cr+ for low
spin states are larger than the high spin states.

The clusters Co-n , Con-1V-1 and Con-2V-2 (with n=4 to 14) [353] were
studied by anionic photoelectron spectroscopy. The comparison of the photo-
electron spectra of Co-n with Con-1V-1 revealed a weak electronic perturbation
by the V dopant that was rationalized as small changes in the electronic struc-
ture because of similar oxidation states in Co and V. As well, the authors
did not expect big geometry changes in Con-1V-1 respect to Co-n due to the
similar Wigner-Seitz radius of Co and V. The last idea is supported by the
calculations of Shen et al. [358] upon comparing the most stable structures
of Con-1V1 and Con-1Mn1 with those of Con. It is difcult to propose any
conclusion with our following data since our study is centered on cationic
species. Moreover, the Wigner-Seitz radius of Co and Mn (125.3 pm and
145.6 pm respectively) have remarkably diferent values and among their most
stable oxidation states they only have +2 in common (3d7 for Co and 3d5 for
Mn).

A recent study [360] calculates two Co11Mn2 isomers with icosahedral
geometry. A ground state (25 µB) has one manganese atom in the center with
nearly no spin polarization, and the other in the bottom position. The frst
excited state is found at 0.01 eV (31 µB) with both manganese atoms on the
surface of the cluster and big spin polarization. The existence of two isomers
with icosahedral structure is proposed after the photoelectron spectrum of
Co11V-2 [353] and, therefore, we cannot discard it for Co11Mn+

2 .

7.2 Experimental introduction

The description of the experimental setup appears in the subsection 2.2.5
and the description of FELIX in the subsection 2.2.4. All measurements on
the ConMnmAr+

x systems were done at low temperature (80 K) and a single
bimetallic rod composed of 85% of Co and 15% of Mn was used as a target
in the laser vaporization source. The recorded mass spectra are shown in
Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The Figure 7.1 shows the spectrum obtained for the
pure bimetallic clusters without addition of Ar. The inset of the plot shows
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the substructure of each “group of peaks”, where the peak with the highest
mass corresponds to the pure Co cluster followed by peaks towards smaller
masses at consecutive steps of 4 u that are assigned to progressive substitution
in the cluster (one by one) of Co atoms by Mn atoms. For all Con-mMn+

m
clusters with n+m≥8, the most intense one corresponds to the general formula
Con-1Mn+

1 , while the second most intense one is either the pure Co+
n cluster

(for n=8 or 9) or the Con-2Mn+
2 one (for n+2>8 or 9). This distribution is

just the result of a statistical aggregation that depends on the composition
of the rod and, therefore, higher probabilities of formation leads to higher
intensities.
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Figure 7.1: Mass spectrum of the cationic bimetallic Con-mMnm clusters. The red lines in
the main plot indicate the mass position of the bare Co+

n clusters in which are “based” each
group of Con-mMn+

m bimetallic clusters with the same number of atoms. The inset resolves the
general substructure of each group of peaks that results from the diferent possible bimetallic
clusters based on a certain Co+

n size.

Corroborating the ideas of Gehrke et al. [315], it was observed that small
clusters (n+m≤5) have a much higher afnity towards Ar compared to the
bigger ones (n+m>5) at low temperature conditions (80 K). More specifcally,
the highest afnity for Ar is shown by the bare mono- and diatomic species.
Clusters with 3≤n+m≤5 initially showed an extensive complex formation with
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Figure 7.2: Mass spectra of the cationic Co-Mn bimetallic clusters with Ar, Con-mMnmAr+
x , at

low temperatures (80 K in the reaction channel). The upper plot includes the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n<6, whilst the lower one shows those with n≥6. Both spectra appear in two
diferent plots as they were separately measured because the experimental parameters were tuned
to have the best distribution either for small or for big clusters. As in Figure 7.1, the red lines in
each plot indicate the mass position of the bare Co+

n clusters in which are “based” each group
of Con-mMn+

m bimetallic clusters with the same number of atoms. Each blue window contains
a group of bimetallic Co+

n -based clusters with a fxed size, n, whilst the blue lines indicate the
number of Ar atoms attached to each of these groups. The blue windows in the upper plot
extend until the third argon atom, corroborating the higher afnity for Ar in the smaller clusters.
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up to 5 attached Ar atoms for a mix of He with 0.01% of Ar, and subsequently,
the mix was diluted to 0.005% in order not to attach more than 4 Ar atoms.
For bare metal clusters with n+m>5, the complexation at 80 K with a mix
of He and 0.1% of Ar did not exceed 2 Ar atoms. The complexation of bare
metal clusters with up to 4 Ar atoms for 3≤n+m≤5 and up to 2 Ar atoms
for n+m>5 are respectively shown in the upper and lower plots in Figure
7.2 and they evidence a strong interaction between Con-mMn+

m clusters and
Ar atoms. Further evidences on such strong interaction will be observed in
the Co+

n -based vibrational spectra shown in this section, where for n<5 the
frequency shifts and the relative intensity changes as function of the adsorbed
Ar atoms are clearly bigger.

7.3 Analysis (Monometallic Co+
n clusters)

Co+
3 . The lowest energy structure of Co+

3 predicted by our calculations is a
distorted triangle (Cs) with S=3 (7A0). The three bond lengths in the bare
cluster have slightly diferent values (2.49, 2.47 and 2.46 Å). Our calculations
on Co3Ar+

3 predict a ground state with C1 symmetry and S=3 (7A). The
Co-Co bond lengths are nearly the same as in Co+

3 (2.48, 2.47 and 2.46 Å) and
each argon coordinates on top of each cobalt (Figure 7.3). Co-Ar distances are
2.54, 2.55 and 2.55 Å and the argon atoms are not exactly in the plane formed
by Co+

3 . Previous theoretical [308] and experimental [156,307] works have given
insights into the nature of the interaction in the Co+-Ar dimer and in Co+

n -Ar
clusters. The attractive character in the Co+

n -Ar bond is described by the
polarization of the Ar atom (as a charge-induced dipole) in the electrostatic
feld of the cationic cluster (which can be described by a set of partial charges
located on the atomic centers that interact with the Ar atoms). The strongest
polarizing interaction on each adsorbed argon comes from the nearest metal
center in the cluster, and its efect is expected to decrease for bigger metal
clusters, as the overall charge is distributed over more atoms [315].

This interaction induces as well an electron density redistribution that
was plotted (see Figure 7.4) and rationalized by Gehrke et al. [315] as the
adsorption of an Ar on the top position of a metal atom of the bare cluster
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the theoretical calculations and the far-IR experimental measurements
on the Co3Ar+

3 cluster. The upper plot shows the computed vibrational spectra of Co+
3 and the

Co3Ar+
3 complex. It is observed that the three argon atoms are not exactly in the plane formed

by Co+
3 . No scaling factor was applied to the vibrational frequencies, which are convoluted by a

gaussian with FWHM=10 cm-1.

that results in a polarization of the Ar atom and an accumulation of charge in
the metal-argon region. The small shortening of the Co-Co bonds in Co3Ar+

3
can be interpreted as the transfer of electron density upon Ar attachment to
some metal-metal bonding orbitals.

The experimental spectrum of Co3Ar+
3 shows two intense bands at ≈110

and ≈170 cm-1 and both are in good agreement with the theoretical simu-
lations, which also predict that each band contains two modes. No scaling
factor was applied to the calculated vibrational frequencies. The two calcu-
lated bands near 110 cm-1 are caused by an antisymmetric “in plane” Ar-Co
stretching motion, while the two bands near 170 cm-1 result from mostly
antisymmetric stretching and some bending of the Co-Co bonds. There is
no experimental fngerprint of a totally symmetric “in plane” mode and “out
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Figure 7.4: Figure taken from Gehrke et al. [315]. Changes in the electron density of the Co+
4

upon adsorption of one Ar atom. The bonds between the Co atoms are represented by black
lines and the black cross is the position of Ar. Zones in red and in blue represent electron
accumulation a depletion respectively. The discussion appears in the text.

of plane” vibration since they have very low intensity. Additionally, the
latter have frequencies out of the measured spectral range (<60 cm-1). The
comparison of the calculated IR modes in Co+

3 and Co3Ar+
3 shows that the

Ar tagging results in a blue-shift of 9 cm-1, in line with the aforementioned
small Co-Co bond shortening, and a huge increase in the intensities of the
Co+

3 modes.
Co+

4 . The spectrum of Co4Ar+
3 (Figure 7.5 bottom left) contains a small

peak at 218 cm-1, a broad band at 190 cm-1 and a narrow peak at 109
cm-1. The spectrum of Co4Ar+

4 (orange) follows a similar pattern with bands
between 160 and 230 cm-1, and a maximum at ≈190 cm-1. A shoulder at
≈210 cm-1 and the narrow peak at 108 cm-1 nearly coincide with the features
of the Co4Ar+

5 spectrum contained in the work of Gehrke et al. [315]. There,
they also include the measurements on Co4Ar+ and Co4Ar+

2 , completing the
complexation series on Co+

4 . The comparison of the fve spectra reveals an
increase in the intensity when going from Co4Ar+ to Co4Ar+

4 , but it is difcult
to establish if the maximum intensity corresponds to the Co4Ar+

4 or to the
Co4Ar+

5 spectrum, since their relative intensities are difcult to compare. The
peak near 109 cm-1 that appears in our spectra on Co4Ar+

3 and Co4Ar+
4 is

absent in the spectra of Gruene [44] on Co4Ar+ and Co4Ar+
2 . In the work

of Gehrke et al. [315], this peak is explained by a symmetry breaking of the
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bare cluster that is in turn caused by a strong binding energy in Ar-Co+
4 of

around 0.3 eV and that allows the appearance of IR-active modes in the low
frequency-range. As well, its experimental absence in Co4Ar+ and Co4Ar+

2
is justifed by a low photon energy in the far-IR which does not lead to a
fragmentation for clusters smaller than Co4Ar+

5 , where at least one Co atom
must be coordinated to two Ar atoms. Consequently, the conclusions of Gehrke
et al. [315] are only in agreement with our experimental results if we consider
the possibility that a higher FEL photon fuence at low frequencies during our
experiment allowed the desorption of Ar in Co4Ar+

3 and Co4Ar+
4 . Contrary,

the photon fuence in our case is lower and, therefore, it is recommended a
repetition of the measurements at frequencies below 160 cm-1 to confrm
better the vibrational spectra of the Co4Ar+

x complexes. Moreover, the work
of Jia et al. [349] includes a nearly identical experimental spectrum for Co4Ar+

4
and their calculations explain very nicely the region between 140 and 230
cm-1. Gehrke et al. [315] predict a distorted tetrahedron with D2d symmetry
and Jia et al. [349] calculate, as well, a distorted tetrahedron but with C1

symmetry, both of them with a magnetic moment of 7 µB. The Co+
4 isomer by

Gehrke et al. [315] at 0.32 eV with a butterfy structure (C2v) can be discarded.
Co+

5 . The complexation series studied by Gruene for Co5Ar+
x (x = 1,4

and 5) is completed here with Co5Ar+
2 and Co5Ar+

3 . The comparison of our
Co5Ar+ spectrum with the one of Gruene [44] shows a generally similar pattern,
but the relative intensities of the two main peaks (at around 190 cm-1 and
240 cm-1) are reversed. Additionally, the peak at 190 cm-1 is in the here
presented spectra much narrower. These discrepancies can have their origin
in the measuring process, since peaks at 190 cm-1 and 240 cm-1 correspond
to two diferent experimental ranges, and a low FEL power throughout our
measurements in the spectral region that contains the peak at 190 cm-1, can
cause these intensity diferences. The comparison of Co5Ar+

x with x=1 to 3
corroborates the ideas on the dependence of the spectra on the number of
attached Ar atoms established by Gehrke et al. [315] and already introduced
in the analysis of the Co4Ar+

3,4. These ideas entail the appearance of an
absorption band at 105 cm-1, frequency shifts of the peaks and the increase
of the band intensities the more Ar atoms are attached. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 7.5: Far-IR experimental measurements and calculations on the ConAr+
x clusters with

n=4–5. The Figure includes our own measurements and the corresponding experimental and
theoretical information that has been taken and adapted from the PhD thesis of Gruene [44]. The
bottom row depicts the measured spectra within the framework of this thesis. The measured
spectra by Gruene et al. [44] appear immediately above. They are obtained by a three adjacent-
point average on the raw data. The rest of the plots depict the calculated vibrational spectra
on each isomer with information about their energies relative to the calculated ground state
and a plot with their geometrical structure (with a brief description and their point group
symmetry) [315].

comparison of Co5Ar+
3 with Co5Ar+

4 and Co5Ar+
5 might indicate a “saturation”

of these three efects since a further blueshift of the band at 190 cm-1 is not
observed and a clear intensity increase is not observable either (neither in the
peak at 105 cm-1, nor in the overall spectral intensity). One explanation for
this “intensity saturation efect” can be based on the geometrical attachment
of the argon on Co+

5 . If the bare cluster has a trigonal bipyramid structure, the
attachment of argon atoms on the three metal atoms in the equatorial plane
would change notably the symmetry of the complex, whilst the attachment
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on the top or on the bottom atoms would not have such a big efect on the
symmetry of the complex. Apart from that, the band at 240 cm-1 has the
same intensity in the three measured spectra.

It is also worth to comment on the comparison between our Co5Ar+
3

spectrum and the one reported by Jia et al. [349], which does not show any peak
at 105 cm-1 or at 240 cm-1. Peaks in that range are also observed for Co5Ar+

4
and on Co5Ar+

5 in the spectra of Gruene [44]. The reason for this disagreement
is not clear. The calculations carried out by Gehrke et al. [315] and Jia et
al. [349] agree with previous studies on the neutral pentamer [144,335,336] that
propose a three dimensional structure for the ground state. The calculations
of Jia et al. [349] on Co5Ar+

3 predict a distorted trigonal bipyramid structure
with three argons attached to the equatorial plane of the Co+

5 , which is in line
with our aforementioned experimental prediction. Nevertheless, the agreement
between our experimental IR spectrum and the calculated one by Jia et al. [349]

is poor. The computed IR spectrum on Co5Ar+
5 by Gehrke et al. [315] agrees

better with our experimental observations since it includes a peak at around
110 cm-1 and three between 175 and 275 cm-1 that, somehow, resemble the
features of Co5Ar+

3 between 180 and 270 cm-1.
Co+

6 . In the Co6Ar+ spectrum, a broad band at ≈240 cm-1 and a
smaller one at 297 cm-1 can be observed. The agreement of the main features
with the spectra in the work of Gruene [44] is very good, except for a small
change in their relative intensities. Furthermore, the agreement with the
spectrum of their calculated lowest energy structures (a slightly distorted
tetragonal bipyramid with D3d symmetry and bond lengths around 2.3 Å [315])
can be considered even better than in the original study [315], since we fnd an
assignment for the small peak at 297 cm-1.

Co+
7 . The spectra of Co7Ar+ and Co7Ar+

2 agree nicely with the ones
measured by Gehrke et al. [315] in the region between 220 and 320 cm-1,
however, the here presented spectra include in addition many features at
lower frequencies. The observation of new features at low frequencies or even
their higher relative intensity when they are compared with those of Gruene [44]

is not only particular for this cluster size, but it is a general trend. One
possible reason could be the normalization method followed when extracting
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Figure 7.6: Far-IR experimental measurements and calculations on the ConAr+
x clusters with

n=6–7. The Figure includes our own measurements and the corresponding experimental and
theoretical information that has been taken and adapted from the PhD thesis of Gruene [44]. The
bottom row depicts the measured spectra within the framework of this thesis. The measured
spectra by Gruene et al. [44] appear immediately above. They are obtained by a three adjacent-
point average on the raw data. The rest of the plots depict the calculated vibrational spectra
on each isomer with information about their energies relative to the calculated ground state
and a plot with their geometrical structure (with a brief description and their point group
symmetry) [315].

the data since here the intensities were normalized by the photon fuence of
the FEL, but in former works the FEL power was used as the normalization
parameter. Another possibility already mentioned in Co4Ar+

1,2 and Co5Ar+

is that, due a lower photon fuence in the lower frequency region, dissociation
of the Ar complexes has not occurred in the work of Gruene. Contrary, the
photon fuence in our case is lower and this possibility can be discarded. The
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higher intensity in the Co7Ar+
2 spectrum with respect to the one of Co7Ar+ is

interpreted by Gehrke et al. [315] as being related to a lower binding energy in
the second Co+

n -Ar bond compared to the frst one. Further, the addition of
the second Ar can cause a broadening of some bands. Moreover, the generally
much higher intensity in the spectra containing two Ar atoms, also observed
in Co6Ar+

1,2 and in Co8Ar+
1,2 when compared to the smaller metal cluster sizes,

is supported by the calculated decrease in the binding energy of the Co+
n -Ar

complex as n increases [315]. The calculated ground state for Co+
7 by Gehrke

et al. [315] is a capped tetragonal bipyramid with C3v symmetry and magnetic
moment of 16 µB. Almost all peaks of Co7Ar+ here observed are theoretically
explained (at around 140, 190, 240 and 270 cm-1) and just few peaks remain
unassigned (a small peak at 200 cm-1 and a small peak theoretically predicted
at 280 cm-1 but not found in the experiment). The agreement in Co7Ar+

2
is slightly worse but still good. Mainly, the broadenings in bands at 140,
190 and specially 240 cm-1 are not explained by theory. Further, we cannot
discard the contribution of the calculated higher energy isomers, two spin
variants of a distorted pentagonal bipyramid with C2v symmetry, at 0.06 eV
and 0.08 eV higher than the most stable one with respectively 14 µB and 16
µB.

Co+
8 . In the spectrum of Co8Ar+

2 several bands can be identifed which
are at 272, 247, 220, 204, 152, 123, 116 and 93 cm-1. Further, there is also
a shoulder at 138 cm-1. The correspondence of these peaks with those in
the spectrum of Co8Ar+ is nearly one-to-one with shifts in their positions
smaller than 3 cm-1, quite below the energy resolution of the FEL used in this
experiment. At low frequencies Co8Ar+ and Co8Ar+

2 have nearly the same
intensities, while those at higher frequencies are slightly bigger in Co8Ar+

2 .
The comparison with the measured spectra in the work of Gruene [44] shows a
good agreement for the high frequency range and the appearance of several
new features at low frequencies, which could be either caused by a higher
FEL power throughout our measurements in this energy range or a diferent
normalization procedure. Contrary to the comment of Gehrke [315], the peak
at 150 cm-1 seems to be not an artifact but a real feature. Unfortunately, the
agreement between our experimental data with those computed by Gehrke
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Figure 7.7: Far-IR experimental measurements and calculations on the ConAr+
x clusters with

n=8–9. The Figure includes our own measurements and the corresponding experimental and
theoretical information that has been taken and adapted from the PhD thesis of Gruene [44]. The
bottom row depicts the measured spectra within the framework of this thesis. The measured
spectra by Gruene et al. [44] appear immediately above. They are obtained by a three adjacent-
point average on the raw data. The rest of the plots depict the calculated vibrational spectra
on each isomer with information about their energies relative to the calculated ground state
and a plot with their geometrical structure (with a brief description and their point group
symmetry) [315].

et al. [315] is not so good as for Co7Ar+
1,2, despite the new features at low

frequencies. We cannot establish a defnitive assignment with their computed
results [315] neither at low nor at high frequencies, since the experimentally
observed band at 247 cm-1 does not seem to correspond to the two computed
peaks for the lowest energy isomer at around 230 and 240 cm-1 and only the
most intense peak is nicely reproduced. We tentatively take as structural
candidates the two lowest isomers calculated by Gehrke et al. [315]: a double-
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capped distorted tetragonal bipyramid with 7 µB and D2d symmetry and a
slightly distorted double-capped trigonal prism with 17 µB. More precise
calculations are needed.

Co+
9 . Again, when comparing spectra of Co9Ar+ and Co9Ar+

2 , nearly all
spectral features coincide. The features that are clearly common to both of
them are a broad and intense band between 229 and 289 cm-1 and two peaks
with maxima at around 222 and 178 cm-1. The slight apparent negative
signal observed between 130 and 160 cm-1 in Co9Ar+ must come from the
Ar fragmentation in the Co9Ar+

2 channel.
Co+

10, Co+
11, Co+

12, Co+
13, Co+

14 and Co+
15. The general visual compari-

son of our measured spectra for pure cobalt clusters with sizes n>9 with those
from Gruene in his PhD thesis [44] reveals that the quality is clearly worse in
our case with a much higher noise to signal ratio, which gives rise to spiky
features.
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Figure 7.8: Far-IR experimental measurements on the ConAr+
x clusters with n=10–15. Spectra

with n=12 to 15 do not include the measured spectral range between 215 and 320 cm-1 due to
a very bad signal to noise ratio. The interpretation of the spectra is discussed in the text in
comparison to the experimental results included in PhD thesis of Gruene [44], which are shown in
Figure 7.9.
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This is most evident in the measured frequency range between 215 and 320
cm-1 (see Co11Ar+

1,2 spectra in Figure 7.8), where the spectra with n>11 do
only contain noise and the data are, therefore, omitted. The most important
observation implies that bands at higher energies (225 to 300 cm-1) reduce
gradually their intensity while the peaks at lower intensities maintain or
increase their intensity until a single and narrow peak at 153 cm-1 appears in
the Co13Ar+ spectrum, signature of a cluster with high symmetry. For cluster
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Figure 7.9: Far-IR experimental measurements on the ConAr+
x clusters with n=10–15. The

raw experimental data are represented by grey points and the red and blue lines are obtained by
a three adjacent-point average on the raw data. The spectra have been directly adapted from
the PhD thesis of Philipp Gruene [44].

sizes bigger than n=9 it is difcult to fnd calculations on geometric structures
in the literature, presumably due the high computational costs. All previous
theoretical predictions [336] as well as experimental studies [343,344] on clusters
in this size range base the cluster structure evolution between Co+

10 and Co+
15
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on the geometry of Co+
13 as a starting point. In these studies, icosahedral and

octahedral (mainly hcp, but also fcc) geometries have been proposed for Co+
13.

In addition, more exotic Co+
13 structures have been calculated, as hexagonal

bilayer structures [371,372] or star-like icosahedral structures [373].
It is useful to establish a general overview over the ConAr+

x (n=7 to 15)
spectra based on the evolution of their features. The most intense peaks in
the Co7Ar+

x and Co8Ar+
x spectra can be found in the spectral region between

225 and 280 cm-1, whilst the less intense and broader peaks appear at lower
frequencies, mainly between 100 and 175 cm-1. The most intense peaks
in the Co9Ar+

x and Co10Ar+
x spectra merge in a non-resolved broad band,

which is a sign for a more complex vibrational substructure, but the peaks
contained between 100 and 175 cm-1, although being broad, maintain distinct
features with small changes in positions. The Co11Ar+

x spectrum begins to
show a clear change as the intense band at higher frequencies shows a much
lower intensity compared to the bands at lower frequencies. This evolution
continues until Co13Ar+ where the spectrum shows a single clear and narrow
peak, a signature of a high symmetry cluster geometry. Finally, the spectra
of Co14Ar+

x and Co15Ar+
x show the same single peak but broader, which

indicates a preservation of the basic high symmetry geometry motif proposed
for Co13Ar+

x complemented with the addition of more cobalt atoms on its
surface.

7.4 Analysis (Bimetallic Con-mMn+
m clusters)

Due to a lack of theoretical calculations, the conclusions established in previ-
ous works are going to be used as basis to interpret the spectra of bimetallic
complexes. All theoretical studies on bimetallic Co-based-Mn-doped clus-
ters [358–360] concluded that the order of bond strengths in the aggregation
process is Co-Co>Co-Mn>Mn-Mn and, oppositely to the bond strength order,
the metal-metal bond length in the cluster will be Co-Co<Co-Mn<Mn-Mn.
A similar conclusion is also given in the work of Jia et al. [349] for Con-1Cr+

(n=3–5) clusters, since the bond distances are ordered by Co-Cr>Co-Co (it is
here also mentioned that the connectivity inside the cluster does not change
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upon Co to Cr substitution and, furthermore, it remains unchanged upon
Ar attachment). In the particular case of only one Co atom substituted by
one Mn in the cluster, the predicted strength reduction in the Co-Mn bonds
compared to Co-Co bonds could cause redshifts in the vibrational spectra of
bimetallic clusters if the cluster symmetry is not strongly reduced and the
vibrational spectrum does not sufer big modifcations. Of course, after a
consecutive substitution of several Co atoms by Mn atoms in the “original”
pure cobalt clusters one can expect big reductions in the cluster symmetry
and, therefore, even stronger modifcations are supposed to happen in the
vibrational spectra of bimetallic clusters as, for example, the IR activation of
formerly totally symmetric modes.

Two general guidelines are going to be followed in the qualitative discus-
sion of our experimental spectra considering either changes in the vibrational
frequencies or in the relative spectral intensities:

- In the vibrational frequencies, the observed changes are going to be
mainly assigned to structural, geometrical or symmetry variations in the
clusters, as it was mentioned in the paragraph above.

- The relative intensities in the diferent ConAr+
x vibrational spectra

will be related to the strength of the Co+
n -Ar bonding as a function of the

cluster size and how efective the argon desorption can happen. Furthermore,
structural changes in the cluster (for example, substitution of Co by Mn atoms)
can modify not only its total magnetic moment, but also its IR transition
dipole moment. This can infuence the number of absorbed photons, which in
turn can infuence the spectral intensities of the bimetallic clusters compared
to the bare cobalt clusters, since argon atoms can be diferently desorbed
from them.

Co+
3 -based clusters. The spectrum of Co2MnAr+

3 just shows one band
at 228 cm-1 and is drastically diferent to the spectrum of Co3Ar+

3 . The
calculated totally symmetric mode for Co3Ar+

3 , that mainly involves the Co-
Co bond stretching, is calculated at 240 cm-1, but it is nearly IR inactive and
experimentally not observed (Figure 7.10) due to symmetry selection rules.
The substitution of one cobalt by one manganese breaks the symmetry of
Co3Ar+

3 and this mode becomes more IR active, resulting in a band at around
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240 cm-1. The experimental redshift of 12 cm-1 between the calculated mode
at 240 cm-1 and the observed spiky feature at 228 cm-1 could be attributed
to the weakening of the Co-Mn bond respect to the Co-Co one.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the far-IR experimental measurements on the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n=3 and 4.

Co+
4 -based clusters. The Co3MnAr+

3 spectrum shows one band at
around 165 cm-1. This spectrum can be compared to the one of Co4Ar+

3 ,
which shows a comparable band shifted ≈35 cm-1 to the blue. The band
of Co4Ar+

3 at 108 cm-1 is missing in the spectrum of Co3MnAr+
3 . Two

options are proposed: either it is so red-shifted that is does not appear in
the investigated spectral range or it does not exist at all. The comparison of
Co4Ar+

3 with our calculations on Co3Ar+
3 presumes that the observed band

at 160 cm-1 in Co3MnAr+
3 corresponds to the bending and antisymmetric

stretching Co-Co vibrations. This prediction has two implications: frstly, the
substitution of one Co in the (distorted)-tetrahedron atom by one Mn should
not change substantially the symmetry of the cluster, so the Mn atom may be
placed at the top position in the tetrahedron; secondly, the three Ar atoms are
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bound on top positions on the other three Co atoms that constitute the base
of the tetrahedron. This prediction contradicts a former theoretical study that
favors planar structures for neutral Co3Mn clusters [359], but it is supported
by the calculations of Jia et al. [349] on Co3Cr+ and recent theoretical studies
on neutral bimetallic Co-Mn clusters [358,360]. Both predict three-dimensional
ground state structures. Moreover, we have already shown that for Co4Ar+

3
and Co4Ar+

4 the experimental spectra agree with previous simulations [315],
where the most stable structure for Co+

4 can be a distorted tetrahedron with
either D2d or C1 symmetry, with both isomers lying very close in energy. It
would be reasonable to assume that a similar situation applies for Co3Mn+

and it has a structure in which a triangle is formed by the three Co atoms
that form the base of the tetrahedron with a Mn atom on top. The redshift
of ≈35 cm-1 observed in Co3MnAr+

3 compared to Co4Ar+
3 can be explained

by weaker Co-Mn bonds.
The Co2Mn2Ar+

3 spectrum shows two bands at 228 and 254 cm-1. The
changes observed in the spectrum of Co3Ar+

3 compared to the spectrum of
Co2MnAr+

3 resemble the spectral changes observed between Co3MnAr+
3 and

Co2Mn2Ar+
3 . Additionally, we have proposed in the former paragraph that

the Co3MnAr+
3 structure is based on a distorted-tetrahedron, with the Mn

atom placed on the top position and with the three argon atoms bound to the
three Co atoms. The substitution of a second Co by one Mn would happen
in the base of the tetrahedron and it would be geometrically and possibly
spectroscopically analogous to what we observed in Co2MnAr+

3 . In analogy
with the Co2MnAr+

3 spectrum, we could speculate that the most intense
peaks in the Co2Mn2Ar+

3 spectrum result from metal-metal vibrational modes
that have become IR active upon symmetry reduction and whose bands are
redshifted relative to their values in the Co3MnAr+

3 cluster due to the higher
number of Mn atoms and the comparatively weaker bonds that they form.

Co+
5 -based clusters. In the case of clusters containing one Mn atom, we

observe rich spectra with distinct bands. Comparing the spectra of Co4MnAr+

and Co4MnAr+
2 one can see that the bands are more intense in Co4MnAr+

2
and shifted 10 cm-1 to the blue compared to Co4MnAr+. Frequency shifts
and higher intensities are in line with the conclusions of Gehrke et al. [315] on
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Ar coverage in small clusters and high binding energies for the Co+
5 -Ar bond.

All calculations on Co4Mn [358–360] have proposed trigonal bipyramid-based
structures with slightly diferent fnal equilibrium symmetries as the most
stable structures with the Mn atom placed in the equatorial plane. Jia et
al. [349] calculated and investigated experimentally Co4Cr+ and concluded
that it has a distorted trigonal bipyramid structure (4A, C1) with the Cr
atom placed on the equatorial plane and the three argon atoms attached to
the those equatorial atoms. It therefore seems reasonable that Co4Mn+ has
a distorted trigonal bipyramid structure with the manganese occupying an
equatorial atomic position. It is difcult to draw further conclusion from the
data and more theory support is needed.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of the far-IR experimental measurements on the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n=5 and 6.

Co+
6 -based clusters. The spectra of Co6Ar+

2 and Co5MnAr+
2 are very

similar with a redshift of the main band of ∼11 cm-1. Theory identifed the
Co+

6 structure as a slightly distorted tetragonal bipyramid with D3d symmetry
and bond lengths around 2.3 Å [315]. Shen et al. [358] found that the most
stable Co5Mn isomer has the Mn atom in the equatorial plane (Cs, 16 µB),
while the frst excited sate (at only 0.061 eV) has the manganese in the top (or
down) position (C2v, 16 µB). Contrary, this second arrangement was found
as the ground structure by Wu et al. [359], but the spectra shown in this work
cannot answer the question of which structure is present here. However, they
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can state that the structures of Co6Ar+
2 and Co5MnAr+

2 are likely to be very
similar.

Co+
7 -based clusters. The conclusions established for Co+

7 were that
the ground sate is most probably a capped tetragonal bipyramid with C3v

symmetry and magnetic moment of 16 µB but we could not discard the
contribution of the calculated isomers at 0.06 eV and 0.08 eV higher (two
spin variants of a distorted pentagonal bipyramid with C2v symmetry and
respectively 14 µB and 16 µB). The comparison of the spectra of Co6MnAr+

1,2
relative to those of Co7Ar+

1,2 shows in the former a clear overall decrease of
the intensity and a merging of the two high frequency bands at 245 and 272
cm-1 in a broad band between 230 and 280 cm-1. In the frequencies below
200 cm-1, one can observe a small redshift of 10 cm-1. The spectrum of
Co5Mn2Ar+ does not show appreciable changes in the intensities compared
to Co6MnAr+, but those in its vibrational structure are so big that that is
impossible to propose aprioristically anything interesting.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the far-IR experimental measurements on the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n=7 and 8.
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Co+
8 -based clusters. The isomers proposed for Co+

8 were a double-
capped distorted tetragonal bipyramid with 7 µB and D2d symmetry and
a slightly distorted double-capped trigonal prism with 17 µB. As for the
Co+

7 based clusters, there is an overall intensity reduction by about half in
Co7MnAr+

1,2 relative to Co8Ar+
1,2. With the exception of the bands below

200 cm-1, there are no signifcant changes in the vibrational structure of
Co7MnAr+

1,2, except a general blueshift in Co7MnAr+
1,2 of around 10 cm-1

and a slight broadening of the most intense band (at 270 cm-1 in Co8Ar+
1,2)

when one Mn is included. Furthermore, the changes observed in Co6Mn2Ar+

relative to Co7MnAr+ are important in the intensities (the substitution of
the second Mn atom reduces the overall intensity to the half) and in the
frequencies, but it is worthless to propose any explanation for the latter
without any theoretical support.

It is difcult to conclude anything robust just from the qualitative observa-
tions done above on Co+

7 and Co+
8 -based clusters, and additional calculations

are needed to elucidate the geometry of the clusters. In both clusters, the
inclusion of one Mn reduces the intensity of the IR spectrum compared to the
bare cluster, while the intensity changes between spectra of clusters contain-
ing one and two Mn atoms are appreciable only in Co7MnAr+ compared to
Co6Mn2Ar+. The vibrational structures of bare cobalt and bimetallic clusters
with one Mn atom maintain some similarities that become unobservable when
a second Mn atom is introduced. The important intensity decrease observed
in all the spectra on bimetallic clusters upon inclusion of Mn could be related
to a smaller transition dipole moment. In both cases the presence of one Mn
in the cluster does not change substantially the vibrational structure, so the
symmetry is not really broken until the second substitution happens.

Co+
9 -based clusters. There is an apparent negative signal in the Co9Ar+

spectrum between 130 and 160 cm-1 probably coming from the depletion
of one Ar atom in Co9Ar+

2 . The Co8MnAr+
1,2 spectra compared to Co9Ar+

1,2
show a shift to the blue (of about 20 cm-1) in the frequencies above 200 cm-1

with almost no intensity changes. Contrary, the bands at low frequencies
show an apparent small red-shift.
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Nevertheless, the changes observed when one Mn atom is included are
small when they are compared to those in the Co7Mn2Ar+

1,2 spectra. One
can conclude that the symmetry changes induced in the Co+

9 cluster upon
substitution of one Co atom by one Mn do not modify substantially neither
the overall spectral intensity, nor the vibrational spectrum, but as for Co+

7 and
Co+

8 -based clusters, the changes observed through the inclusion of a second
Mn atom are too big to propose any interpretation.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of the far-IR experimental measurements on the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n=9 and 10.

From this point on, our spectra on the Co+
n -based (n=10 to 14) bimetal-

lic species are going to be discussed by comparison with the spectra on
monometallic Co+

n clusters measured by Gruene [44] because, despite of the
reasonable quality of our ConAr+

x (with n>10) spectra between 85 and 215
cm-1, the spectra of Gruene cover a wider frequency range with a better
signal to noise ratio.

Co+
10-based clusters. Our Co10Ar+ spectrum reproduces the one of

Gruene for frequencies below 200 cm-1, but in our case the main feature
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m clusters)

seems to be shifted to the red about 30 cm-1. At frequencies above 200 cm-1,
Co10Ar+ shows three features: a shoulder at 235 cm-1 and two peaks at 265
and 290 cm-1. The spectra of Co9MnAr+

1,2 include the features at 235 and
290 cm-1, but the peak at 265 cm-1 is missed. Due to the limited signal
to noise ratio, it is difcult to compare the spectra at low frequencies, but
it its remarkable the nearly one-to-one correspondence of three maxima at
90, 120 and 160 cm-1 between our Co9MnAr+

1,2 spectra and the Co10Ar+

spectrum from Gruene (for the latter one must check the maxima on the
grey points, because the blue line plotted as “three averaged-points” obscures
them). Therefore, there are not substantial changes other than the missing
peak at 265 cm-1. This similarity between the Co10Ar+ and the Co9MnAr+

1,2
spectra disappears in the spectrum of Co8Mn2Ar+.

We fnd again here difculties to reach a frm conclusion from the experi-
mental observations. Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare the spectra of
Co+

7 and Co+
8 -based clusters on one side and of Co+

9 and Co+
10-based clusters

on the other, when the number of Mn atoms increases. The substitution of a
Co by a Mn atom reduces in Co+

7 and Co+
8 -based clusters the spectral intensity

by half with minor frequency changes, but in Co+
9 and Co+

10-based clusters
no major changes are found neither in the intensity nor in the frequencies.
Furthermore, the substitution of a second Co by another Mn atom does afect
the vibrational pattern of all of them strongly. The conclusion is that there
may be an elementary geometrical unit that serves as a base from which
Co+

n -based clusters with n=7, 8, 9 and 10 are built. When the symmetry of
this elementary unit is “destroyed” by several Co to Mn substitutions, the
IR spectra show important changes. Such an elemental unit was proposed in
several studies [315,336] as a (slightly distorted) tetragonal bipyramid and we
proposed that the clusters Co+

7 and larger may have structures based on this
geometry. The new idea proposed here is that, also, the structure of Co+

9 and
Co+

10-based clusters may be built based on a tetragonal bipyramid.
Co+

11 and Co+
12-based clusters. We observe in the frequency range

below 200 cm-1 the same features in our spectra on Co11Ar+
1,2 and in the

Co11Ar+
2 spectrum from Gruene [44], which are used in the discussion on the

Co10MnAr+ spectrum since Co10MnAr+
2 is too noisy. At frequencies below
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Chapter 7. Far-IRMPD on cationic Con-mMnmArx clusters

200 cm-1, the bimetallic Co10MnAr+ cluster has a richer vibrational structure
than the monometallic one and the bands at frequencies above 200 cm-1

seem to have a higher relative intensity in the monometallic cluster. To draw
further conclusions, the quality of the spectra needs to be improved and/or
theory needs to be consulted.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of the far-IR experimental measurements on the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n=11 and 12.

Co+
13 and Co+

14-based clusters. The spectra of both groups of clus-
ters show an increase in the intensity without addition of more vibrational
substructure when one Co atom is substituted by one Mn atom. This efect
is more pronounced in the Co12MnAr+ spectrum, which shows no shift in
the vibrational pattern, while the Co13MnAr+ spectrum shows a blueshift of
about 30 cm-1 compared to the spectrum of Co14Ar+. In the Co11Mn2Ar+

spectrum, the single peak is broader and its maximum intensity is slightly
lower than in the case of Co12MnAr+. This observation can be interpreted
in the Co+

13-based clusters as follows: the substitution of a frst (and also
a second) Co atom in the bare cluster could happen without signifcant de-
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7.5. Conclusion and outlook

formations in its geometry. An important open question is the structure of
the Co+

13 cluster (fcc, hpc or icosahedral), but it is clear that the inclusion
of manganese atoms enhances strongly the dipole transition moment of the
cluster since the intensity clearly grows. These ideas can be applied to the
Co+

14 cluster considering that its structure is most likely based on the one
of Co+

13 and the observed efects can be minimized due to a general lower
symmetry.
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of the far-IR experimental measurements on the Con-mMnmAr+
x

clusters with n=13 and 14.

7.5 Conclusion and outlook

This section contains the far IRMPD spectra measured on monometallic Co+
n

clusters and bimetallic ConMn+
m clusters with Mn as dopant. As a frst proof

of the reliability of our measurements, our measured spectra on Co+
n (with

n=4 to 8) were compared to those of Gehrke et al. [315]. They show a good
agreement, except at low frequencies where new features appear in our work.
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These diferences are explained by either a diferent normalization procedure
or by a higher FEL power in our case at these frequencies. In general, our
measurements ofer a more satisfactory agreement with the calculations of
Gehrke et al. [315], but still several features remain unexplained. The newly
measured Co3Ar+

3 spectrum is compared with our own DFT calculations
showing a good agreement and serving as a benchmark for future calculations
on these clusters. Monometallic Co+

n clusters (with n=9 to 15) were measured
as well and they were qualitatively discussed in comparison with those collected
in the PhD thesis of Gruene [44]. Despite the good quality of the Co+

9 spectrum,
our measured spectra on Co+

10 to Co+
15 only show a limited quality between

85 and 215 cm-1, so further measurements are needed to complete them.
Finally, the higher afnity of the smaller Co+

n clusters (with n≤5) towards
Ar attachment has been observed and discussed through the measured mass
spectra and the vibrational spectra.

No calculations were done, even for small sizes, on bimetallic ConMn+
m

clusters due to the complexity of the systems and the possible correlations
between a big number of unpaired 3d electrons, so all spectra were qualitatively
discussed in terms of previous works. All Co+

n -based clusters (with n≤5)
show important changes upon a single Mn inclusion (Co+

3 and Co+
4 -based

clusters show a similar behavior since the totally symmetric mode becomes
IR active upon such substitution, but no explanation was found for Co+

5 -
based clusters). Co+

6 -based clusters are a special case since minor changes
appear upon manganese doping. This is rationalized by considering Co+

6
as a fundamental building block unit. Co+

n -based clusters (with n>6) show
again remarkable changes upon Mn inclusion, but smaller than those of n≤5.
Finally, Co+

13-based clusters constitute another special situation due to the big
cross-section increase and simplicity in the vibrational Co12Mn+ spectrum.
As for Co+

6 -based clusters, we identify here another basic building block on the
bimetallic species, but precise calculations must be done to fully understand
these systems.

Full IRMPD measurements on the cationic and neutral bimetallic clusters
until n=20, both supported by powerful theoretical studies, must be done in
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the future for a deeper understanding of their structures and their evolution
with clusters size.
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Chapter 8

IRMPD on cationic saturated
Ru cluster carbonyls

8.1 Introduction

Ruthenium plays an important role in diferent catalytical process: ammonia
synthesis at low temperatures [374,375], ammonia decomposition [376] and CO
methanation reactions [377]. The Fischer-Tropsch process involves a dissociative
CO adsorption on Ru, followed by a hydrogenation of the dissociated C and O
to form CHx intermediates (and furthermore long hydrocarbons) and H2O [378].
The CO adsorption on Ru surfaces and its hydrogenation/dehydrogenation [379]

or its reactivity to produce CO2
[380] have been intensively studied. Specifcally,

the structural and vibrational characterization of CO bound on Ru(001)
surfaces via IR spectroscopy is the topic of several experimental studies [381–383]

and, extended to other Ru crystalline structures, theoretical works [384–388].
A deeper understanding of these reaction mechanisms can be better

achieved when focusing on small and medium size clusters. For this reason,
CO adsorption on small ruthenium clusters in the gas phase was in the
past treated by our group [389], which was triggered by multiple previous
investigations about the structures of Ru cluster in the gas phase either
experimentally [390–393] or theoretically [394–398]. The characterization of small
ruthenium clusters has been linked, as well, to the study of the magnetic
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Chapter 8. IRMPD on cationic saturated Ru cluster carbonyls

properties of 4d Transition-Metals (T-M) [399,400], since it still constitutes a
challenge for theoretical characterizations.

The characterization of CO adsorption on small transition metal clusters
via (Far) IRMPD has been an important goal in the group of A. Fielicke that
has given fruitful outputs [119,173,389,400,401]. The group V of T-M has shown to
adsorb dissociatively CO with a transition to molecular CO adsorption in the
group VI. Groups VII to XI show molecular adsorption of CO [402]. Among
the molecularly adsorbed CO, the atop position (µ1) is the most commonly
observed, but also CO is adsorbed for some elements (preferentially 4d T-M)
in bridge (µ2) and hollow (µ3) positions. For CO adsorbed on ruthenium it
was observed, by comparison with former IR experiments on RuCO± in neon
matrices [403], that cationic and anionic Run clusters (n=4–19) bind the CO
ligand mainly in atop positions and to a smaller extent in bridge positions [389].

Cationic saturated ruthenium cluster carbonyls are studied here. This was
triggered by previous experiments of ruthenium clusters on oxide supports [404],
where the former show partial positive charge [405]. The structures of some
neutral ruthenium carbonyls in the condensed phase have been known for long
with the remarkable examples of Ru(CO)5 and Ru3(CO)12

[406]. However, big-
ger neutral complexes as Ru4(CO)14, Ru5(CO)16 and Ru6(CO)18 have not yet
been synthesized [407]. In the gas phase, the molecular structure of Ru2(CO)9

has been theoretically investigated [408], but the molecular Ru3(CO)12 has
been by far the most studied complex with studies focused in its progressive
CO de-ligation [409], its transient state upon photon excitation [410–413] or its
role as catalyst [414]. So far, no study has been focused on the structural
characterization of the complete set of saturated ruthenium cluster carbonyls,
Run(CO)m, with n≤20. In this context, it is worth to mention the works
of Critchley et al. [415] and Scott McIndoe [416,417] on the laser synthesis and
characterization of some of these cationic and anionic complexes.

A previous study on cationic saturated rhodium cluster carbonyls via
IRMPD was done by Fielicke et al. [418]. There, the structural changes induced
in the complexes by the removal of an electron from the “originally” neutral
metal cores were deduced from the combination of DFT calculations and the
IRMPD results. The structural information via DFT on the cationic saturated
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8.2. Mass distribution

ruthenium cluster carbonyls that are studied in this chapter appeared frstly
in a work by Lang et al. [407], who subsequently used it in a study on gas
phase Ru+

n (n=4–6) clusters to elucidate their high selectivity and activity
towards CO [405]. However, this information was not further experimentally
corroborated and, therefore, this chapter contains the IRMPD spectra on the
cationic saturated ruthenium cluster carbonyls that were measured at the FHI-
FEL and supported by our DFT calculations (Turbomole 6.4 package [419]).

8.2 Mass distribution

The cationic saturated Ru cluster carbonyls are produced by laser ablation
of a Ru metal rod and the simultaneous addition of CO through the reac-
tion channel within the source chamber. The products of this reaction are
mass analyzed. Further details on the experiment operation appear in the
description of the setup in subsection 2.2.5. We consider that the saturation
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Figure 8.1: Mass spectrum of the cationic saturated Ru cluster carbonyls. The size of the
cationic metal cluster and the number of carbonyls for each one is indicated in the fgure by
the couple of numbers (n,m). The saturation was obtained by increasing the pressure in the
valve that introduces CO until a nearly-steady mass spectrum was observed. Many minor peaks
appear in the spectrum resulting from less stable Run(CO)+

m complexes.
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Chapter 8. IRMPD on cationic saturated Ru cluster carbonyls

Ru+
n clusters with CO has been obtained when, by increasing pressure in the

reaction channel, a stable distribution in the mass spectrum is observed. The
mass distribution of cationic saturated Ru cluster carbonyls is shown in Fig-
ure 8.1 and the obtained complexes are: Ru(CO)+

5 , Ru2(CO)+
9 , Ru3(CO)+

12,
Ru4(CO)+

14, Ru5(CO)+
16, Ru6(CO)+

18, Ru7(CO)+
19 and Ru8(CO)+

21. The last
two complexes are identifed for the frst time here. The bigger intensity of all
these complexes suggests their particularly high stability compared to several
less intense peaks that appear in the spectrum with a diferent number of
carbonyls (presumably less stable saturated species) and it will be discussed
later in terms of the efective atomic number (EAN) rule [420,421]. Each peak
in Figure 8.1 is the envelope of a complex mass distribution that results from
the isotope distributions of Ru and C. This is shown in Figure 8.2, where
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Figure 8.2: Mass spectra of the cationic Ru atom (left) and saturated with CO (right). This
plot shows the utilization of Ru and C in their natural isotopic distributions. The pattern
observed in the left side corresponds to the stable isotope distribution of Ru: 96Ru (5.54%),
98Ru (1.87 %), 99Ru (12.76 %), 100Ru (12.60 %), 101Ru (17.06 %), 102Ru (31.55 %) and
104Ru (18.62 %). On the right side the saturated complexes respond to the formula Ru(CO)+

5
and the mass distribution due to Ru is very similar to the left plot. The two new peaks at
243 and 245 u marked with red arrows come from the isotope distribution of C (12C (98.9 %),
13C (1.1 %)) and are understood as the substitution of one 12C by one 13C in the Ru(CO)+

5
complexes with 102Ru and 104Ru.

the experimental mass spectra of Ru+ and its saturated complex with CO,
Ru(CO)+

5 , are shown. On the right side, the isotope distribution of ruthenium
is reproduced (check the caption of Figure 8.2). On the left side, the two
peaks marked by red arrows that appear at 241 and 245 u are the result of
the 13C isotope. They are respectively linked to the Ru(CO)+

5 complexes at
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240 and 244 u because the small natural abundance (1.1 %) of the 13C isotope
makes possible that among the fve carbonyls bound to Ru+ only one is 13C.
As well, the relative abundance of the Ru isotopes with 102 and 104 u. is big
enough and the noise in the mass spectrum low enough not to obscure them.

8.3 IR spectra and structures

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the DFT calculated structures for the CO saturated
complexes with 1–6 Ru atoms and their respective calculated vibrational
spectra. All DFT theoretical calculations were carried out using the hybrid
functional PBE0; the def2-TZVP basis set was used on the smaller Run(CO)+

m
complexes (for n≤4) and the def-SVP basis set for the bigger ones (n>4).
The calculated structures for Ru4(CO)+

14, Ru5(CO)+
16, Ru6(CO)+

18 agree with
those in the work of Lang et al. [407]. The calculated Ru-Ru distances in the
saturated cluster carbonyls range from 2.88 to 2.82 Å in Ru+

3 , between 2.83
and 2.78 Å in Ru+

4 , from 3.01 to 2.70 Å in Ru+
5 and between 2.85 and 2.70 Å

in Ru+
6 . The calculated Ru-Ru bond in Ru+

2 measures 2.93 Å. The color code
used in Figures 8.3 to specify the diferently bound carbonyl groups is dark
grey-red for atop bound ligands, orange-light grey for semi-bridging carbonyl
groups and yellow-white for symmetrically bridging carbonyl ligands. The
quantitative criterion employed to distinguish symmetrically bridging from
semi-bridging ligands is to measure for the former a diference smaller than 0.1
Å between both M-C bonds. The C-O bond lengths in the complexes increase
gradually in average from 1.12 Å in Ru(CO)+

5 to 1.142 Å in Ru6(CO)+
18. This

trend can be understood as a slight weaking of the C-O bond because the
average π-backdonation done to each carbonyl group coming from the metal
core increases with the size of the cluster. Precisely, the ratio “Number of
CO/Number of Ru” decreases monotonically from Ru(CO)+

5 to Ru6(CO)+
18

with the values 5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 3.2 and 3.
The measured vibrational spectra on the saturated cluster carbonyls with

1–6 Ru atoms are shown in Figure 8.4. Both fgures are divided into two
regions, the M-C stretching region between 300 and 650 cm-1 and the C-O
stretching one between 1900 and 2200 cm-1. The M-C stretching region of
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Figure 8.3: Calculated structures of the lowest energy isomers for Ru(CO)+
5 , Ru2(CO)+

9 ,
Ru3(CO)+

12, Ru4(CO)+
14, Ru5(CO)+

16 and Ru6(CO)+
18. Calculated higher energy isomers for

Ru(CO)+
5 and Ru6(CO)+

18 are also included. Atop bound carbonyl groups are colored in red
(O) and deep grey (C). Semi-bridging carbonyl groups are colored in orange (O) and light grey
(C). Symmetrically bridging carbonyl groups are colored in yellow (O) and white (C).

Ru5(CO)+
16 and Ru6(CO)+

18 includes as well the vibrational spectra (light grey)
that were measured with double IR power with the aim of having a better
observation over these frequencies. The C-O stretching region is subdivided
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in red, green and blue color-coded areas to distinguish the bands assigned
respectively to the symmetrically bridging, semi-bridging and atop bound
carbonyl groups. The calculated C-O stretching frequencies that are plotted
in the simulated spectra of Figure 8.4 are compiled in detail in the Appendix
8.A. We have only included there the C-O frequencies of the calculated lowest
energy isomers and identifed them by the same color code as in Figure 8.4.

The intensity of the calculated and experimental vibrational spectra in the
C-O stretching region is attenuated by a factor of 10 in order to have a better
general overview of the whole frequency spectral range. Besides the quality of
the experimental data, they are in very good agreement with the calculated
frequencies in both spectral regions. Such agreement allows us to discard
directly in Ru(CO)+

5 contributions from the calculated higher energy isomer.
In Ru6(CO)+

18, the overall agreement between the experimental spectrum and
the contributions from the lowest energy isomer, notably the experimental
absence of a band at 1950 cm-1 coming from the predicted higher energy
isomer, concludes a lowest energy Ru6(CO)+

18 isomer that is not based on an
octahedral metal core (see Figure 8.4). From the agreements in Ru(CO)+

5 and
in Ru2(CO)+

9 , it can be assumed that all carbonyl ligands are atop bound.
The band at ≈2130 cm-1 in the spectrum of Ru(CO)+

5 is assigned to the a1

mode, stretching of the top carbonyl group calculated at 2123 cm-1, and to
the e mode involving the four “in plane” carbonyls calculated at 2124 cm-1.
The dip with minimum at ≈2070 cm-1 is assigned to the fragmentation of
Ru2(CO)+

9 into Ru(CO)+
5 and Ru(CO)4 by breaking the Ru-Ru bond. The

low symmetry of the calculated ground state for Ru2(CO)+
9 hinders a clear

assignment of the vibrational modes.
The low intensity peak at ≈2000 cm-1 in Ru3(CO)+

12 is assigned to the
calculated stretching vibrations of the two semi-bridging carbonyl groups at
2001 and 2029 cm-1. Consequently, the remaining ten carbonyl ligands are
atop bound. In Ru4(CO)+

14, the band at ≈1948 cm-1 includes the b2 mode of
the two symmetrically bridging carbonyl ligands calculated at 1952 cm-1 and
the bands at higher energies are assigned to modes that involve the remaining
twelve atop bound carbonyl ligands. No semi-bridging carbonyl groups are
identifed in Ru4(CO)+

14. Observing the calculated lowest energy structure
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Figure 8.4: Experimental measurements (black and grey) in the far-IR (M-C bonds)/IR (C-
O bonds) on the complexes Ru(CO)+

5 , Ru2(CO)+
9 , Ru3(CO)+

12, Ru4(CO)+
14, Ru5(CO)+

16,
Ru6(CO)+

18 and calculated vibrational spectra for the lowest energy isomers, and a higher energy
one for Ru(CO)+

5 and Ru6(CO)+
18 (red dotted). The calculations on the four smallest complexes

were performed with def2-TZVP/PBE0 and the frequency scaling factors are 0.933/0.955. The
calculations on Ru5(CO)+

16, Ru6(CO)+
18 were done with def-SVP/PBE0 with scaling factors

0.928/0.944. The spectral region between 1900 and 2200 cm-1 is subdivided light red (modes
assigned to symmetrically bridging carbonyl ligands), light green (modes assigned to semi-bridging
carbonyl ligands) and blue (atop bound ligands).

for Ru5(CO)+
16, only one carbonyl group is symmetrically bridging and its

fngerprint in the spectrum is the feature with maximum at ≈1932 cm-1. All
those weak bands localized between 1950 and 2040 cm-1 are assigned to the
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six carbonyl ligands that are identifed in Ru5(CO)+
16 as semi-bridging and,

therefore, the remaining nine carbonyl ligands are atop bound. The spectrum
of Ru6(CO)+

18 shows a band at ≈2000 cm-1 that includes the six modes (see
Appendix 8.A) assigned to the ten semi-bridging carbonyl groups. Among
these ten carbonyl ligands, one can observe that the four at the bottom of the
molecule (Figure 8.3) are almost atop bound, but a careful observation of the
aforementioned vibrational modes clears up any possible doubts, remaining
eight atop bound carbonyl ligands in Ru6(CO)+

18.
Once the predicted geometrical structures of the cationic Ru cluster

carbonyls have been corroborated by the IR spectra, it is interesting to gain
insights into their bonding by comparing them with those of the neutral Ru
cluster carbonyls. All the carbonyl groups in the calculated lowest energy
Ru2(CO)+

9 isomer are atop bound. A higher energy Ru2(CO)+
9 isomer was

calculated with three bridging carbonyl groups (the same as the lowest energy
Fe2(CO)9 isomer [422]) and a much shorter Ru-Ru bond distance than the
lowest energy one. In addition, the lowest energy structures of Ru2(CO)9 and
the isoelectronic Os2(CO)9

[422] include one bridging carbonyl ligand. A former
work on cationic Rh cluster carbonyls [418] manifests a similar phenomenon:
the lowest energy Rh2(CO)8 isomer shows two bridging carbonyl groups, while
all the carbonyl ligands in the lowest energy Rh2(CO)+

8 isomer are atop bound.
The cationic isomer with the same structure as the lowest energy neutral
one is 0.65 eV above the aforementioned lowest energy Rh2(CO)+

8 isomer.
Swart et al. [418] calculate a bonding HOMO with respect to the Rh-ν2-CO
bonds that reduces its electronic population upon ionization and undergoes a
charge induced structural rearrangement. The rearrangement lengthens the
Rh-Rh distance and “destroys” the bridging bonds. This explanation can be
satisfactorily extended to our case.

A higher energy isomer was also calculated for Ru3(CO)+
12. It was

identifed as a transition state with the same geometry (D3h symmetry) as the
lowest energy Ru3(CO)12 isomer (and the isoelectronic Os3(CO)12

[422]) and
with slightly longer Ru-Ru bonds than the calculated lowest energy cationic
isomer. Based on the ofered explanation in the former paragraph, we consider
that the ionization of the lowest energy Ru3(CO)12 isomer removes an electron
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Chapter 8. IRMPD on cationic saturated Ru cluster carbonyls

from an antibonding HOMO that shortens the Ru-Ru distances and forces
the turning motion of the carbonyl groups around the Ru atoms. Due to
the symmetry reduction in the lowest energy Ru3(CO)+

12 isomer, we have
to include as well the possibility of a JT efect. Finally, the removal of an
electron from the lowest energy Ru(CO)5 isomer results in a higher energy
cationic isomer with D3h symmetry whose lowest energy structure has C4v

symmetry (see Figure 8.3). As a previous study remarked [423,424], the square
pyramidal C4v structure of Ru(CO)+

5 is also characteristic of the isoelectronic
Mn(CO)5.

8.4 Infuence of the 18-electron rule on the struc-
tures of carbonyl clusters

The structure of metallorganic complexes one often tries to understand and
to predict via semiempirical counting rules that rationalize the number of
valence electrons which participate in the bonding. The 18-electron rule is the
fundamental one. In order to reach the electronic confguration of a noble gas,
the sum of the valence electrons belonging to a metal center and its associated
ligands is 18. An extension of this rule to complexes where each metal center
does not fulfll the 18-electron rule individually, but all the metal centers do
if they are taken in average, is called the EAN rule [421]. Nevertheless, the
number of skeletal M-M edges predicted by the EAN rule [421] tends to be
underestimated because such rule is based on the assumption that all the
metal-metal interactions consist of localized two center/two electron (2c/2e)
bonds [420].

These limitations triggered the development of Wade's rules [426], which
ofer a more realistic prediction of the geometries of the skeletal cluster centers.
Originally developed to understand the structures of boranes and carboranes,
these rules are summarized, according to Dyson et al. [420], as:

� An n vertexed “closo” cluster is held together by n+1 bonding electron
pairs.
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8.4. Infuence of the 18-electron rule on the structures of carbonyl clusters

Figure 8.5: Scheme taken from the work of Hughes et al. [425] where it is shown the relation
established (for the transition metal clusters in the scope of organometallic chemistry) between
the nuclearity number, n, the number of the skeletal electron pairs, S, the geometric structure
of the skeletal metal center and its denomination by the Wade's rules. In the scheme, the
application of Wade's rules to transition metal clusters introduces the PSPET model.

� An n vertexed “nido” cluster is held together by n+2 bonding electron
pairs.

� An n vertexed “arachno” cluster is held together by n+3 bonding electron
pairs.
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� An n vertexed “hypho” cluster is held together by n+4 bonding electron
pairs.

where “closo”, “nido”, “arachno” and “hypho” are the names that receive
the skeletal cluster structures (in our study the transition metal cluster in
the saturated cluster carbonyl) depending on which of the aforementioned
counting rules they fulfll.

Wade's rules in turn are extended to transition metal clusters by the
inclusion of the “isolobal principle”. This principle considers that: two
fragments are isolobal if the number, symmetry properties, approximate energy
and shape of their frontier orbitals (available orbitals for cluster bonding) as
well as the number of electrons occupying them are similar [420,427]. In our
case, the similar bonding characteristics that have CH2 and the Ru(CO)4

unit allow through the “isolobal principle” the application of the Wade’s
rules [426] to transition metal clusters and, to a further extent, to introduce
the polyhedral skeletal electron pair theory (PSEPT).

In the PSEPT theory, the number of skeletal electron pairs, S, available
for cluster bonding in a transition metal cluster is given by [420]:

S = Totalvalenceelectrons- 12n
2 (8.1)

where n is the number of skeletal metal atoms. The number 12 appears
by assuming that among the 9 atomic orbitals available in each skeletal
atom, three are left for framework bonding while the other six are used in
metal-ligand bonding or in the occupation of non-bonding electrons.

The visualization of the relation established for the transition metal
clusters in the organometallic complexes between the nuclearity number, n,
the number of the skeletal electron pairs, S, the name that it receives (“closo”,
etc.) and its geometric structure is summarized in Figure 8.5. Moreover,
it appears in Figure 8.5 a metal cluster with a structure named as “mono-
capped closo”. This denomination as well as the terms “bicapped polyhedron”,
“tricapped polyhedron”, etc. (that will appear later) are all derived from the
“Capping Principle”, which is applied when the PSEPT theory is used for
clusters with nuclearity higher than 6. This principle states [420]: a capped
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polyhedral cluster has the same number of electron pairs for framework
bonding as the uncapped cluster. In the aggregation process of a metal cluster
this implies the extension of the Wade's naming rules in the following manner:

� A monocapped polyhedron with n skeletal atoms has n electron pairs
available for framework bonding.

� A bicapped polyhedron with n skeletal atoms has n-1 electron pairs
available for framework bonding, and so on...

The content of Figure 8.5 (frst column) is explained in Table 8.1 to
understand clearly how the former theoretical introduction has been used in
its elaboration. Considering that the electron confguration atomic osmium
is [Xe] 4f145d66s2, the application of equation 8.1 for Os3(CO)12, Os4(CO)14,
Os5(CO)16, Os6(CO)18, Os7(CO)21 and Os8(CO)23 gives well known skeletal
structures [422]:

Osn(CO)m Valence e-s S Structure
(n · 8) + (m · 2)

Os3(CO)12 48 6=n+3 arachno
Os4(CO)14 60 6=n+2 nido
Os5(CO)16 72 6=n+1 closo
Os6(CO)18 84 6=n mono-capped closo
Os7(CO)21 98 7=n mono-capped closo
Os8(CO)23 110 7=n-1 bi-capped closo

Table 8.1: Numerical explanation of some of the structures predicted in Figure 8.5. In the table
n is the number of transition metal nuclei, m is the number of ligands (each CO contributes
with 2 electrons) and S is the number of skeletal electron pairs.

Applying this model to our complexes, we observe that in the former work
on Ru4(CO)+

14, Ru5(CO)+
16 and Ru6(CO)+

18 by Lang et al. [407] the cationic
nature of the cluster is neglected when using Wade's rules. Nevertheless, it
is going to be considered in our case. Since each Ru atom contributes with
8 electrons, each CO with 2 and all complexes are singly charged cations,
the application of this formula to the bigger clusters (Ru3(CO)+

12, Ru4(CO)+
14,

Ru5(CO)+
16 and Ru6(CO)+

18) gives S=5.5 for all of them as it is shown in
Table 8.2. The uncommon half-integer value obtained for S is the result
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of considering the positive charge of the complexes. This means that the
predicted structures for each of the Ru+

n clusters that conform the complexes
in the PSEPT model can be two: nido or arachno for Ru+

3 , closo or nido for
Ru+

4 , mono-capped closo or closo for Ru+
5 and bi-capped closo or mono-capped

closo for Ru+
6 . The comparison of these predictions with our DFT calculated

structures reveals that in all the cases the second option (in bold, in Table 8.2)
is the correct one, i.e. S=6: arachno for Ru+

3 , nido for Ru+
4 , closo for Ru+

5 and
mono-capped closo for Ru+

6 . Consequently, a half-flled orbital counts like a
full one within the PSEPT theory and, therefore, the essential element in the
counting is the number of available orbitals occupied by electrons, regardless
of their half or full occupation, as it was considered by Lang et al. [407].

Run(CO)+
m Valence e-s S Possible

(n · 8) + (m · 2) structures
Ru3(CO)+

12 47 5.5 n+2 (nido)
n + 3 (arachno)

Ru4(CO)+
14 59 5.5 n+1 (closo)

n + 2 (nido)
Ru5(CO)+

16 71 5.5 n (mono-capped closo)
n + 1 (closo)

Ru6(CO)+
18 83 5.5 n-1 (bi-capped closo)

n (mono- capped closo)
Ru7(CO)+

19 93 4.5 n-3 (tetra-capped closo)
n- 2 (tri- capped closo)

Ru8(CO)+
21 105 4.5 n-4 (penta-capped closo)

n- 3 (tetra - capped closo)

Table 8.2: Predicted structures by the PSEPT theory for our cationic Ru cluster carbonyls. In
the table n is the number of transition metal nuclei, m is the number of ligands, where each
CO contributes with 2 electrons, and S is the number of skeletal electron pairs. In bold are the
correctly predicted structures. More details in the text.

Therefore, the application of the PSEPT model neglecting the cationic
nature of the complexes can be used to, somehow, predict the cluster structure
of Ru7(CO)+

19 and Ru8(CO)+
21. The value of S obtained in both cases is 5,

which predicts for Ru7(CO)+
19 a tri-capped polyhedron and for Ru8(CO)+

21 a
tetra-capped polyhedron [420,425]. Both predictions are seemingly in disagree-
ment with the conclusions of the work of Kerpal et al. [393]. There, the assigned
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structures to Ru+
7 and to Ru+

8 are based on a cubic motif and those that
can resemble to what is proposed here lie at much higher energies. However,
there is not such disagreement because Kerpal et al. [393] solely determine the
structures of bare Ru+

n clusters and, therefore, the PSEPT considerations
cannot be transposed to their investigation. IR measurements on Ru7(CO)+

19,
Ru8(CO)+

21 and other metalorganic compounds that theoretically result in
huge conformational spaces could be an interesting benchmark to trigger
new calculations that could fnd with more reliability their global minimum
structures.

8.5 Conclusion

The IR spectra of a complete series of cationic Ru cluster carbonyls have been
measured and their geometrical structures (until n=6) have been characterized.
The successful assignment of the IR spectra has allowed to fully identify the
binding positions (symmetrically bridging, semi-bridging and atop bound)
of the carbonyl ligands in each cationic cluster carbonyl. These structures
have been correctly predicted by the semiempirical PSEPT model and, in
addition, it has been shown that the essential element in the counting is the
number of available orbitals occupied by electrons, regardless if they are half
or fully occupied. As well, some predictions have been done on the possible
structural arrangements of the skeletal transition metal clusters in Ru7(CO)+

19
and Ru8(CO)+

21 that can serve as benchmark for future studies.
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8.A Complementary information

Ru(CO)+
5 (C4v/

2A1) [C-O vibrational modes] ALL IR ACTIVE

Symmetry Calc. freq. (x 0.955) (cm-1) IR Intensity (km/mol)
a1 2122.6 475.1
e 2124.3 987.9

Ru2(CO)+
9 (Cs/

2A0) [C-O vibrational modes] ALL IR ACTIVE

Symmetry Calc. freq. (x 0.955) (cm-1) IR Intensity (km/mol)
a” 2054.2 490.3
a’ 2059.0 350.1
a’ 2073.8 273.5
a’ 2094.4 1189.9
a” 2096.3 1399.0
a’ 2109.8 15.6
a” 2119.9 1083.5
a’ 2170.8 72.8
a’ 2109.8 15.6

Ru3(CO)+
12 (C1/

2A) [C-O vibrational modes] ALL IR ACTIVE

Symmetry Calc. freq. (x 0.955) (cm-1) IR Intensity (km/mol)
a 2001.2 431.3
a 2029.2 149.6
a 2044.9 24.8
a 2052.5 279.8
a 2064.4 414.1
a 2072.4 372.6
a 2076.6 255.5
a 2078.1 1168.9
a 2085.7 293.2
a 2105.1 1763.8
a 2106.8 1850.8
a 2147.6 38.7
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Ru4(CO)+
14 (C2d/

2B1) [C-O vibrational modes]

Symmetry Calc. freq. (x 0.955) (cm-1) IR Intensity (km/mol) IR Active
a1 1952.3 0 NO
b2 1954.5 1147.3 YES
e 2029.5 63.4 YES
a1 2034.0 0 NO
b2 2036.4 234.6 YES
a2 2060.6 0 NO
b1 2066.9 0 NO
e 2073.3 664.0 YES
b2 2096.6 1875.2 YES
e 2098.0 1957.3 YES
a1 2134.6 0 NO

Ru5(CO)+
16 (C1/

2A) [C-O vibrational modes] ALL IR ACTIVE

Symmetry Calc. freq. (x 0.944) (cm-1) IR Intensity (km/mol)
a 1932.4 317.5
a 1973.9 396.6
a 1996.6 89.6
a 2005.1 246.6
a 2026.8 55.1
a 2036.2 145.0
a 2041.9 86.5
a 2050.4 105.2
a 2055.1 136.3
a 2066.4 618.8
a 2068.3 17.8
a 2077.7 948.7
a 2086.2 1743.9
a 2090.0 1321.6
a 2108.9 2187.9
a 2132.5 10.7
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Ru6(CO)+
18 (C2/

2B) [C-O vibrational modes] ALL IR ACTIVE

Symmetry Calc. freq. (x 0.944) (cm-1) IR Intensity (km/mol)
a 1986.5 67.17
a 1987.1 115.6
a 1997.9 682.8
a 2000.8 14.1
a 2003.2 546.9
a 2008.1 124.5
a 2032.6 95.7
a 2036.7 0.3
a 2039.1 0.3
a 2046.8 61.5
a 2057.2 131.7
a 2060.0 98.2
a 2066.4 513.0
a 2072.2 422.3
a 2073.3 3192.9
a 2098.4 2640.7
a 2100.3 2946.1
a 2127.9 29.8
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Chapter 9

Summary

The research presented in this thesis has pursued the goal of obtaining new
pieces of information on the puzzling understanding of chemical bonding
within transition metal clusters. In addition, the nature of the interaction
with ligands adsorbed on their surface has been further characterized. Anion
photoelectron spectroscopy via velocity map imaging has provided insights
into the vibronic structures and the photoelectron angular distributions of
Pt-3 and TaN- through which their bonding characteristics were in detail
deduced. In a similar vein, the vibrational spectra of CoAr+

n (n=3 to 6),
saturated cationic Ru cluster carbonyls and Con-mMnmAr+

x with a great
variety of stoichiometries were obtained via (far-)infrared multiple photon
dissociation spectroscopy. In both cases, the combination of DFT calculations
with the experimental results was crucial for the conclusions obtained on the
chemical bonding in these systems.

In this thesis, the studied clusters and cluster complexes are based on
the transition metals Pt, Ta, Co, Mn and Ru. The clearly diferent core
and valence electronic structures of these metals and, therefore, their distinct
physicochemical properties make it challenging to discuss all the relevant
aspects studied under a single conceptual framework. It appears therefore
more appropriate to give an individual summary and outlook for each subject.
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Pt-3
For the anionic platinum trimer, Pt-3 , high resolution photoelectron spectra in
the range of valence shell excitations illustrate the huge complexity that the
electronic structure of a very small transition metal cluster with open d-shells
can reach. Assignment of the photoelectron spectra has been achieved with
the fundamental support of DFT calculations that were performed by Julius
Jellinek and Aslihan Sumer with a remarkable very good agreement for those
transitions involving excited electronic states in anion and neutral trimer. It
reveals an opposite energy ordering of the two possible isomers, linear and
triangular, in the anion and neutral with the more stable structures in the
anion corresponding to the linear isomer while, in the neutral, they have
triangular geometry. The selective detection of slow photoelectrons allows
in some bands the resolution of the vibronic substructure. In these cases,
Franck-Condon simulations for the calculated electronic transitions suggested
the presence of pseudo Jahn-Teller, Jahn-Teller and Renner-Teller efects.

The still open questions concerning the vibronic structure of the cluster
include a detailed study of the adiabatic potential surfaces for each of the
calculated electronic states to fully characterize the proposed avoided inter-
crossing between the anionic 4Σ-g and 4∆g states as well as the indicated
pseudo Jahn-Teller, Jahn-Teller and Renner-Teller efects. This might further
gain in complexity considering the importance of relativistic efects in the late
transition metals and their inclusion in DFT calculations for neutral trimers
of Pt, which in total have 30 valence electrons. In addition, the production
of the clusters via a non-isotopically pure Pt target may call into question
some of the interpretations and raises the question of isotope shifts in the
photoelectron spectra.

The photoelectron angular distributions of some of the assigned elec-
tronic transitions have been experimentally characterized as a function of the
photoelectron kinetic energy. These photoelectron angular distributions can
be rationalized using quantitative and qualitative models for the anisotropy
parameter β2 and by spatial visualization of calculated Hartree-Fock molecular
orbitals within the trimer. The success in the β2 modelling gives insights into
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the chemical bonding in terms of the Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals and
corroborates further the assignment of the photoelectron spectrum. Photo-
electron angular distributions have been discussed in two groups according to
the geometry of the anionic electronic states from which they occur, i.e., 2A02
with a triangular geometry and 4Σ-g and 4∆g with a linear one.

The photoelectron angular distributions of the 2A02→3A002 transition have
been modelled with the Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-Zare approximation with a
satisfactory agreement for kinetic energies below 0.7 eV. This constitutes
a success of the “central atom approximation” for molecular orbitals with
very complex geometrical structures that result from the hybridization of
atomic d-orbitals and are characteristic of transition metals. The unexplained
photoelectron angular distributions of the 2A02→3A002 transition for kinetic
energies above 0.7 eV show β2 values that monotonically increase until a
maximum of ≈1.5. They provide a benchmark for future improvements
in Sanov’s model with regard to physical descriptions of the photoelectron
wavefunction in molecular photodetachment processes that are beyond the
very low KE approximation. In addition, the deviations observed at low KEs
in the PADs of the 2A02→3A2 transition might be, in comparison with those
of 2A02→3A002, an experimental contribution to characterize the infuence that
vibronic efects can have on photoelectron angular distributions.

The photoelectron angular distributions of the transition from the frst
excited anionic state, 4∆g, show footprints of electronic correlation efects
within the trimer that are evidenced in the photodetachment process. This
agrees with the previous assignment of the band system to the 4∆g→5Σ+

u
transition being a correlated two-electron process.

Lastly, the photoelectron angular distributions of transitions from the
4Σ-g state show oscillations that, in the quantum analogy established by Fano
to Young’s double slit experiment, are interpreted as interferometric efects
which are related to the emergence of the photoelectron partial waves as a
function of the photoelectron KE in the photodetachment process. This opens
the door for a more detailed modelling of the molecular potential barriers in
anionic molecules, much less studied than those of neutral systems so far. In
addition, measurements of β2 at higher kinetic energies for Pt-3 could provide
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evidence of interferometric efects in the gerade molecular orbitals, which
would be a quantum equivalent to Young’s triple slit experiment.

TaN-

In the past, the rovibronic structure of the neutral tantalum nitride molecule,
TaN, had been studied. Here these studies are continued by analyzing the
photoelectron spectrum of its anion, TaN-. The newly obtained information
comprises the adiabatic electron afnity of TaN along with the spin-orbit
coupling constant (ASO), the spin-spin interaction term constant (λSS) and
vibrational terms of anionic and neutral electronic states.

The analysis of the measured photoelectron angular distributions reveals
the presence of two characteristic deviations from the typically smooth depen-
dence of β2 on the kinetic energy for direct photodetachment processes that,
with the support of TDDFT calculations, are characterized as manifestations
of core excited shape and Feshbach resonances. The contributions from direct
photodetachment processes are modelled within the Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-
Zare approximation through Sanov's “sequential mixing model” giving insights
into the chemical bonding of the molecule. The photoelectron angular dis-
tributions of the transitions 2∆3/2→3∆1,2 reveal a spd hybridization in the
molecular orbital from which photodetachment takes place. The modeling of
the photoelectron angular distributions within the Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-Zare
approximation has been less successful for the 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 transition due to,
presumably, electronic correlation efects.

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy of transition metals-
An outlook

The discrepancies between the modeling in the Wigner-Bethe-Cooper-Zare
approximation of the 2A02→3A002 transition in Pt-3 and the 2∆3/2→1Σ+

0 tran-
sition in TaN- and the experimental results spotlight not only the need for
further improvements in the models, but also for a further development of
quantum chemical methods to obtain close-to-real estimates for the molecular
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orbitals and photoelectron wavefunctions. Furthermore, the indications of
electron correlation efects and the possible infuence of relaxation efects in
the photoelectron angular distributions reveal the need for a deeper theoretical
understanding of these phenomena in systems that contain transition metal
elements.

Typically, density-based methods are optimized to give the best possi-
ble energy estimates but they are not focused on reproducing the accurate
wavefunctions, so determinant for the photoelectron angular distributions in
photodetachment. Only wavefunction-based methods can do that. However,
even using wavefunction based methods (CI, CCSD, etc.) one has been often
limited to calculating accurate energy values, so far. The manifestation of
correlation and relativistic efects in the photoelectron angular distributions
might trigger future theoretical developments.

CoAr+
n

Far-infrared multiple photodissociation spectra are obtained for CoAr+
n (n=3

to 6) complexes via direct excitation of Co-Ar vibrational fundamentals. The
agreement obtained between the depletion spectrum of the CoAr+

4 complex
and its ab initio calculated IR frequencies readdresses the question of the Co+-
Ar bonding nature, since its calculated structure shows a strong directionality
suggesting relevant covalent contributions to the main electrostatic interaction
between the metal cation and the rare gas atom. This is backed up by a crystal
feld stabilization energy for the CoAr+

6 molecule that is found to be close to
the splittings in other isovalent d8 complexes with a higher level of covalency
as [Ni(NH3)6]2+. Therefore, the predicted geometries for the CoAr+

n (n=3 to
6) complexes can be explained within the model of an octahedral crystal feld
splitting. This study shows the need for robust theoretical and more precise
experimental quantifcations of the contributions in the interactions between
transition metals and rare gas atoms.
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Con-mMnmAr+
x

The vibrational spectra of Con-mMnmAr+
x complexes in the far-infrared are

obtained for a variety of sizes and stoichiometries. The validity of the mea-
surements is frstly corroborated by a detailed comparison of the spectra
of ConAr+

x with those obtained in a former study [44,315] and, moreover, the
structure of the Co3Ar+

3 complex is elucidated. After that, the spectra on
the bimetallic Con-mMnmAr+

x complexes are qualitatively discussed remark-
ing the possible high symmetry of the Co+

13 and Co12Mn+ clusters whose
structures, despite multiple previous studies, have not yet been elucidated.
Beyond speculations, the support of robust DFT calculations and, maybe,
even further spectroscopic studies are needed to elucidate the structures and
the singularities in the metal-metal bonding of these bimetallic clusters.

Complementary infrared multiple photon dissociation measurements on
the monocarbonyls of these bimetallic clusters were carried out to provide
further insights into the binding and the activation of CO by binary transition
metal clusters. These experiments where among the frst performed with the
newly installed IR-FEL at the Fritz-Haber institute and would be a useful
complement to elucidate the geometric structures of the Con-mMn+

m clusters.

Cationic ruthenium cluster carbonyls

The infrared multiple photon dissociation spectra of cationic Run ruthenium
cluster carbonyls Run(CO)+

m with n=1-8 are obtained. For the smaller sizes
with n=1 to 6 the geometric structures of the ground-state isomers and
some higher energy isomers are calculated via DFT. The structures are
corroborated by the agreement between their simulated vibrational spectra
and the experimental data. The spectrum of the Ru6(CO)+

18 isomer reveals
the solely contribution of the calculated lowest energy isomer, which is not
based on an octahedral metal core. The geometric structures of the cationic
Ru cluster carbonyls are compared with those of the ruthenium neutral species
plus other isovalent/isoelectronic species to better understand the bonding
nature of their highest occupied molecular orbitals.
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The study continues with a brief introduction to the polyhedral skeletal
electron pair theory and its application to cationic ruthenium cluster carbonyls.
The theory is illustrated with some neutral isovalent carbonyls to subsequently
predict the correct skeletal structures of the cationic Run carbonyls with n=1
to 6. It is therefore concluded that the polyhedral skeletal electron pair theory
can be successfully applied to (open-shell) cationic carbonyls since the essential
element in the counting is the number of available orbitals (half or fully)
occupied by electrons. Consequently, the skeletal structures of Ru7(CO)+

19
and Ru8(CO)+

21 are predicted.
This investigation triggers further applications of the polyhedral skeletal

electron pair theory to charged cluster carbonyls and their corroboration via
DFT calculations. These calculations might constitute a challenge since the
large number of ligands in the carbonyls Ru7(CO)+

19 and Ru8(CO)+
21 results

in gigantic conformational spaces where the geometry optimization to fnd the
global minimum turns out to be quite cumbersome. Besides more accurate
calculations on these carbonyls, additional experimental information could
be obtained on the magnetic properties of the ruthenium clusters via X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism spectroscopy or defection experiments. In order
to disentangle their electronic and geometric structures, these studies could
be complemented with velocity map imaging measurements on the electronic
structure of their corresponding negative species.
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